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My first contact with Brazilian Indians was in 1961. I was on an expedition
to explore the headwaters of the Iriri river in the forests of central Brazil. (…)
Before penetrating this unexplored region, we consulted two legendary fig-
ures of the Indian Protection Service—Orlando Villas-Bôas and Francisco
Meirelles. Both assured us that no Indians lived in the Cachimbo hills which
we would be penetrating.
Theywerewrong: anuncontacted tribe laid an ambushononeof the paths
wehad cut into the forest andkilled the expedition’s leader,my friendRichard
Mason. We brought out arrows and clubs used in the attack. Other Indians
identified these as belonging to a tribe called Kreen-Akrore. It took many ex-
peditions and ten years of attraction-campaigns before the Villas Boas broth-
ers finallymade contact with the Kreen-Akrore. It wasmy first glimpse of the
Indian Service at work, andmy first realisation that unknown tribes were still
being contacted and conquered on the Amazon frontiers of Brazil.
Hemming 1978, Red Gold.
The indigenous nation referred to by John Hemming as Kreen-Akrore is today
called Panará, from their autonym panãra (“those that are”), and this book is
the culmination of four years dedicated to the study of their language. Panará
is a language that belongs to the Jê family, a group of languages currently
spoken in central and south-eastern Brazil. On the one hand, Panará presents
some typically Jê traits: the lexical correspondences, phonemic inventories,
phonological processes and general morphological profile all have the char-
acteristics that one would expect in any Jê language.
2 Chapter 1
On the other hand, the constituent order, case marking patterns and verbal
morphology are radically different fromwhat we find elsewhere in the Jê fam-
ily.The present dissertation is an attempt to provide a thorough description of
the phenomena at hand, as well as to discuss their place in current linguistic
theory.
Following this introductory chapter, the book is divided into two sections.
The first lays out a description of Panará language, covering a general over-
view of the grammar (ch. 2), the exponence of case in Jê languages in general
and Panará in particular (ch. 3), and oblique participants (ch. 4). The second
section shifts the focus to a generative analysis of grammatical case (ch. 5),
cross-reference morphology and agreement (ch. 6). Finally, I summarize the
problems and insights uncovered throughout this dissertation, and discuss
further directions to investigate (ch. 7).
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1.1 The Panará people
Between the cerrado tropical savanna in central Brazil’s plateaus and the
Amazonian rainforest further to the west, there is a transitional terrain some-
times known as moist forest. This land of deep forest and meandering rivers
and creeks is the home of the Panará.
Brazilian moist forests are characterized for having thick vegetation, an
ondulating urography and for being drier than the rainforests to thewest.This
is the edge of the Amazon basin, with the Xingu river being its easternmost
tributary.The Panará Indigenous Land, where the 500-600 Panará people live
today, is an area located between the towns of Altamira (Pará) and Guarantã
do Norte (Mato Grosso), spanning almost 500,000 hectares of forest in what
is left of their pre-contact territory (map 1).
Map 1. Location of the Panará Indigenous Land.
Source: Instituto Socioambiental. Used with permission.
The Panará were contacted in 1973 in the region between the Peixoto1 and
Iriri2 rivers. The Panará’s old land is situated at the north of a flatland that
extends south of the Cachimbo mountain range (serra do Cachimbo) all the
way into the Pantanal wetlands, and roughly between the Tocantins to the
east and north-central Rondônia to the west. This is the Mato Grosso Plateau
1. A tributary of the Tapajós basin.
2. A tributary of the Xingu.
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(planalto do Mato Grosso). Situated in the Amazon basin, between its eastern-
most tributaries, the landscape is quite different from what we usually think
of as Amazonian jungle.
The Mato Grosso Plateau or the Central Plateau was home to a series of
indigenous Brazilian groups, such as the Xavante, the Arara, the Juruna, or
theMunduruku, as documented by explorers like Nimuendajú (1952) or Ehren-
reich (1891). Panará presence in the 20th century is documented as south as the
city of Colíder, stretching down from the Cachimbo mountain range between
the states of Pará and Mato Grosso (Schwartzman 1988).
The modern Panará
Today’s Panará society is undeniably shaped by the conditions that accom-
panied contact in the 1970s. Both the contact process itself and its aftermath
led to the introduction of infectious diseases from the Brazilian population
to which the Panará had no immunity. These diseases rapidly decimated the
Panará population:
“The Panará are also the survivors of a holocaust. Between 1968 and
1973, between 80 and 90% of the population died of introduced epi-
demic diseases, originating with the road crews opening the 163 high-
way that cut through their traditional land” (Schwartzman 1988: 1).
Brazil first found out about the Panará as a result of the 1961 incident, recoun-
ted by John Hemming at the beginning of this chapter, in which the young
British explorer Richard Mason was killed by the arrows of an indigenous
group that was unknown to exist in the region. According to Akââ, a Panará
elder and prominent leader in the community, the group of Panará warriors
heard the noise of the stranger’s trousers rubbing as he was walking alone. As
was usual after killing enemies, the group left war clubs and arrows around
the body.
A few years later, in 1967, a group of Panará approached the Brazilian gov-
ernment’s military base on the Cachimbo range. Their goal was to meet the
airplanes that they had seen and followed there, whom the Panará believed to
be living beings. The group, which reportedly included women and was by all
accounts not hostile, was believed to be a war party and generated a state of
nation-wide panic. As soon as the Panará were spotted walking on the base’s
landing strip, the commander ordered the soldiers to open fire above the heads
of the “wild indians” and a plane that was close to landing flew low over the
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Panará, in an attempt to scare them off (Schwartzman 1988: 290). The attempt
was successful and the terrified Panará ran away. Terror also spread to the
whole of Brazil as the news of an attack of wild uncontacted indians became
known, and it worsened when a military plane that had left the Cachimbo
base to bring reinforcements crashed in the jungle after it got lost and ran out
of fuel, causing 10 dead.
That same year the Panará saw yet onemore consequence of the advancing
frontier. A group of Kayapó—speakers of Mẽbêngôkre, another Jê language
(§3.3.1)—attacked the village of Sõkârãsâ armed with firearms that had been
given to them by a missionary. The people in Sõkârãsâ were massacred, at
least 26 died (Schwartzman 1995: 69), and the rest fled to nearby villages.
When the legendary indigenist brothers Orlando and Cláudio Villas-Bôas,
at the head of Funai,3 set out to establish peaceful contact with the uncon-
tacted wild indians in 1968, the Panará retreated from the airplanes flying
over their villages and the expedition group marching into Panará land. The
impression left on the Panará after the Cachimbo incident was that those for-
eigners were aggressive and frightening (Schwartzman 1988: 291).
The first contact expedition was called off in 1969, and a second one star-
ted in 1972, when construction of the BR-163 Cuiabá-Santarém highway was
already penetrating Panará land.The expedition set up an attraction camp and
started leaving presents in the forest, such as knives, pans and beads (Ewart
2000: 67). In February 1973 the Villas-Bôas expedition finally came face to
face with the Panará.
What followed was an abruptly sudden contact on the part of the Panará
with Brazilian society: the expedition members, construction workers build-
ing the highway and, later, drivers once the highway opened. The Panará
population, estimated at 600-700 pre-contact, dropped to a low of 67 people
in 1975 (Schwartzman 1995). After the government started selling the land
near the new road for colonization, a questioned decision was made by the
Villas-Bôas to remove the highly ill and demoralized Panará from their land.
The decision was justified by the impending advance of loggers and gold pro-
spectors. The Panará were resettled in the Xingu Indigenous Park, an enorm-
ous protected territory in central Mato Grosso spanning 2,642,003 hectares,
which already housed a dozen of indigenous nations. Created in 1961, the
Xingu Indigenous Park was the lifetime work of the Villas-Bôas, where they
had relocated other indigenous groups during the previous decades of their
3. Portuguese acronym for the National Indian Foundation, Fundação Nacional do Índio, called
Serviço de Proteção ao Índio (SPI) from its creation in 1910 until 1967.
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indigenista work.
Forced to live initially with their Kayapó enemies, the Panará never quite
settled in the Xingu. They moved villages several times, from the Kayapó to
the Kĩsêdjê, and finally built their own village once they started to recover
demographically. They still changed the location of the Panará village re-
peatedly, always looking for a good environment for their traditional crops,
which did not fare well in the wet Xingu area. After a lengthy search with the
support of anthropologist Steve Schwartzman and what would become the
Instituto Socioambiental, the Panará were successful in demarcating a piece
of their traditional land that, 20 years after the Panará were removed from
their homeland, was still intact: today’s Panará Indigenous Land, a property
of the Federal Government of Brazil with exclusive use of the Panará people.
They moved back to their traditional lands in the mid-1990s and founded the
village of Nãsepotiti.
The Panará have been living in the demarcated Panará Indigenous Land
for just over 20 years now. They have progressively integrated aspects of the
monetary economy practised by the Brazilian settlers that live in the neigh-
bouring towns, but their everyday subsistence is based on the hunting and
the slash-and-burn agriculture that were always a part of their lives. They
hunt peccaries, tapir, paca, coati and deer. They plant several types of bana-
nas, peanuts, potatoes and manioc. Brazilian tools have displaced some tra-
ditional ones, and shotguns, machetes, metal axes and hoes are now as com-
mon as the bows and arrows that they still use for catching fish and small
game, like water turtles, monkeys or birds. With the introduction of fishing
hooks and canoes, an essential part of survival in the more fluvial Xingu area,
the Panará have also increased their reliance on fishing and river navigation.
Panará culture has also been the object of a fruitful succession of anthropolo-
gical investigations (Heelas 1979; Schwartzman 1988; Ewart 2000; Bechelany
2017).
There is however an evident tension in the apparent balance of today’s
Panará society. Pressure from the surrounding Brazilian population manifests
itself in dozens of factors, both big and small. River pollution, invasion of the
demarcated land by gold prospectors and illegal fishing are an anvil to the
hammer of a nation-wide legislative tendency towards stripping Brazilian in-
digenous populations of the few rights that had been conquered. A more emo-
tional issue is the progressive loss the community’s elders, an already small
generation of Panará that grew up in a pre-contact society and are regarded
as the custodians of Panará knowledge, including their language.
In spite of the challenges that they face onmultiple fronts, the Panará have
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bounced back with a surprising duress from the low point of contact and its
dark consequences. Above all, they remain a vital and swakin people.4
The southern Cayapó
Before mainstream Brazilian society learned about the existence of the people
that today are known as Panará, this indigenous nation had in a sense already
gone through a lengthy and turbulent contact process that began centuries
earlier, with the Portuguese colonization of Brazil. They had been known un-
der the name of Cayapó (map 2), initially, and later as Southern Cayapó to
distinguish them from the Northern Cayapó, today’s Mẽbêngôkre-speaking
Kayapo. The term cayapó is considered an exonym of Tupian origin (Turner
1992: 311), its etymology being related to kaya “monkey.” For the sake of clarity,
when referring to the Panará-speaking group I write the term with the older
cayapó spelling, in accordance with its use as proposed by Giraldin (1997).
Map 2. From Barbosa (1918).
After the Panará were contacted in 1973, Richard Heelas carried out a period
of anthropological fieldwork among them. He first suspected of a connection
4. /swa-kiŋ/ – tooth-good – ‘happy, cheerful.’
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between the Panará and the southern Cayapó, believed to be extinct since the
beginning of the 20th century (Lowie 1946). Heelas observed some vocabulary
coincidences between the language of the Panará and southern Cayapówords
collected by travellers Auguste Saint-Hilaire (1830–51) and John E. Pohl (1832–
37) in the early 19th century (Heelas 1979: 2). This hypothesis was followed by
Schwartzman (1988) with a focus on cultural practices, and further supported
by Rodrigues & Dourado (1993) on the basis of a more systematic analysis of
word lists.
The southern Cayapó were first encountered by Portuguese colonists fur-
ther south-east of the present location of the Panará Indigenous Land. There
are documented battles between slave-raiding Portuguese expeditions in 1608
and 1612 in an area that today is the north of the state of São Paulo. Mentions
of warlike southern Cayapó persist throughout the 17th and 18th centuries, be-
coming a serious problem for bothmining and slave-raiding, two pillars of the
colonial economy. Several raids of private military units known as bandeiras
were sent with the purpose of eradicating the hostile indian threat.
At the end of the 18th century some southern Cayapó were convinced to
settle in state-run villages called aldeamentos. Within 50 years the southern
Cayapó had mostly perished or, dissatisfied with the living conditions in the
settlements, had gone back into the forests (Ewart 2000; Giraldin 1997). Dur-
ing the 19th century accounts of encounters with southern Cayapó diminish.
The last attested encounter is described by Barbosa (1918) in 1911, with a small
group. After that, it was considered that the southern Cayapó had become
extinct: “today, their tribal existence has ceased” (Lowie 1946: 519).
Giraldin (1997) provides an overview of the evidence supporting the iden-
tification of the language spoken by the southern Cayapó as Panará, with the
study of additional sources for Cayapó word lists. He also summarizes the nu-
merous cultural similarities between the historical Cayapó and the contem-
porary Panará. Giraldin concludes that the Panará encountered by Brazilians
inMato Grosso in the second half of the 20th century were indeed a surviving
group of southern Cayapó.
The panãra autonym used today by the Panará from Mato Grosso is also
attested in southern Cayapó vocabulary lists. It was collected as panariá by
Saint-Hilaire (1830–51) in 1819 and as panará by Barbosa (1918) himself in 1911.
Schwartzman (1988) argues that the contemporary Panará were a group that
had remained “non-assimilated” during the peak of southern Cayapó conflict
and their settlement in state-run villages, an opinion shared by Giraldin (1997)
and Ewart (2000).
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Tracing the extent to which contemporary Panará had contact with Brazil-
ian society in the previous centuries is an open issue, and further research
might yet turn up additional information in the forseeable future. There is
however little doubt that the community that made contact with Brazilian
society in the 1960s and 1970s were a vestige of what used to be a a large indi-
genous nation known to colonial Brazilians as southern Cayapó. With a pop-
ulation estimated at 25,000 people in 1500 (Hemming 1978: 493), before the
colonial era, this indigenous nation all but vanished in the following centuries.
Were it not for the existence of the modern Panará, all we would know about
their language would be limited to several lists of words collected by travel-




“My attitude to the notion of ‘linguistic field methods’ or the notion
‘what one should do in linguistic field research’ is this: dowhatever you
need to do in order to learn the language” (Hale 2001: 81).
The Panará data presented in this book, and the empirical foundation of my
own insights on the language, rest mainly on the research that I was able
to conduct during eight months spent as a guest of the Panará. I carried out
fieldwork during four trips to the Panará Indigenous Land between 2014 and
2017, during which time I collected Panará linguistic data, tested specific hy-
potheses, and acquired fluency in the language.
The field
When in 2014 I became a PhD candidate at the University of Groningen, I
had never seen a Panará person. However, I was already in touch with the
Panará community and they were awaiting my first visit, thanks to three
people: Bruna Franchetto (the director of the Museu do Índio and linguistics
professor at the Museu Nacional, both in Rio de Janeiro), André Villas-Bôas
(executive secretary of ISA) and Fabiano Bechelany (then a doctoral student
in anthropology at the University of Brasilia). Bruna sponsored me to apply
for government authorization and contacted ISA on my behalf. It was André
who talked to the Panará about me, and asked them if it would be accept-
able for me to visit and become “their linguist” (they said yes). Fabiano, who
was spending a lengthy period in the field, helped to arrange my arrival in
Guarantã do Norte and my first trip to Nãsepotiti.
The Panará currently live in four villages, all of them inside the Panará
Indigenous Land (map 3). The village of Nãsepotiti was built in 1994, when
the Panará moved from the Xingu Indigenous Park back to their traditional
land. It sits on the shore of the upper Iriri river. The dramatic population loss
that followed contact was felt by the Panará as a near-extinctionmoment, and
it was followed by significant efforts to repopulate. Today the Panará number
500-600, and approximately 80% of the population is below the age of 18.
Eventually, demographic growth reached a point where it became possible
to sustain more than one village, and in 2012 some families built the village of
Sõnkwêê further upriver and moved there. When I visited the Panará for the
first time in the summer of 2014 the move to a second village, Sõkârãsâ, was in
its final stages. Finally, in 2016 a number of Panará moved to a fourth village,
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Kôtikô, built on a different corner of the indigenous land, on the Ipiranga
river.
Map 3. Villages in the Panará Indigenous Land.
Source: Instituto Socioambiental. Used with permission.
My fieldwork took place in Nãsepotiti, the main Panará village. This is where
most of the population still lives (300-400 inhabitants) and where most facilit-
ies are: a health postmanned by Brazilian nurses 7 days aweek, a landing strip,
a guest house for “white” people staying at the village, and a solar-powered
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internet satellite connection that provides the only communication between
the Panará Indigenous Land and the outside world—with the exception of the
radio transmitters present in each of the villages and at a house in the nearest
Brazilian town, Guarantã do Norte.
Access to Nãsepotiti is not easy. In Amazonian terms, however, it cannot
be considered difficult. Of the two possible access ways, taking a bush plane
is by far the most expensive, although it is also the fastest and most reliable
one. I did not take a plane, instead I used the alternative of joining a group of
Panará travelling from Guarantã to Nãsepotiti. This is a rather unreliable and
relatively unconfortable way to travel: one can never be sure that the Panará
will arrive or leave when they say that they will and, when they do, there
might not be an extra place left for you in their pick-up truck. I was always
lucky enough to not have to wait for too long in Guarantã before I could get
a ride with the Panará. After driving for 4-5 hours on a non-asphalted track
that crosses cattle ranches, soy and corn fields and finally the forest in the
demarcated Panará land, you reach the shores of the Iriri. From there, you
take a small boat with an overboard engine that takes you to the village in
1-2 hours. Depending on the season the river will run more full or less, and
you might have to jump off the boat and push or pull a few times. The rainy
season is also problematic, as the road through the ranches is often so full of
mud that driving through it becomes almost impossible.
In Nãsepotiti I stayed at the casa do ISA, a hut that was initially built for
people from ISA (the Instituto Socioambiental). It is also the place where for-
eigners can stay when they need to spend time in the village.The ISA house is
slightly separated from the circular Panará village, next to the village school
and just past the health post, a 5 minute walk from Nãsepotiti proper. Not
much further out there was the brand new village of Krêsan, a tiny village
built in 2014 by the Kayapó (Mẽbêngôkre) relatives of a Panará who was kid-
napped by Kayapó raiders as a child and raised as one. In 2016 the small
Krêsan village was abandoned and moved to a different place, and the old
one has since been reclaimed by vegetation.
Panará villages have a circular structure, as is also common in other Jê
groups and more generally in the Xingu area (Ewart 2000; Schwartzman
1988). In the particular case of Panará society, the basic social units are clans.
Panará clans are matrilineal, and as such everyone is born into their mother’s
clan. The four Panará clans are Kwakjatantêra, Krerõantêra, Kwasinantêra,
and Kwasôtantêra. Village houses are organized in four quarters, one for the
houses of each clan. Panará families are uxorilocal—a man goes to live with
the family of his wife. When marrying a woman, and especially after having
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a first child, a Panará man also becomes a member of the clan into which he
married. He will hunt, fish, work the fields and generally provide for not only
his wife and children but also his family-in-law. Marrying someone in your
birth clan, or even flirting with them, is not allowed—after asking the Panará
about it, the impression is that it is simply unthinkable.
The Panará village of Nãsepotiti.
Photo by B. Bardagil-Mas.
As in other Jê groups, there is a “men’s house” in the middle of the village, the
inkâ. This is the meeting place for the community, especially to hold meetings
for discussing any issues concerning the community, and where traditionally
the unmarried adult men slept. Today Panará houses are built with a structure
of logs and covered with a high thatch roof, in Xingu style, rather than the
traditional Panará houses with palm leaves on the outside all the way to the
ground. Houses are all oriented with their doors facing the inside of the circle,
creating a configuration where everything that transpires in the village is
easily visible from any of the houses. Simpler structures consisting of only a
roof are usually built behind each house or group of houses, and this is where
cooking, handcraft and most socialization take place.
The ISA house, outside of the village circle, provided an excellent base of
operations. I was able to keep my own food (basically rice, beans, dehydrated
soy protein, salted or cured meat and preserved foods) and cook it on the gas
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stove, and it was a quiet environment where I could talk to people without
distractions or too much noise when working with informants, or otherwise
taking care of social visits. Visitors to the ISA house are a constant in the
Panará village, the Panará always enjoy having a glass of coffee while talking
to the foreigners, the ippẽ, staying among them. A dynamic socialization is
crucial to the Panará approach to community life, where social calls are ex-
remely common and expected to be met with offers of coffee, juice and food.
In the same vein, Panará households also enjoy receiving visits and of-
fering them anything that is available. This provides an ideal situation to
start learning the language from the first day, especially because of how vi-
tal Panará is among its speakers. Becoming adopted by a Panará family, as
had been the case for anthropologists doing fieldwork research in the village
in recent history, was a natural consequence of my interest in the language
and culture. Family ties also provided me with a kinship network and a way
for me to fit within the clan system, all of which are fundamental for the the
development of everyday interactions.
Data collection
The linguistic data necessary to investigate the grammatical phenomena cov-
ered in this dissertation, namely clausal structure, case marking and cross-
reference morphology, are specific data that would not be easily encountered
in enough instances by collecting and examining spontaneous speech. Be-
sides the crucial analysis of recorded texts and transcriptions, I also elicited
data in hand-to-hand sessions with Panará language informants. I tried as
much as possible to avoid the systematic use of translations as an elicitation
method, which can easily induce an undesired interference of the grammar
of the lingua franca (Brazilian Portuguese in this case) on the elicited data. In-
stead, I used alternative strategies of what is grossly known as monolingual
elicitation: completion of sentences, substitution, paraphrases, judgements on
modified sentences, among other methods.
Elicitation shifted progressively from bilingual translation-based work to
monolingual elicitation as I became increasingly fluent in Panará. Given the
difficulty inherent in grammaticality judgements, some degree of redundancy
in data collection was always sought in order to ensure the reliability of the
data. Besides the Panará people to whom I have spoken and who have worked
with me as linguistic informants, I have also been able to consult with some
speakers of Mẽbêngôkre who live among the Panará.
This dissertation contains a high amount of language examples in Panará,
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in the rest of the Jê languages, and also a few in other languages of the world.
When such examples are not in English, both a translation and a morpheme-
level gloss are provided. The source of the example is always indicated. Sec-
ondary sources are cited as bibliographical references with an indication of
the page where the example can be found, and examples collected by myself
are all followed by an indication of the source between parentheses.
Data collected through elicitation work with informants, abbreviated as
(el), were provided as a result of a direct question or request for a transla-
tion into Panará. As mentioned, speaker intuitions and grammaticality judge-
ments were essential to collect informaton on the mechanisms of case and
agreement in Panará. Elicitation sessions were recorded as often as possible,
so as not to rely only on notes scribbled down on a notebook. When I am not
among the Panará, a few young men like to stay in touch with me through so-
cial media.5 The language used in these exchanges is often Panará, and some
of the messages sent to me were good spontaneous examples of certain phe-
nomena. When cited, they are abbreviated as (fb).
In my approach to linguistic fieldwork, participant observation was the
third leg of data collection, together with gathering texts and elicitation work.
Spontaneous utterances that I did not record but I instead wrote down upon
hearing them are abbreviated as (obs). Recorded texts, abbreviated as (txt),
comprise any non-elicited utterance that was produced and recorded, either
with or without my presence at the time. This includes narratives, myths,
conversation and speeches. These materials were recorded with an audio re-
corder (a Zoom H4n) using either the incorporated microphones, unidirec-
tional headset microphones (a Yoga HM-20 and a Shure-SM10A), or a com-
bination of the two. For the most part, these recordings were also filmed with
a Sony HDR-MV1 video camera.
Most of these materials, with accompanying transcriptions where avail-
able, are stored at the Endangered Languages Archive in deposit number 0418,
called A Digital Documentation of Panará.6
5. Almost exclusively through Facebook.
6. Archive deposit page: http://elar.soas.ac.uk/deposit/0418.

CHAPTER 2
An overview of Panará grammar
This chapter provides a sketch of Panará grammar. Certain aspects of the
morphosyntax of Panará covered in this chapter are further detailed and ana-
lyzed in the following chapters; when that is the case, a reference to the relev-
ant sections is provided. The goal is to build on Dourado’s (2001) description
of Panará grammar and provide a contemporary account of the extent of our
knowledge of the language.
2.1 Phonology1
This section contains a preliminary description of Panará segmental phon-
ology. Section 2.1.1 presents an account of consonants, and section 2.1.2 of
vowels.
2.1.1 Consonants
The 15 consonant phonemes of Panará include three distinctive series of stops,
namely voiceless obstruent, voiceless geminate, and nasal, with bilabial, alve-
olar, palatal, and velar points of articulation. Panará also has three approxim-
ants, with bilabial, alveolar and palatal points of articulation.
1. An extended version of this work is given by Lapierre & Bardagil (2018).
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Labial Dental Alveolar Velar
Obstruents p t s k
Geminates pp tt ss kk
Nasal stops m n ɲ ŋ
Approximants w r j
Table 2.1: Panará consonant phonemes.
This phonemic analysis of the consonants of Panará differs from the previous
one (Dourado 1990, 2001) in that (1) six additional consonants, namely /pp,
tt, ss, kk, ɲ, ŋ/, are now considered contrastive phonemes; and (2) the glottal
consonants [ʔ] and [h] are no longer considered phonemic. Specifically, the
phonemic status of the glottal stop has been replaced by a series of contrast-
ive geminate obstruents due to phonotactic distributions, and phonological
behaviour of the relevant segments.2 as well as phonetic realization3 Further-
more, the distribution of the glottal fricative [h] is prosodically conditioned
and predictable; as such, it does not hold the status of phoneme in Panará.
2.1.1.1 Post-oralization of nasal stops
In Panará, nasal consonants in onset position of a syllable are only ever fully
nasalized when they occur before a phonemically nasal vowel (1). When nasal
consonants in onset position of a syllable occur before a phonemically oral
vowel, or an approximant consonant as part of a complex onset cluster, they
are post-oralized and devoiced, as in (2). This phonological process is com-
mon to many languages of the Jê language family, and more generally to
languages of the Eastern Amazon. Panará differs from other Jê and Eastern
Amazonian languages in that the result of nasal consonant post-oralization
further includes a phonetic process of devoicing.
(1) /m, n, ɲ, ŋ/→ [m, n, ɲ, ŋ] / σ[ _ Ṽ
(2) /m, n, ɲ, ŋ/→ [m͡p, n͡t, n͡s, ŋ͡k] / σ[ _ V, w, ɾ, j
2. Glottal stop would only be observed when followed by a singleton obstruent. It is never
observed on its own.
3. The phonetic realization of the so-called glottal stop in Panará is obviously not that of a
glottal stop. For instance, in geminate [pp], closure of the lips during the entire duration of the
geminate obstruent can be seen clearly, and native speakers judge the pronunciation [ʔp] to
be incorrect.
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2.1.1.2 Obstruent gemination
While geminate voiceless obstruents are a part of the phonemic inventory
of Panará, a productive synchronic phonological process also results in allo-
phonic geminate obstruents. Specifically, when a morpheme-final voiceless
stop is adjacent to a morpheme-initial voiceless stop, allophonic obstruent
geminates occur, as in (3).
(3) a. /tɛp+pãː/→ [tɛp.pãː], *[tɛ.pi.pãː] (small fish)
b. /jɔ:p+pyt/→ [jɔwp.pɯːti] *[jɔw.pɯ.pɯː.ti] (one dog/jaguar)
c. /wɤtɤt+sɤ/→ [wɤtɤt.sɤ], *[wɤ.tɤ.ti.sɤ] (strong sun)
When two adjacent obstruents have a different place of articulation, the gem-
inate consonant takes the point of articulation of the second consonant (4).
(4) a. /tɛp+tɯ/→ [tɛt.tɯ], *[tɛp.pɯ] (dead fish)
b. /tɛp+kɤ/→ [tɛk.kɤ], *[tɛp.pɤ] (fish scales, lit. fish skin)
c. /kjepɯt+pãː/→ [kje.pɯp.pãː], *[kje.pɯ.t.tãː] (the little Kjêpyti)
2.1.1.3 Pre-nasalization of oral obstruents
In addition to the lexical level process of post-oralization of nasal consonants
described in §2.1.1.1, Panará also exhibits a process of pre-nasalization of oral
obstruents (5).
(5) /p, t, s, k/→ [mp, nt, ns, ŋk] / Ṽ ]σ _
Unlike the categorical process of post-oralization of nasal consonants, oral
obstruent pre-nasalization is a purely phonetic process that applies variably
and gradiently (i.e. it is not always observed). Pre-nasalization is observed
most frequently in fast speech, but speakers vary in the frequency and degree
to which they pre-nasalize oral obstruents. In addition, it is worth noting that
oral consonant pre-nasalization is realized phonetically with a much shorter
period of nasality than nasal consonant post-oralization.
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2.1.1.4 Merger of coda nasals
Nasal consonants in coda position appear to be specified for point of articula-
tion at a phonemic level. However, the contrast between nasal consonants in
this syllable position is obscured because of allophonic alternations. All nasal
consonants that occur in coda position of a syllable are realized either as [ŋ]
or as [m].
The underlying point of articulation of these nasal consonants can be ob-
served in data from morpheme compounding. When a morpheme-final coda
nasal is adjacent to a vowel in morpheme-initial position, the coda nasal is
resyllabified as an onset consonant, and the underlying point of articulation
of the nasal consonant can be observed (6).
(6) a. /nɯm+akrit/→ [n͡tɯɾ̃ãkriti] (capybara monster)
b. /nɯm+pãː/→ [n͡tɯmpãː] (small capybara)
c. /nɯm+si/→ [n͡tɯnsi] (capybara bone)
d. /nɯm+tɯ/→ [n͡tɯntɯ] (dead capybara)
e. /nɯm+krɤ/→ [n͡tɯŋkrɤ] (capybara thigh)
f. /nɯm+nã/→ [n͡tɯɾ̃ĩnã] (big capybara)
2.1.1.5 Lenition of palatal nasals
In onset position preceding a phonemically nasal vowel, /ɲ/ can be lenited and
realized phonetically as [ȷ]̃. In other words, [ɲ] and [ȷ]̃ are in free variation in
said context. This allophonic process is very common across the Jê language
family (e.g. in Mẽbêngôkre). Note that /ɲ/ cannot be realized as [ȷ]̃ when it
appears in coda position of a syllable, and that phonemic /j/ can never be
realized as [ɲ].
(7) a. /ɲãsɯ/→ [ɲãsɯ ∼ jãsɯ] (deer)
b. /ɲõmãt/→ [ɲõmãti ∼ jõmãti] (duck)
c. /kɤjɤŋ/→ [kɤjɤŋ], *[kɤɲɤŋ] (arrow)
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2.1.1.6 Affrication of palatal geminate
Geminate /ss/ is often realized phonetically as the palatal affricate [t͡s], as in
the examples in (8).
(8) a. /sse/→ [isse] ∼ [it͡se] (bow)
b. /sswɯŋ/→ [isswɯŋ] ∼ [it͡swɯŋ] (bird)
Among the older generation of Panará, all of whom became young adults be-
fore contact with Brazilian society, speakers from certain pre-contact villages
produce affrication, while others do not. Among young speakers, while most
of them produce affricates, the phonetic geminate is not rare. This suggests
that [ss] and [t͡s] are in a form of sociolinguistic variation.
2.1.2 Vowels
Like other languages of the Jê family, Panará has a particularly large vowel
inventory. Specifically, Panará has a total of 29 contrastive vowels, which can
be either oral or nasal, and short or long. Oral vowels contrast three backness
values and three height values. Nasal vowels also contrast three backness val-
ues, but only two height values. Table 2.2 presents the vowel phonemes of
Panará.
Oral vowels Nasal vowels
Front Central Back Front Central Back
i iː ɯ ɯː u uː ĩ ĩː ɯ̃ ɯ̃ː ũ ũː
e eː ə əː o oː ẽ ẽː ə̃ ə̃ː õ õː
ɛ ɛː a aː ɔ ɔː
Table 2.2: Panará vowel phonemes.
Our analysis of Panará vowels differs from the previous one (Dourado 1990,
2001) in the addition of a contrast in length, which is productive for all vowel
qualities, except [ɯ̃].4 Wehave also chosen to replace Dourado’s /ɨ, ə/ symbols
with /ɯ, ɤ/ to better represent the acoustic quality of these central vowels
(Lapierre 2016). Minimal pairs are provided in tables 2.3 and 2.4.
4. Note that the vowel [ɯ̃] has a very low functional load, as it has only been observed in two
words, namely [mɯ̃ŋ] “venitive” and [pɯ̃:ɾã] “alone.” While the vowel is phonetically long in
the latter example, it appears in a stressed syllable in penultimate position of a prosodic word,
a prosodic position in which all vowels are phonetically long and contrasts in vowel length
are neutralized.
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i : e ssi (name) sse (bow)
e : ɛ sse (bow) ssɛ (to cut in half )
ɯ : ɤ sɯ (seed) sɤ (pain, spicy)
ɤ : a kɤ (skin) ka (2sg pronoun)
u : o puu (field) poo (to arrive)
o : ɔ po (to burn) pɔ (cane, flute)
Table 2.3: Minimal pairs for vowel quality.
i : iː kri (village) kriː (a lie)
e : eː sse (bow) sseː (to regroup)
ɛ : ɛː ŋkrɛ (egg) ŋkrɛː (to sing)
ɯ : ɯː tɯ (dead) tɯː (leaf )
ɤ : ɤː kɤ (skin) kɤː (axe)
a : aː pa (arm) paː (foot)
u : uː pu (full) puː (field)
o : oː nãnso (mouse) nãnsoː (black vulture)
ĩ : ĩː jĩ ∼ ɲĩ (meat) jĩː / ɲĩː (to defecate)
ẽ : ẽː pẽ (white person) pẽː (language, to speak)
ã : ãː pɤ̃ (pã owl) pãː (small)
ũ : ũː sũ (to tell) sũː (male)
õ : õː kõ (knee, to drink) kõː (perlative adposition)
Table 2.4: (Quasi) minimal pairs for vowel length.
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2.1.2.1 Long vowel diphthongization
The long vowels /oː, ɔː, õː, eː, ẽː/ are realized phonetically with diphthongiza-
tion as [ow, ɔw, õw̃, ej, ẽȷ]̃ respectively.
(9) a. /poː/ [pow] (to arrive)
b. /sõseː/ [sõsej] (fishing line)
2.1.2.2 Low vowel reduction
The vowel /a/ may be reduced to [ɐ] or [ə] in unstressed syllables.
(10) a. /mãra/ [mã’ra] (3sg)
b. /mãra + ra/ [mãra’ra ∼ mãrɐ’ra ∼ mãrə’ra] (3sg.du)
2.1.3 Syllable structure
Table 2.5 presents an exhaustive list of permissible syllables in Panará, which
are maximally bimoraic. Note that only vowels are moraic in Panará; conson-
antal codas never contribute a mora to a syllable.
C may be any of the consonants presented in table 2.5, V may be any of
the short vowels presented in Figure 4, and V: may be any of the long vowels
presented in Figure 4. C1 must be a nasal consonant or an obstruent (singleton
or half of a geminate); C2 must be an approximant; and C3 must be a nasal
consonant or half of a geminate obstruent. Furthermore, sequences where C1
and C2 share the same active articulator—such as the lips, the tongue tip or
the tongue body—are banned, as has been discussed for Macro-Jê languages
by D’Angelis (1998). For example, alveolar and palatal consonants cannot co-
occur in a syllable onset because they are produced with the same active artic-
ulator, namely the tongue tip. Syllables of the type V andV: are rare, especially
in stressed position.
Syllables of the type C1C2VC3 (where C3 is a half of a geminate), CV:C3,
C1C2V:C3, and C1C2VC3 only arise as a result of morpheme concatenation.
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Syllable Examples
V /a-/ [ha ∼ a] ‘2sg.abs’ /ɔ/ [hɔ ∼ ɔ] ‘ins’
CV /pã/ [pã] ‘owl’ /sɯ/ [sɯ] ‘seed’
C1C2V /kɾi/ [kɾi] ‘village’ /swa/ [swa] ‘tooth’
V: /a:/ [ha: ∼ a:] ‘yes’ /o:/ [how ∼ ow] ‘what?’
CV: /pa:/ [pa:] ‘foot’, ‘yes’ /pu:/ [pu:] ‘field’
C1C2V: /nwe:/ [n͡tɥej] ‘new’ /pjo:/ [pjow] ‘negation’
CVC3 /kaɲ/ [kaŋ] ‘basket’ /mũŋ/ [mũŋ] ‘high up’
CV:C3 /jɔ:p+pa:/ [jɔwp.pa:] ‘jaguar foot’ /pa:+ɲi/ [pa:n.si] ‘large foot’
C1C2VC3 /kwakɾit+tu/ [kwa.kɾit.tu] ‘club’ /kwɯɲ/ [kwɯŋ] ‘to break’
C1C2V:C3 /kjɯt+tɛ/ [kjɯt.tɛ] ‘tapir leg’ /pu:+ nwe/ [pu:n.tɥe] ‘new field’
Table 2.5: Permissible syllables in Panará.
2.1.4 Orthography
The Panará community, especially the Panará trained as teachers that work
at the schools in the Panará villages, have been actively developing an ortho-
graphy for the past 20 years. Most of today’s writing system was established
with the help of literacy workshops organized by the Brazilian government
and NGOs, in which Luciana Dourado also took part as a teacher.
Some major issues remained unresolved for the Panará to write their lan-
guage comfortably, all of them connected to phonological phenomena that
had remained undetected and therefore excluded from the previous incarna-
tion of the writing system. The Panará orthography used in this dissertation
reflects the othographic conventions that the Panará have adopted since 2016
and 2017 during language workshops ran together with Bernat Bardagil-Mas
and Myriam Lapierre. Table 2.6 presents the orthographic representations of
Panará vowels.
[i] = i [ɯ] = y [u] = u [ĩ] = ĩ [ɯ̃] = ỹ [ũ] = ũ
[iː] = ii [ɯː] = yy [uː] = uu [ĩː] = ĩĩ [ɯ̃ː] = ỹỹ [ũː] = ũũ
[e] = ê [ə] = â [o] = ô [ẽ] = ẽ [ə̃] = ã [õ] = õ
[eː] = êê [əː] = ââ [oː] = ôô [ẽː] = ẽẽ [ə̃ː] = ãã [õː] = õõ
[ɛ] = e [a] = a [ɔ] = o
[ɛː] = ee [aː] = aa [ɔː] = oo
Table 2.6: Panará spelling: vowels.
Vowel length is a new addition to the spelling system. Once it became clear
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that vowel length is phonemic, the proposal to reflect that distinction in the
orthography was met with enthusiasm. The Panará decided that long vowels
would be represented with a digraph, simply doubling the vowel in question.
Turning to consonants (table 2.7 ), two modifications were made to the
previous orthography. Post-oralized nasal stops are now represented with a
digraph. The Panará a nasal-oral stop combinations of letters with the same
point of articulation, choosing to represent the nasal element always with n,
e.g. preferring np to mp for [m͡p]. Post-oralized nasal stops are represented
with n followed by an oral stop homorganic to the point of articulation. Coda
nasals are also uniformly represented with n. Geminates were previously rep-
resented in the orthography as a glottal stop. However, the Panará have now
switched to representing them with a digraph by doubling the consonant in
question, in a way similar to the representation of long vowels.
[p] = p [t] = t [s] = s [k] = k
[pp] = pp [tt] = tt [ss∼ts] = ss [kk] = kk
[m] = m [n] = n [ɲ] = n [ŋ] = n
[m͡p] = np [n͡t] = nt [n͡s] = ns [ŋ͡k] = nk
[w] = w [r] = r [j] = j
Table 2.7: Panará spelling: consonants.
Throughout this dissertation, unless otherwise indicated in the notation, Panará
is written in its current orthography.
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2.2 Parts of speech and morphological profile
Panará combines aspects of both head-marking and dependent-marking gram-
mars. As will be seen in this section, properties of nominals such as number
and case are morphologically indexed both on noun phrases and on verbal
morphology. In Panará, open classes include verbs, nouns and adjectives (§2.2.1).
Closed classes include postpositions, pronouns, conjunctions, quantifiers and
verbal particles (§2.2.2).
2.2.1 Open classes
In Panará, all open classes form a cohesive grouping of roots that can occur
interchangeably in their syntactic position in the clause. In other words, the
syntactic distribution in a clause is not a diagnostic of membership to a par-
ticular open class of roots. A word like inkô ‘water’ or inpinpjâ ‘husband’ can
































‘I became married (to a man).’ (txt)
The same word inpinpjâ can also modify the head of a noun phrase in the
same way as words like asâ ‘fierce’ that denote a state, quality or defining











‘The fierce jaguar left.’ (el)











‘The husband jaguar left.’ (el)
As seen in the examples above, heading a noun phrase, modifying a noun or
heading a finite predicate are all available to the same root.This indicates that,
in Panará, roots are not specified for a syntactic category. That does however
not imply that syntactic categories do not exist in Panará, as they do exist in
the syntax. Acategorial lexical roots acquire a category once inserted into a
syntactic environment.
Once words are articulated in a syntactic context, Panará’s own inflec-
tional morphology can be used rather straightforwardly to establish different
syntactic classes. Nouns are defined on the basis of number suffixes (also pro-
nouns, §2.2.2.3). Verbs are defined on the basis of mood inflection, and also by
the presence of a polysynthetic verb complex. Adjectives are defined by the
lack of inflection, either for number or mood.
2.2.1.1 Nouns
In Panará, nouns appear in the clause with no determiners. Case marking
is a property of nouns and pronouns and is obligatory on core arguments,
indexed morphologically both on noun phrases and on the clitics that double
participants in the polysynthetic verb complex.
The ability to bear number morphology is a diagnostic for nouns and
strong pronouns. Contrary to nouns, adjectives always appear in a bare form.
Panará nouns and pronouns (nominals) present number inflection for three
number values: singular, dual, and plural. On nominals, singular is unmarked,
while dual and plural are marked by means of a suffix (14). Number features
are also reflected on the pronominal clitics that cross-reference participants






















‘You two arrived.’ (el)












‘You guys arrived.’ (el)



















‘I killed a tapir.’ (txt)
Bare nouns in Panará can express a characterizing property of instances of
a kind (generalizations about sets of entities, associated with indefinite noun
phrases), as seen in (16). But Panará bare nouns also resemble definite noun
phrases in some languages in that they can also predicate a property of the
kind denoted by the noun (an abstract entity related to individual specimens)


















‘The capivara monster is completely extinct.’ (obs)
Accordingly, we also observe the widely noticed ambiguity of bare nouns that














or ‘A particular coati eats worms’
or ‘A particular coati ate a particular worm.’ (el)
Panará bare nouns are similar in that respect to bare plurals in English, which
allow both characterizing and kind interpretations:
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(19) a. Characterizing statement
Giant sloths are huge.
(A giant sloth is huge.)
b. Kind reference
Giant sloths are extinct.
(#A giant sloth is extinct.)
In fact, in Panará plural morphology is only optionally realized on nouns, and
we observe unmarked plurals. Plurality is however obligatory on the pronom-
inal clitics that cross-reference participants. In the sentences in (20), plurality





































(I killed a white-lipped peccary.) (el)
All nouns in Panará are bare nouns, with both characterizing and kind read-
ings. Bare nouns can have a plural reading, but in that case the noun cannot
control singular agreement with the clitic associated with it, which neces-
sarily indexes plural. Dual number exponence, more complex than plural, is
addressed in chapter 3 (§3.4.2.3).
Countability5
As is well known, in many languages number morphology teases apart two
main groups of nouns, those that behave like count nouns (21) and those that
behave like mass nouns (22).
5. Some of the content of this subsection is adapted from a forthcoming paper (Bardagil to ap-
pear).







In the previous English examples, the possibility of inflecting for number dis-
tinguishes count nouns and mass nouns. In Panará, number morphology is
also sensitive to the semantic properties of nouns. Although some speakers
do accept combining inanimate, a priori count nouns with plural morphology,



















‘I saw bananas.’ (el)
However, for the speakers that were uneasy about (24) the unacceptability of
number morphology was consistently repaired by the presence of a numeral











‘I saw three bananas.’ (el)
There is a third category of nouns that can never have plural morphology,
either with or without a numeral, and keep the intended interpretation. The
nouns that behave like mõsy ‘corn’ in (26, 27) denote referents that cross-


















Intended: ‘I saw corns.’ (el)


















Intended: ‘I saw muds.’ (el)
This suggests that, in Panará, there is a category akin to that of mass nouns.
If that is so, mass nouns can be diagnosed by their inability to take number
morphology. I will refer to these nouns, listed in (28), as mass nouns.






g. nãnpen ‘honey, sugar’
h. kjorinpe ‘rice’
The unacceptability of number morphology on Panará mass nouns is not re-
paired by the addition of a numeral, as opposed to the inanimate count nouns






















Intended: ‘I saw two rains.’ (el)
The only way for the Panará speakers that were consulted to accept plural









‘I saw several girls of the menstruation ceremony.’ (el)









‘I saw two people that come with the rain.’ (el)
The distribution of numerals or quantifiers is orthogonal to the apparentmass-
count distinction in Panará. Quantifiers like inkjêti ‘a lot’ or kiti ‘a little’ can
combine with both count nouns and mass nouns (31–32). If we consider that
numerals and quantifiers are different in Panará, which is not clear, the same




































































‘I saw three houses.’ (el)
From the evidence available at this stage, the pronominal clitics that cross-
reference the suspect mass nouns need to appear in the default/singular form.
Contary to (33), with a plural noun that can be cross-referenced by both a
plural clitic and a less marked singular clitic, with a mass noun like in (34)
the more marked 3pl.abs form is inacceptable in the place of the 3sg.abs clitic.
Panará clitics are described in detail in §3.4.




































Intended: ‘I saw rains.’ (el)
The available data suggest that Panará nouns present a countability distinc-
tion that emerges when we look at the morphosyntactic properties of number
morphology. This is a matter that will be pursued further in order to ensure
that such a distinction in fact exits and to narrow down the most reliable
diagnostics for countability in Panará.
2.2.1.2 Verbs
Delimiting what words belong to the class of verbs is not self-evident if we
adopt an approach rooted on semantic intuitions. Any lexical root that is in-
tegrated in the syntax as the head of a finite predicate is a verb and as such
is sensitive to the category of mood. Panará marks mood with a modal clitic
at the beginning of the verbal complex, and a suffix on the verb. Modal clitics




Table 2.8: Panará modal clitics.
Panará verbs also present inflection for mood, manifested as an alternation of
vowels or consonants at the end of the root.
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Verbal inflection
Panará verbal inflection was tentatively described as indexing aspect, with a
perfective suffix -ri∼-ti, by Dourado (2001: 30). However, Panará verbal in-
flection is better analyzed as manifesting a partially overlapping exponence
of clause type and mood.
In the first place, some verb roots present a variation in the theme that
corresponds to mood inflection. The examples in (35, 36) show the distinction
for two verbs, anpun ‘to see’ and krẽ ‘to eat.’ In both cases, irrealis mood

































































































‘I will eat fish.’ (el)















‘I will eat fish.’ (el)
The actual shape of the realis and irrealis verb forms appears to be unpredict-
able to an extent: there is realis anpun and irrealis anpuri ‘to see,’ but we also
see an invariable pĩri ‘kill.’ The only consistent generalization at this point for
the verbs that show this inflection is that the irrealis form is the realis form




Some verbs are shown in (38) with their realis and irrealis inflected forms. As
can be seen, transitive and intransitive verbs alike can present this alternation,
and some overlap exists in the paradigm across different verbs.
(38) Realis – irrealis
a. anpun – anpuri, ‘to see’
b. kââ/kââj – kâri, ‘to scream’
c. krẽ – krẽjn, ‘to eat’
d. mẽjn – mẽẽri, ‘to throw’
e. mõri – mõri, ‘to run, to go’
f. pĩri – pĩri, ‘to kill’
g. pẽẽ – pẽẽjn, ‘to say’
h. rõwa – rõwari, ‘to kill’
i. sâri – sâri, ‘to breathe’
j. sõri – sõri, ‘to give’
k. tẽ – tẽri, ‘to leave, to fall’
l. too – tooj, ‘to fly, to dance’
At this stage, I do not commit to a compositional analysis of mood morpho-
logy, representing it only as theme alternations rather than identifying inde-
pendent suffixes.
A second distinction is inflection for clause type. Panará verbal inflection
also marks a distinction between paratactic constructions (39a) and hypo-
tactic constructions (39b).
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(39) a. [ ] [ (-ri)]
b. [ [ -ra]]
While irrealis inflection is associated with an /i/ vowel, inflection for depend-
ent clause corresponds instead to an /a/ vowel in the inflectional suffix (40,
















































































































‘I ate the peccary that Patty killed.’ (el)
Panará verbal inflection is clearly connected to the traditionally called “long
forms” of Jê verbs, a pervasive trait in all languages in the family (see ch. 3
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for a discussion). In Jê languages, verbs are required to appear in a long form
in two broad contexts, dependent clauses and TAM-marked clauses.
While the precise TAM categories that require a verb to appear in its long
form are arbitrary to an extent across the languages in the family (e.g. aorist
tense in Xavante, future tense in Kĩsêdjê and Tapayuna, perfective aspect in
Mẽbêngôkre), dependent clauses always require a verb to appear in its long
form. Jê long forms of verbs, especially in Northern Jê, have an unpredictable
shape that consists of the short form plus a consonantal coda, exemplified in
(42) for Mẽbêngôkre.
(42) Short – long
a. bĩ – bĩr, ‘to kill
b. ŋgrɛ – ŋgrɛr, ‘to dance’
c. ɲɯ̃ – ɲɯ̃r, ‘to sit’
d. omũ – omũɲ, ‘to see’
Panará irrealis and dependent verb forms are to all evidence a retention of Jê
long forms, which in Panará grammaticalized intomore systematic paradigms
to expone mood and clause type. Panará verbs can appear in four shapes,
summarized below:
• /-V/ open syllable form (e.g. too)
• /-C/ coda form (e.g. mẽjn [mɛ̃jŋ ∼ mɛ̃jɲ])
• /-Ci/ form (e.g. tẽẽri)
• /-Ca/ form (e.g. pĩra)
Necessarily, Proto-Panará presented at some point the classic short verbal
and long nominal forms of verbs that all Jê languages have, before the dis-
tinction was lost. We also know that Panará lost most consonantal codas and
developped phonological vowel length as a result (§2.1.2), illustrated in (43).
(43) *par > paa ‘foot’
*pa > pa ‘arm’
*pur > puu ‘field’
*pu > pu ‘full’
As seen in §2.1.3, only nasal and approximant codas are allowed (44).
(44) /sswɯn/→ [isswɯŋ] ‘bird’ /kjɯt/→ [kjɯ·ti] *[kjɯt] ‘tapir’
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My proposal for the diachronic emergence of Panará verbal inflection is the
following. In all evidence, when the distinction between verbal and nominal
verbs collapsed in Panará, the short form was lost. Verbs retained the long
form, which was reanalyzed in two ways, giving rise to two classes of verbs.
In some verbs, the form with the coda was lexicalized as part of the root (45).
(45) ‘to kill’ /pĩr/→ [pĩr+i] (realis/irrealis)
[pĩr+a] (relative)
In other verbs, the coda was grammaticalized away from the root—it became
an affix of the inflectional paradigm. Unless nasal or approximant, the ances-
tral “coda” can only surface if resyllabified as an onset consonant with the
insertion of an epenthetic vowel [i] or the presence of a thematic vowel [a],
as seen in (46).
(46) a. ‘to kill’ /rõwa/→ [rõwa] (realis)
[rõwa+r+i] (realis/irrealis)
[rõwa+r+a] (relative)
b. ‘to fly’ /too/→ [too] (realis)
[too+j] (irrealis)
The derivation of the two inflectional classes of Panará verbs, which in the
present proposal revolve around the existence of roots that either retained or
lost the ancestral coda of Proto-Panará long verbs, is sketched below:
• Realis matrix:
– <-CV> root→ CV
– <-CVC> root→ -CV or CV{n/j} or -CVC+i
• Irrealis:
– <-CV> root→ CV+C(+i)
– <-CVC> root→ CVC+i
• Realis relative:
– <-CV> root→ CV+C+a
– <-CVC> root→ CVC+a
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The variation of Panará verbs with or without the inflectional ending (38)
suggests that the entire system is in the process of settling into either an even
more systematic paradigm, or already moving away from that and slowly
losing the dictinctions. The diachrony of Panará verbal morphology, while
beyond the scope of this dissertation, is most likely a key element for our
understanding of the development of Northern Jê languages.
As I describe in detail in chapters 3 and 5, there is a crucial difference
between Panará verbal forms and Jê verbal forms: in Panará, case marking is
not conditioned by the verb’s form. This sets Panará apart from the other Jê
languages in that there is no case marking alignment split, that is, the case
marking is uniformly ergative-absolutive.
Verb classes
It is possible to identify separate classes of verbs in Panará with language-










‘He went away.’ (obs)
The one argument of intransitive verbs appears in an unmarked form and
is also cross-referenced with a clitic of the absolutive series next to the verb
(§3.4.2). As for its position in the clause, the free nominal can appear both pre-
and post-verbally, and it can also be omitted.
For verbs that prototypically depict a physical action performed by an
agent upon a patient (48), the argument that corresponds to the patient coin-
cides with the intransitive argument in its form: morphologically unmarked,
free order with respect to the verb, head-marked with the absolutive clitic
series. The agent argument is followed by a morpheme hẽ and is marked on















‘He cut the meat.’ (el)
The question arises as to the correspondence between valence and transitiv-
ity. Panará has two modal proclitics that also present ergative properties. In
irrealis clauses, the ka morpheme precedes any type of predicate. In realis
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clauses, however, most intransitive verbs are usually marked with the jy pro-
clitic (49), while transitive predicates lack an equivalent morpheme (50).Thus,
































‘He broke Kuupêri’s knife.’ (el)
Divalent verbs that do not select for an ergative argument exist in Panará (51),
other than monovalent verbs in which a postpositional oblique is indexed on






























‘My corn died.’ (obs)
In divalent verbs that appear to be intransitive (51), indications of intransit-
ivity are the consistent lack of an ergative subject, the presence of the realis-
intransitive modal clitic jy, and the clitic paradigm used to double the argu-
ment noun phrase, namely the absolutive.
All trivalent verbs encountered so far involve a dative participant (53), the






































‘The old man gave me a bow.’ (el)
6. See the discussion on postposition-doubling in §4.2.
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For all classes of verbs, a general property that separates verbs from other
word classes is the presence of the preverbal bound morphology forming
a polysynthetic verb complex. Its configuration is described and explored
throughout this dissertation.
2.2.1.3 Adjectives
Adjectives differ from nouns on the basis of their quantification. Since appos-
itions are common in Panará (54), distribution is not a reliable diagnostic for
distinguishing adjectives from nouns. In other words, relying on distribution
inside of the noun phrase alone would suggest that a separate class of adject-











‘That’s what we did us ancients.’ (txt)
Where nouns and adjectives differ is in their quantification. Two different
quantifiers target either class of words: inkjêti ‘a lot’ is used exclusively with
























































‘I cooked a lot of fish in the fire.’ (txt)
Unlike verbs, adjectives predicate a property without projecting a finite pre-
dicate, meaning that clitics and other verb complex morphology is absent
from adjectives. This is clearly seen with roots like toopytun, meaning ‘old
man / chief’ as a noun or adjective, and ‘old [male]’ as a verb (56).




































‘I’m an old man.’ (obs)
A lexical root like wy ‘large’ can also appear either as a verb, with the mor-


















‘The village is very big.’ (txt)
Thus, quantification serves as a reliable diagnostic to make a distinction be-
tween nouns and adjectives, while the absence of a verb complex distinguishes
adjectives from verbs.
2.2.2 Closed classes
This section presents a brief overview of Panará closed classes. These include
determiners, postpositions, pronouns, and quantifiers.
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2.2.2.1 Determiners
Panará has no definite or indefinite determiners. Instead, it has a small class of
demonstrative determiners, that can also double as demonstrative pronouns
(58).
(58) a. ja ‘this’







The correspondence of Panará demonstratives to specific deictic notions is
inferred from their distribution in spontaneous speech. Elicitation work in
the near future will allow for a better understanding of Panará deixis.
2.2.2.2 Postpositions
Panará has a closed class of adpositions that appear to the right of the last
element of the complement of the adposition. Panará postpositions indicate
various semantic relations, including place, time, cause, goal, means or source,
among others.
All postpositions are morphologically simple. Some postpositions appear
more than once because of the different semantics that they can present. In
a subsequent section (§4.2.1) I discuss the details of these instances of poly-
semy/homophony.
2.2.2.2.1 Ablative
The ablative postposition pêê expresses source. It is used for both directional
motion and temporal sequenciality and indicates that an entity X undergoes











‘She came down from high up.’ (txt)



























‘She left with me from the Pĩsasâ river to another village.’ (txt)
The ablative is used in a PP containing the proximal determiner mãmã ‘this’

































































‘Then I blew at it, I blew at it, and it died. The snake died.’ (txt)
2.2.2.2.2 Adessive
The adessive postposition rahã expresses geographical or temporal location.
It indicates that an entity X is at a location in space or time Y.
This postposition presents some allophony. Depending on the segment
preceding it, the adessive will usually surface as either [rahã] following a

































‘Jakjô is sitting on the chair.’ (el)






























‘You’ll go away on saturday.’ (el)
The adessive is used in a somewhat lexicalized PP puu ahã, literally ‘at the




























‘No, it’s not far. It’s close.’ (obs)
2.2.2.2.3 Allative
The allative postposition tã expresses direction to a goal. It indicates that an
entity X undergoes a transition (from Y) to Z. It is the goal-focused counter-

















































‘We brought it back to the village and we ate the anteater.’ (txt)
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2.2.2.2.4 Comitative
The comitative postposition kõõ expresses accompaniment. It indicates that

















































‘A few of us survived, us with our mothers.’ (txt)
2.2.2.2.5 Comitative-locative
The comitative-locative postposition tân expresses accompaniment at a loc-
ation. It indicates that an entity X performs an activity with entity Y at a



















‘I ate fish bread with Jõsã.’ (el)
2.2.2.2.6 Desiderative
The desiderative postposition sân expresses desire or need. It indicates that



































‘The women came for the beads.’ (obs)
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2.2.2.2.7 Essive
The essive postposition tân expresses a time during which an event happened.



























































‘When I was a child my old grandfather Kâkjori died.’ (txt)
2.2.2.2.8 Final
The final postposition rahê expresses a goal or objective. It indicates that an
entity X performs an action with the objective of Y.
The phonological context in which this postposition appears determines
its allomorphy, which can surface as [rahê∼jahê] following a vowel or [ahê]






































‘We used serrated arrowheads to catch fish.’ (txt)



















‘The alligator is very nasty, the mouth open to bite.’ (txt)
2.2.2.2.9 Inessive
The inessive postposition ramã expresses location. It indicates that an entity
X is located inside a space or substance Y.
Like the adessive postposition rahã, inessive ramã presents some allo-















































‘I bled in the Pisankô river.’ (txt)
2.2.2.2.10 Instrumental-comitative
The instrumental-comitative postposition ho expresses an instrument or ac-
companiment. It indicates that an entity X performs an action by means of Y,





















‘I killed a snake with tobacco.’ (txt)


















































‘My wife brought two bananas.’ (el)
2.2.2.2.11 Locative-inessive
The locative-inessive postposition kra expresses location inside a physical



















































‘They threw the fishing hook to the fish, they put it in the canoe.’
(Dourado 1993: 45)
2.2.2.2.12 Locative
The locative postposition nĩ∼rĩ expresses location. It indicates that an entity











‘Us Panará used to live in the forest.’ (txt)
































‘We’re all good in Nãsepotiti.’ (fb)
2.2.2.2.13 Malefactive
The malefactive postposition pêê expresses detriment. It indicates that an
























































‘Tepakriti stole my machete.’ (el)
2.2.2.2.14 Perlative
The perlative postposition kõõ expresses the path of a movement. It indicates















‘We dug after the giant armadillo.’ (txt)








































‘With them I killed it7 along the Peixoto, along the Peixoto river.’
2.2.2.2.15 Possessive
Thepossessive postposition jõ expresses alienable possession. It indicates that
X is possessed by Y. For a discussion on inalienable and alienable types of















































‘In my home [village] Pâriwysã.’ (txt)
When not immediately to the right of the possessed phrase, the possessive
postposition is inflected for third personwith the reduced absolutive paradigm






















‘He’s there, in his house.’ (obs)
7. Referring to a fishing method whereby the fishermen hit (in Panará ‘kill’) a poisonous vine
in the river, so that the released poison stuns the fish and they become easier to catch.
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2.2.2.2.16 Purposive
The purposive postposition suu expresses purpose. It indicates that an entity
X does an action with the goal of obtaining Y. Unlike desiderative sân, final

















































‘Then he went with her to get honey in the forest.’ (txt)
Postpositions play a direct role in the morphosyntax of participants in Panará,
as I discuss in detail in a subsequent chapter on oblique participants (§4.2).
2.2.2.3 Pronouns
In Panará, participants are indexed anaphorically by two different paradigms:
strong pronouns and pronominal clitics. Strong pronouns appear in the clause
with the same distribution that full noun phrases present (108a, 108b), and can
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Pronominal clitics encode participants in the clause, both arguments and ad-
juncts. These are bound morphemes that must occur inside the verb complex
immediately before the predicate head, as can be observed in the preceding
examples. Pronominal clitics are optional to a degree, as (109) illustrates. How-











‘Pukjora ate a turtle.’ (obs)
Panará is traditionally considered to present a mood-based alignment split
in the distribution and shape of pronominal clitics (Dourado 2001). For a the
discussion, see chapters 3 and 5.
Interrogative and relative pronouns
Finally, Panará has a set of three interrogative pronouns: prẽ for persons, pjãn
for animals or inanimate entities, and ju for notions like temporality or loca-


























‘What are you doing?’
Both prẽ and pjãn can also be used as interrogative determiners (112) and
relative pronouns (113), although the use of externally headed relative clauses
































‘The one who arrived is my father.’
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2.2.2.4 Quantifiers
Historically, Panará does not have what could be properly described as a set
of numerals. Very reduced inventories of numerals are not an uncommon









As can be observed quite straightforwardly, the numeral for ‘two’ consists of
pyti ‘one’ inflected for dual number. It is therefore not really a different nu-
meral. Based on this information, the argument can bemade that Panará lacks
a class of numerals altogether and, instead, the words in (114) are quantifiers.
Although through schooling and literacyworkshops Portuguese numerals
have been translated into Panará (nõpjõ 3, inkjêtaja 4, inkjêtinkja 5, inkjêtinkjêti
6+), numerals bigger than two or three are virtually always said in Portuguese.
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2.3 Negation
This section describes the different negationmarkers in Panará. Panará presents
a complex system of negation strategies, succinctly covered byDourado (2001,
2007).
The categorical negator nkioo [iŋkjɔ:] is used to negate an entire predicate
(115). Consistently, it is the negative counterpart of affirmative [paa ∼ haa ∼




































































‘Yes, very good.’ (obs)
















‘I didn’t see you.’ (el)
It can also be the head of a finite clause, with a meaning that appears roughly





































‘We eat alligator when we run out of food.’ (txt)
A less common adverbial negator is rõ. Dourado (2007) reports rõ [rõ ∼ nõ]





















































‘The Panará closed it so white people wouldn’t enter.’ (txt)
In Panará, imperatives are formed with second person (123), as is usual in the

























‘Do eat peanuts!’ (obs)
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To negate an imperative clause, sã stands in as the negative adverb, instead































‘Don’t eat pets.’ (obs)
Imperative negator sã is not attested in non-imperative clauses, and speakers
appear to judge it unacceptable in those contexts.
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2.4 Sentence typology
In Panará, sentences minimally consist of a verb. Verbs are preceded by a set










‘I’m leaving [on foot].’ (obs)
The configuration of the verb complex is described in detail throughout this
dissertation, especially participant cross-referencemorphology.The rich struc-
ture of the Panará verb complex, unique in the Jê family, is characteristic of
polysynthesis:
“Polysynthesis is not a homogeneous principle of language structure,
but comprises a range of heterogeneous phenomena, such as polyper-
sonalism, noun incorporation, verb root serialization, derivation, and
affixation.As yet, there is nogenerally acknowledgeddefinitionofpoly-
synthesis, and polysynthesis in the traditional understanding is rather
a “feeling” than a clear-cut class” (Mattissen 2004: 189).
Verbal morphology in Panará presents aspects that are defining character-
istics of polysynthetic languages as mentioned in the quotation above: poly-
personalism—presenting cross-reference to more than one participant (126a);




































The verb complex also presents notions like directionality, iterativity, reflex-
ives and reciprocals.
One of the characteristics of the grammar of Panará that stands out the
most is its constituent order.Whereas in the other Jê languages we find a quite
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strict verb-final order (Alves 2004; Nonato 2014; Oliveira 2005; Salanova 2007;















































































































‘You saw that snake.’ (obs)
Not every single one of these combinations is attested with the same fre-
quency (see §5.1). However, as can be seen in the examples above, Panará
presents verb initial, verb medial and verb final configurations very often in
both collected texts and during participant observation. Panará thus deviates
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from the typological statement commonly known as Mahajan’s generaliza-
tion, after Mahajan (1994) and first pointed out by Trask (1979), according to
which “SVO languages are never ergative. Ergativity is found only in verb
final and verb initial languages” (Mahajan 1994: 318).
The freedom of order exhibited by Panará clauses, uncharacteristic of Jê
languages, indicates that the postverbal position is not a dedicated one. It is
in fact a default position for argument noun phrases. As for the preverbal
position, it is clearly not associated with any specific argument. It is instead
sensitive to discourse structure and information packaging. This is further
discussed in chapter 5.
CHAPTER 3
The exponence of case in Jê languages
Introduction
The main goal of this dissertation is to focus on the morphosyntactic char-
acteristics that make Panará an outlier within the Jê family: clause structure,
polysynthetic morphology, and case marking alignment.This chapter focuses
on the the patterns of case exponence in Panará and, by extension, in the rest
of the Jê languages.
There are ten extant Jê languages, all of them spoken in a broad area from
the center of Brazil to its southern states. Ergativity has long been considered
a trait of the Jê family, shown in (128), and as such it has received a great deal
of attention. Linguistic descriptions and theoretical analyses of Jê languages
are still rare, especially for a language family of this size, which also includes
some of the most spoken indigenous languages in Brazil. When compared to
other families of an equivalent size, like the Tukanoan or Panoan families, the
languages in the Macro-Jê extended family suffer from a chronic absence in
the linguistic literature.
However, in the last decade there has been a small surge of linguistic work
focused on the description and analysis of Jê languages, such that today there
are more active Jê linguists than ever before. Although Jê languages are def-
initely still an understudied family, they are reasonably well known in terms

















Internal classification of the Jê family.
Adapted from Davis (1966) and Rodrigues (1999).
This chapter focuses on the morphological marking of core cases in Jê lan-
guages. I describe the overt manifestation of case in the family and put for-
ward a cross-linguistic comparative analysis. Although the discussion will be
particularly focused on the Northern Jê branch, my goal is to also provide a
complete overview of the entire family regarding the grammatical subsystem
of case.
I start by reviewing case marking in Southern Jê languages (§3.1), and I
continue with Central Jê (§3.2), especially Xavante, working my way up to a
description of case marking in Northern Jê languages (§3.3), which includes
a novel approach to agreement and case morphology in Panará (§3.4). After
this overview, I present a detailed summary of case marking in Jê languages,
and discuss the consequences of this comparison for our knowledge of case
in the Jê family.
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When reproducing data from secondary sources, I maintain the transcrip-
tion provided by the original author. This can range from phonetic or phon-
ological transcription to any version of existing or adapted orthography con-
ventions for the language in question. Data collected by me, for Panará and
Mẽbêngôkre, are written in the current orthography of these languages.
3.1 Southern Jê
The Southern Jê branch is composed of two extant languages, Xokleng and
Kaingang, and an extinct language, Ingain († early 20th century) (Rodrigues
1999; Van der Voort & Ribeiro 2010). Xokleng is spoken in the state of Santa
Catarina, in Southern Brazil. The Xokleng ethnic population is established as
2,020 individuals by the 2014 Sesai1 census, although most of the younger
generation are reported to be monolingual in Portuguese. The morphosyntax
of case in Xokleng was described by Urban (1985).
Kaingang is a dialect continuum spoken in the states of Paraná, Rio Grande
do Sul, Santa Caterina and São Paulo. Most of the population is established in
the 32 Kaingang demarcated indigenous lands, although a significant number
of them live in the neighbouring urban and rural areas. Kaingang is the most
widely spoken Jê language, with an ethnic population of 45,620 according to
Sesai in 2014. The vitality of the language is highly uneven across the various
communities, some of which are virtually monolingual in Kaingang, while
others have almost completely switched to monolingualism in Portuguese.
Formore complete accounts of Kaingangmorphosyntax, seeWiesemann (1967,
1972).
The Ingain inhabited an area on the upper Paraná river, in what today
are the Canindeyú province in Paraguay and the state of Paraná in Brazil,
between the Ivytorocái and the Iguatemi rivers. Although the language still
had a few speakers in the early 20th century, it became extinct and the In-
gain population integrated completely into riverine, Kaingang and Nhandéva
communities (Jolkesky 2010).
The Kimdá, their neighbours to the south, spoke a different variety of In-
gain.They lived in an area that extended between the Argentinian province of
Misiones and the river Monday, in the Alto Paraná department in Paraguay.
In 1893 botanist Mosè Bertoni observed that their language was “almost ex-
tinct” (Bertoni 1916). The Kimdá were subsequently integrated into the local
1. Secretaria Especial de Saúde Indígena, a department in Brazil’s Ministry of Health that man-
ages medical support in indigenous areas.
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Paraguayan population and they too have since ceased to identify as a separ-
ate ethnic group (Jolkesky 2010). No data beyond word lists are preserved for
Ingain.
In this section I present a picture of the morphosyntax of case for the
Southern Jê languages Kaingang and Xokleng from the descriptions in the
available sources. As is common in the family, main clauses are rather strictly
verb final in Southern Jê. Although there are a few elements that can occur
in the postverbal position, these are very restricted. In Xokleng, they are lim-
ited to what Urban (1985) calls postverbal predicating particles, which encode
aspect (active and stative for Urban), and first and second person pronom-




























Subject noun phrases, on the other hand, either focus or non-focus, “can never
occur in postverbal position” (Urban 1985) and occur instead preverbally, illus-
trated in (130a). Similarly, object noun phrases always appear in a preverbal



























‘He is washing his body.’
(Urban 1985: 172)

















‘The boy caught fish.’
(Nascimento 2013: 7)
Noun phrases are marked for case in a pattern that correlates with the post-
verbal aspectual markers present in the clause. Active clauses present an act-
ive form of the verb, and the case marking pattern is nominative-accusative.
Stative clauses present a stative form of the verb that correlates with an erga-
tive-absolutive case marking on the arguments.
In active intransitive clauses (132) the single argument of the verb, be it
pronominal or a lexical noun phrase, is marked by a morpheme that agrees
with it in person features (nũ 1.nom,mã 2.nom,wũ 3.nom). In active transitive
clauses (133), the same nominative morpheme marks the external argument
of the verb, with the exception of non-focus first and second person pronouns,
























































‘It was I who shot him.’
(Urban 1985: 168)
The nominative marker consistently never appears on the internal object of a
transitive clause. As mentioned above, first and second person appear as pro-
nominal enclitics when the noun phrase is not focused (132c). When the first
or second person nominative noun phrase is focused, the nominative marker
behaves like the third person wũ marker (133b), appearing in the preverbal
area.
Besides the nominative marker itself, a nominative pattern of case mark-
ing is also indexed on the paradigm of pronouns that cross-reference the argu-
ments in the clause. As seen above in (132-133), nominative arguments use a
different pronominal paradigm from the one used with accusative arguments.
Contrary to the case marking pattern in active clauses, stative intransitive
clauses lack both the nominative pronominal paradigm and the nominative
marker on their single argument (134). The same pronominal paradigm that
cross-references internal arguments of active transitive verbs is used with all
arguments in stative clauses. Furthermore, stative transitive clauses present
a different marker tɔ̃ that canonically marks only the external argument (135),
while the internal argument appears in the same bare unmarked form as the













































‘It was you who shot him.’
(Urban 1985: 167)
In Southern Jê languages, and Jê languages in general, pro-drop is available to
all arguments. As such, external arguments of stative transitive verbs in Xok-
leng are marked with ergative tɔ̃ regardless of the presence of an additional
overt argument. A transitive verb with an elided internal argument (136a) con-
trasts with an intransitive verb like wãñlən “write” (137) that cannot take a



































The previous examples also illustrate the allomorphy of Xokleng verbal roots.
Urban (1985: 73) describes a phenomenon by which certain verbs appear in
an “active” form in the presence of the active postverbal particle mũ, and
stativewã coocurs with a “stative” form of the verb (138). Asmentioned earlier,
active sentences present nominative-accusative case marking, and in stative
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In Southern Jê, embedded clauses with stative aspect always present the “stat-
ive” form of the verb and the case marking follows an ergative pattern, as
described by Urban (1985: 179) for Xokleng (139). In Kaingang the same distri-













































‘The boy that ran shouted.’

















‘The snake that bit a jaguar killed a chicken.’
(Tabosa & Santos 2013b: 302)
The morpheme that marks the external arguments of transtive verbs in Xok-
leng is also found in two other contexts, as pointed out by Urban (1985). First,













‘He is working with an axe.’
(Urban 1985: 173)
Second, in stative clauses absolutive arguments acquire the ergative mark tɔ̃











‘He went along the path.’
(Urban 1985: 172)













‘He went along the path.’
(Urban 1985: 172)
Table 3.1 presents the two paradigms of pronouns in Xokleng. For Urban, Xok-
leng presents one set of pronouns and one set of nominative markers that
inflect for person. Here I adopt Wiesemann’s (1986) view of both systems as
pronominal in nature, for the sake of cohesionwith the descriptions in the rest
of the chapter. The form called absolutive is the less specified one, appearing
as the object of adpositions and as the base that is marked with case mor-





3sg.m ti tã wũ




Table 3.1: Xokleng pronoun paradigms.
Adapted from Urban (1985) and Gakran (2005).
Conversely, Kaingang exhibits just one pronominal paradigm.There is one in-
variable nominative marker vỹ, cognate of Xokleng third person wũ (Wiese-
mann 1978: 211), which marks pronouns independently of their person fea-
















































Table 3.2: Kaingang pronoun paradigm.
Adapted from Wiesemann (1967, 1986).
Urban (1985) suggests that case is also visible on the agreement morphology
on verbs. Both Southern Jê languages have a subclass of verbs that encode
number morphologically through prefixation, reduplication and suppletion,
described by Urban (1985: 176) for Xokleng and Wiesemann (1972: 94) for
Kaingang. As Urban points out, this system of number agreement follows an
absolutive alignment: Verbs present the plural form when the internal argu-
ment of transitive verbs or the single argument of intransitive verbs is plural.
Conversely, the presence of a plural external transitive argument does not
trigger plural marking on the verb.
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The agreement pattern described above, however, appears to be an instance
of pluractionality, which eliminates it as an exponent of case. I discuss Jê
pluractionality at the end of this chapter, in section 3.5.
From the available descriptions of Xokleng and Kaingang, the two extant
Southern Jê languages are described as presenting complex patterns of case
marking, summarized in table 3.3.
Pronoun paradigm Marking on nouns
Active accusative accusative
Stative ergative ergative
Table 3.3: Southern Jê case marking.
Active main clauses present an active form of the verb and their arguments
are marked for case on an accusative alignment. Stative main clauses present
a stative form of the verb, and the marking on arguments is ergative. Sub-
ordinate clauses consistently present the same ergative properties of stative
clauses. Parallel to that, the system of verbal number agreement is aligned on
an ergative pattern (but see §3.5).
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3.2 Central Jê
TheCentral branch of the Jê family is composed of two extant languages, Xav-
ante and Xerente, and two extinct languages, Akroá († mid-19th century) and
Xakriabá († 1864) (Rodrigues 1999; Van der Voort & Ribeiro 2010). The inclu-
sion of Akroá among the central languages has been disputed, but a recent
comparative study of all four Central Jê languages (Carvalho & Damulakis
2015) has made a strong argument that Akroá should not be classified with
the Timbira dialects in the Northern branch, as had been suggested (Monser-
rat 1994).
The Xavante and Xerente have a long history of contact with Brazilian so-
ciety. First contacted in the 17th century by Jesuits and colonists, the two pop-
ulations split at the end of the 19th century (Paula 2009). While the Xerente
remained in the area near the Tocantins river, the Xavante migrated further
West to the savanna of the central plateau of Brazil, in eastern Mato Grosso,
to avoid the colonists. Established in the area surrounding the Rio das Mor-
tes, where they acquired a reputation for extreme ferocity, the Xavante were
contacted in the 1930s and finally compelled to settle in an Indian Protec-
tion service post in the 1950s (Maybury-Lewis 1967). The Xavante currently
live in nine demarcated indigenous lands in southern Mato Grosso. Xavante
is spoken by approximately 15,000 people (Estevam 2011). The 3,509 Xerente
live in two demarcated indigenous lands in northern Tocantins, in east-central
Brazil (Instituto Socioambiental 2017). Although all adults have a high fluency
in Portuguese, the younger generations still learn Xerente as their first lan-
guage (Paula 2009).
The most complete description of a Central Jê language is Estevam (2011)
for the morhosyntax of Xavante. Although case in Xavante is not directly
addressed, there is enough information to determine the alignment patterns
of case marking in the language.
The structure of Xavante sentences is similar to Southern Jê languages,
with a quite strict verb final order and different paradigms of pronominal
forms, some of which cliticize on the verb (148). On these morphemes, second
and third person present syncretism, which Estevam glosses as hto “hetero-
phoric,” maintained here.

























‘He’s going to kill him.’
(Estevam 2011: 174)
Unlike the Southern Jê languages Xokleng and Kaingang (§3.1), in Estevam’s
description of Xavante there is no case marking morphology on lexical noun
phrases. The only morphological manifestation of case is in the choice of pro-
nominal paradigms. In (149), the same first person pronoun cross-references
the single argument of intransitive verbs and the external argument of trans-
itive verbs, in a nominative pattern. A second paradigm cross-references the



























‘Someone might also insult me.’
(Estevam 2011: 395)
In contrast to the previous examples, in aorist, negative, imperative and de-
pendent clauses a different case marking pattern emerges. The verb appears
in a non-finite form (Estevam 2009, 2011) and the case marking is not the
nominative-accusative seen above, but rather a different pronominal system
is used for the external argument of a transitive verb (151a). Instead of the
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nominative paradigm to which first person wa belongs, we find an absolut-
ive paradigm (first person ĩĩ ) that cross-references the single argument of
intransitive verbs (150a) and the internal argument of transitive verbs. A sep-





































































‘He won’t take it.’
(Estevam 2011: 177)
In these non-finite contexts, besides the absolutive and nominative forms
presented above there is a morpheme te, analysed as an auxiliary by Estevam
(2011).
“Auxiliary te is necessary to mark the subject, the aorist form and the
non-finite formof a transitive verb in independent clauses that are neg-
ative, imperative and affirmative in aorist aspect, and also in dependent
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clauses, in which the verb’s finiteness falls on the auxiliary” (Estevam
2009: 5).2
This morpheme appears to mark ergative arguments in a function similar to































‘I haven’t refused the tobacco.’
(Estevam 2011: 62)
An examination of example sentences in Xavante suggests that this ergative













‘The dog didn’t frighten me.’
(Estevam 2011: 227)
The three pronominal paradigms of Xavante are presented in table 3.4, ad-
apted from the forms in Estevam (2009, 2011). For 3.hon, Estevam (2011) de-
scribes a mismatch between the paradigm used to double the single argument
of intransitive verbs (ta) and the internal argument of transitive verbs (da).
This could be interpreted as evidence of a fourth paradigm, one that shows
syncretism for every form except for third person honorific.
2. My translation. I consequently adapt the gloss of this morpheme to erg in the examples.
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Absolutive Nominative Ergative
1sg ĩĩ- wa- ∅-te
2sg a(i)- te ∅-∅
2sg.hon a- aa- a-te
3sg ti-/∅ te- ∅-te
3sg.hon ta-/da- tã wũ da-te
3sg.gnr da- ta da-te
1pl wa- wa- wa-te
2pl a(i)- mã ∅-te
2pl.hon a- mã a-te
3pl ti-/∅ tã wũ te-te/∅-te
3pl.hon ta-/da- tã wũ da-te
3pl.gnr da- tã wũ da-te
Table 3.4: Xavante pronoun paradigms.
Adapted from Estevam (2009, 2011).
The apparent confound that could arise between the ergative marker te and
the homophonous third person pronoun is not so, as Estevam (2011: 238) in-




















































‘In spite of the small pay, every day the Xavante work more than
the white man.’
(Estevam 2011: 238)
Estevam (2011: 36) indicates that emphatic pronouns can appear in a position
to the very left of the clause, duplicating a noun phrase already present in the
clause (155).























‘Then, me, I’m going to speak.’
(Estevam 2011: 359)
The leftmost pronoun appears in what Estevam considers an emphatic form,
apparently built from a paradigm that appears to be similar to the nominat-
ive. This noun phrase is reportedly marked with a prosodic boundary that
separates it from the rest of the clause.
However, there is a slightly more internal position, still to the left of the
clause but not in the prosidically dislocated leftmost area. In this position,
a nominative pronoun can duplicate the argument already cross-referenced
with the absolutive clitic, as can be seen in (252b). The fact that we see double
exponence of the same participant is not unusual, as Jê cliticization is usually
triggered by dislocation or null anaphora. What is worth noting is that the
pronoun that occurs to the left of the TAME position, future za in (252b), sur-
faces with nominative case rather than absolutive. We will see that leftward
positions are also connected to specific cases in Northern Jê languages.
Table 3.5 summarizes the different patterns of case marking in Xavante.
Even though the global picture is less clear for Central Jê languages than it
was for Southern Jê, the same broad tendencies appear to hold.
Pronoun paradigm Marking on nouns
Finite verb accusative −
Non-finite verb ergative ergative
Table 3.5: Central Jê case marking.
Verbs present two forms, finite and non-finite, that are strictly correlated with
a different alignment of case marking as well as certain clausal environments.
Main clauses for the accusatively-aligned finite form; aorist, negative, imper-
ative and dependent clauses for the ergatively-aligned non-finite form. As
such, Central Jê appears to exhibit a split alignment system, with nominative-
accusative alignment in finite clauses and ergative-absolutive alignment in
non-finite clauses.
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3.3 Northern Jê
Northern Jê languages present a strong correlation between the alignment of
case marking and the presence of long or short forms of verbs as predicate
heads, a pattern that we have already seen in the other two branches of the
family.
3.3.1 Mẽbêngôkre
This subsection summarizes case marking in Mẽbêngôkre. This language is
spoken by 10,456 people in central Brazil (Instituto Socioambiental 2017), be-
longing to two indigenous nations, the Kayapó (Pará, Mato Grosso) and the
Xikrín (Pará). For an extended description and analysis of the morphology,
syntax and semantics ofMẽbêngôkre, see Reis Silva (2001) and Salanova (2007).
As we are going to see, Mẽbêngôkre presents a well-behaved incarnation of
the Jê case marking split connected to two different forms of the verb, and is
a good representative of the generalized patterns observed in the Northern
branch.
Morphological case in Mẽbêngôkre is only visible on pronouns. That is to
say, case allomorphy is onlymanifested as the choice of pronominal paradigm:
nominative, accusative, ergative or absolutive. Turning our attention to main
clauses first, in independent clauses verbs usually appear in short form. In
the presence of a short form verb, the single argument in intransitive clauses
is marked with nominative case (156a). Transitive clauses also have their ex-
ternal argument marked with nominative case, and their internal argument












‘I see you.’ (el)
As indicated by the notation in (156), nominative pronouns are strong pro-
nominal phrases that stand by themselves in the clause and are prosodically
separate from the predicate head. Conversely, accusative pronouns cliticize
on the predicate head. The accusative indexes are clearly more pronominal in
their distribution than they are affixal, which is mainly manifested in their
alternance with lexical noun phrases. In Mẽbêngôkre, all clauses present the
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strict verb-final structure that is characteristic of Jê languages, and objects
have an immediately preverbal dedicated position (157a). When the object
noun phrase is absent from this position, either by being dropped (157b) or

























‘A tapir, I killed.’ (el)
Second person subjects trigger what appears to be a person hierarchy effect
on the pronominal clitic. In the context of a second person subject when the
object is third person, the clitic must have second person features (Reis Silva
2001: 53), shown here for null anaphora (158b) and dislocation of the doubled
NP (158d). Note that, just like in (157), the clitic alternates with the internal
argument, not with the external argument. This corresponds to a 2>3 person























‘You killed the peccary.’ (el)











‘The peccary, you killed it.’ (el)
It is worth noting that the hierarchy does not extend to a 1>2/3 effect, as could














‘I killed it.’ (el)
The alternation of NPs and weak pronouns in Mẽbêngôkre does not com-
pletely obstruct our view of the case marking system, which for main clauses
shows a nominative-accusative pattern. Turning now to dependent clauses,
they deviate in twoways frommain clauses. First, verbs in subordinate clauses
appear in their long form. Second, the case marking pattern in dependent
clauses is ergative. The single argument of intransitive verbs is cross-refer-
enced with an absolutive clitic, close in form to the accusative paradigm, and
the internal argument of transitive verbs is indexed with the same absolutive
paradigm.
The external argument, however, is not marked with a nominative pro-
noun, but with a different pronoun paradigm that, therefore, corresponds to
an ergative paradigm. This is illustrated in (160), where (a-b) are dependent
versions of the main clause examples in (156).















‘I don’t see you.’ (el)
The postverbal kêt in the previous examples is in fact a predicate. This is
shown by the fact that it can also appear as a verbal predicate head, even
hosting a pronominal clitic like verbs do (161).













‘When I didn’t exist.’
(Salanova 2007: 59)
Whenever negative kêt appears to be postverbal, we are in fact looking at a
hypotactic structure in which kêt takes the negated clause as its complement
(Salanova 2007: 58), which explains the similar case marking observed in a
























‘I want you to eat fish.’
(Reis Silva 2001: 64)
Other clause-selecting predicates that present the same behaviour as kêt are
prospective aspect markers ỳrỳ (163), kadjy and mã; manner modifiers mex







‘I’m about to fall.’



















‘I’ll give it to you when I go away.’ (obs.)
The paradigms for Mẽbêngôkre pronouns are given in table 3.6. Some syncret-
ism is observed for first, second and third persons across the case paradigms.
Nominative is mostly independent of the paradigms with shared person roots,
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to which a /-Cɛ/ morpheme attaches to form the ergative. Absolutive and ac-
cusative are only distinguished in the third person, /ku/ for accusative case
and /∅/ for absolutive.
Nominative Accusative Absolutive Ergative
1sg ba i i ije
2sg ga a a aje
3sg ∅ ku ∅ kute
1sg.incl gu (gu) ba (gu) ba gu baje
1pl ba mẽ mẽ i mẽ i mẽ ije
2pl ga mẽ mẽ a mẽ a mẽ aje
3pl mẽ mẽ ku mẽ mẽ kute
1pl.incl gu mẽ (gu) mẽ ba (gu) mẽ ba (gu) mẽ baje
Table 3.6: Mẽbêngôkre pronoun paradigms.
Adapted from Reis Silva (2001) and Salanova (2007).
Nominative pronouns can duplicate the reference to a participant already ex-
pressed in the clause, independently of the alignment in the case marking of



















‘I don’t take it.’ (el)
Additionally, nominative pleonastic or emphatic pronouns can appear at the
very left edge of the clause, in a position that Salanova (2007: 35) calls Focus,




























‘You broke Tengri’s bow.’ (el)
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So far, what we observe in Mẽbêngôkre is a three-way correlation between
case marking alignment, verb form and host clause type, namely whether the
syntactic environment is a main clause or a dependent clause. Main clauses
contain short verb forms and have nominative–accusative casemarking, while
dependent clauses contain long verb forms and have ergative–absolutive case
marking. In the rest of this section we will see that the cause-and-effect re-
lation proves to be between verb form and case marking alignment, rather
than between clause type and case marking alignment, falling within the case
marking environments that we saw for Southern Jê.
Whereas Mẽbêngôkre does present long verb forms in main clauses, there
are no occurrences of ergative case marking in short verb form clauses. The
presence of verbs in the long form in main clauses is very restricted, but not
ruled out: They can occur in main clauses that also lack the postverbal pre-
dicates presented above, such as negative kêt. Main clauses with long form
verbs are described as having a very specific meaning associated with them,
namely “resultatives for verbs that involve a change of state; existential per-
fects; habituals or generics for verbs that denote plural activities” (Salanova
2017).The following example illustrates that, in addition to dependent clauses,
main clauses can also appear with a long form verb and, when they do (166b),



























‘This parakeet has eaten malanga (once in his life).’
(Salanova 2007: 105)
In contrast, short verb forms are ungrammatical in dependent clauses (167),
regardless of the case marking on the arguments. Only long verbs, with the










‘I didn’t eat fish.’ (el)


















‘I didn’t eat fish.’ (el)
Even though clause type appears to indeed be closely related to the case mark-
ing alignment of arguments, the true correlation is that only the arguments
of long-form verbs are marked for case in an ergative pattern. As Salanova
(2007) argues, nounness is the source of all the ergative constructions in
Mẽbêngôkre. In the clausal domain of a long verb, there is a pronominal
paradigm exclusive to the external arguments of transitive verbs, and a dif-
ferent paradigm shared by internal arguments of transitive verbs and by the
single argument of intransitive verbs. Since long verb forms can be analyzed
as nominal and in Mẽbêngôkre nominalizations are required for a clause to
be selected as dependent of another predicate, the result is that dependent
clauses systematically appear with an ergative case marking alignment.
The case marking pattern on arguments of lexical nominals reinforces
the prediction that nominal environments are the source of ergative case in
Mẽbêngôkre. In nominal predicates headed by both nouns and adjectives, the
selected argument is marked for absolutive case instead of nominative (168),
















‘He came to our forebears.’

















Thus, nominals pattern with long verbs in their case marking properties, as
opposed to short verbs, which are not nominal but finite-verbal and correlate
with accusative case marking.
Pronoun paradigm Marking on verbs
Nominal verb ergative -
Finite verb accusative -
Table 3.7: Mẽbêngôkre case marking.
The data examined in this section also show that Mẽbêngôkre does not have
a cross-reference system that marks arguments on the verb. Even though the
accusative and absolutive pronouns attach to the verb, they are bound pro-
nominal forms that alternate with the presence of lexical noun phrases. We
will see that Panará is the only Northern Jê language that exhibits two parallel
cross-reference systems that index case on noun phrases and on the verb.
3.3.2 Apinayé
This section covers case marking in Apinayé, considered to be the closest lan-
guage to Mẽbêngôkre. Apinayé morphosyntax was described by Ham (1961),
although most of the data in this section are taken from Oliveira (2005). The
2,277 Apinayé (Instituto Socioambiental 2017) currently live in the Apinayé
Indigenous Land between the Araguaia and Tocantins rivers, in the Brazilian
state of Tocantins.
Apinayé shows the verb-finality restriction typical of Jê languages that
we have seen so far. The case marking morphology of Apinayé is also very
similar to the Northern Jê pattern that Mẽbêngôkre exhibits (§3.3.1). In main
clauses, a nominative pronominal paradigm cross-references both the single
argument of intransitive verbs and the external argument of transitive verbs
(170a–b), with a series of accusative bound pronouns that index the internal
object of transitive clauses (170c).



























As in Mẽbêngôkre, the Apinayé cross-reference morphemes bound on the
verb display a clitic-like behaviour, appearing in complementary distribution
with participant noun phrases when the noun phrase is fronted or otherwise





































Unlike pronouns, lexical noun phrases are not marked for case (172). Similarly






























‘I ate the tapir’s tail.’
(Oliveira 2005: 401)
Ergative case is present “exclusively in the context of subordination inApinajé”
(Oliveira 2005: 178). In subordinate clauses, the external argument of a trans-
itive verb is marked with a morpheme tɛ on strong pronouns indexing speech









































‘Then, those who were watching them, …’
(Oliveira 2005: 87)
However, Oliveira (2005) also shows instances of ergativity in main clauses.
These are all cases in which the verb is in the non-finite form (174). As in
Mẽbêngôkre, the connection between casemarking alignment and clause type











The reconstruction in table 3.8 of the pronominal paradigms of Apinayé based
on Ham (1961) and Oliveira (2005) does not extend to the plural. However, it
is sufficient to see that the pattern is very similar to that of Mẽbêngôkre, a sys-
temwith different paradigms for accusative and absolutive, plus a nominative
and an ergative.
The case marking patterns of Apinayé that emerge from the data examined
in this section are very close to what we observed in Mẽbêngôkre, as is sum-
marized in table 3.9.
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Nominative Accusative Absolutive Ergative
1sg pa i(C) i(C) ictɛ
2sg ka a a ajɛ
3sg ∅ ku ∅ ∅
Table 3.8: Apinayé pronoun paradigms.
Adapted from Ham (1961) and Oliveira (2005).
Pronoun paradigm Marking on verbs
Non-finite verb ergative -
Finite verb accusative -
Table 3.9: Apinayé case marking.
Finite verbs are restricted to main clauses and the case marking on argu-
ment pronouns is ergative. Non-finite verbs are strongly linked to depend-
ent clauses, embedded by another clause or by a predicate like negation and
aspect, among others; in the clausal domain of non-finite verbs, the case mark-
ing is ergative.
3.3.3 Kĩsêdjê
The Kĩsêdjê, formerly known as the Suyá, are believed to have arrived in the
Upper Xingu region in central Brazil during the first half of the 19th century
(Santos 1997). As a result of extensive contact with the other peoples living
in this area of multiethnic and multilingual networks, the Kĩsêdjê acquired
various elements of xinguano material culture. Throughout the 20th century
the pressure of Brazilian settlers in the region caused an increase in violence
between some of the peoples in the Upper Xingu. The Kĩsêdjê in particular
had several violent clashes with the Juruna, the Kayapó and the Waurá. After
a series of violent episodes of contact with Brazilian society in the mid-20th
century, today the Kĩsêdjê number 424 (Instituto Socioambiental 2017) and
live in a demarcated indigenous land adjacent to the Xingu Park. They con-
tinue to fight for their land rights.
This section presents an overview of the case marking patterns in Kĩsêdjê.
The data discussed below are taken from Santos (1997) and Nonato (2014). Like
the Northern Jê languages Mẽbêngôkre and Apinayé, Kĩsêdjê is a strongly
verb final language that exhibits two casemarking alignments linked to clause
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type and to verb forms. In main clauses (175-176), a strong pronoun paradigm
cross-references the single argument of intransitive verbs and the external
argument of transitive verbs. A different bound pronoun cross-references the



































‘You took the bow.’
(Santos 1997: 48)
Kĩsêdjê differs from Mẽbêngôkre and Apinayé in that lexical noun phrases







































‘He saw my mother.’
(Nonato 2014: 104)
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In dependent clauses, a different case marking pattern applies. The single ar-
gument of intransitive verbs and the internal argument of transitive verbs
share a pronominal paradigm, and when cross-referenced by lexical noun
phrases these appear morphologically unmarked (178-179). The external ar-
gument of transitive verbs appears marked for ergative case with pronominal
arguments by a dedicated paradigm of strong pronouns (179). Nominative and



















































Intended: ‘You are going to see me eat it.’
(Nonato 2014: 4)
With lexical noun phrases, however, upon closer examination of examples
in Nonato (2014) and Santos (1997) there appears to be a switch back to a
nominative-accusative alignment. The ergative morpheme re seen in ergative
pronouns is in free variation with the nominative case marker ra (Nonato
2014: 104), and the alignment follows the same accusative pattern observed in
short-form verbs (180).











































‘He/she saw my mother eating.’
(Nonato 2014: 104)
Much like in Mẽbêngôkre and Apinayé, in Kĩsêdjê there are a series of clause-
embedding predicates that encode tense, aspect, manner and negation (Nonato

















‘I didn’t scratch you.’
(Santos 1997: 161)
In Kĩsêdjê case is indexed on pronouns by means of four different paradigms,
presented in table 3.10.
Absolutive Accusative Nominative Ergative
1sg i i wa ’ire
1incl wa wa ku ’kware
2sg a a ka ’kare
3sg s/∅ khu ∅ ’kôre
Table 3.10: Kĩsêdjê pronoun paradigms.
Adapted from Nonato (2014).
Accusative and absolutive are unmarked on lexical noun phrases, and when
indexed on pronouns both cases present a high degree of syncretism. How-
ever, accusative and absolutive are differentiated on the third person. The
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re morpheme that marks ergative case on nominals is recognizable in ergat-
ive pronouns, but the host pronoun does not correspond to any of the other
paradigms. At least descriptively, we have to recognize different stems on
ergative pronouns.
Nonato (2014) notes that embedded clauses are restricted in their inability
to license the modal particles that are obligatory in main clauses (182). Main
clauses and dependent clauses are also distinguished by the presence of short
finite verbs and long non-finite verbs, respectively (183), called ‘main form’





































‘You are going to see me eat.’
(Nonato 2014: 7)
There appear to be two contexts in which nominative case is found where we
would not expect it (Nonato 2014: 7). First, embedded clauses marked with
modal particles (184) have nominative case instead of ergative, even when
the embedded verb appears in the non-finite form. Second, in a coordinated
construction with a finite clause and a non-finite clause, the highest argument
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‘He let me always eat it (He did ‘yes’ to me and it is always the case
that I eat it).’
(Nonato 2014: 8)
Nonato (2014) takes the presence of modal particles in sentences like (184) as
evidence that the participant that surfaces with nominative form in the em-
bedded clause receives case from the main, finite clause. However, the pres-

























‘It’s with milk that I will eat my cereal.’
(Nonato 2010: 2)
In that case, nominative arguments in Kĩsêdjê embedded non-finite clauses
could correspond to the emphatic nominative pronouns that appear on the left
periphery of the clause in Northern Jê languages, as in (165) for Mẽbêngôkre,
with an omitted ergative pronoun. Although Nonato notes that the emphatic















‘I will talk to him myself.’
(Rafael Nonato, p.c., 03/2017)
The allomorphy of case marking in Kĩsêdjê (table 3.11) falls well within the
tendencies seen so far in Jê languages in general, and Northern Jê in particular.
Pronoun paradigm Marking on nouns
Non-finite verb ergative accusative
Finite verb accusative accusative
Table 3.11: Kĩsêdjê case marking.
Like in Mẽbêngôkre and Apinayé, the Kĩsêdjê accusative and absolutive clit-
ics are differentiated in the third person. Unlike in Mẽbêngôkre and Apinayé,
however, ergative case is morphologically realized beyond pronominal forms
and also marks lexical noun phrases, although the form of the ergative pro-
nominal paradigm is not predictable by applying the ergative marker to one
of the other paradigms of pronouns. Unlike the Jê languages examined so far,
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the alignment of case marking on lexical noun phrases is consistently accus-
ative, unlike that of pronouns, which present ergative alignment in clauses
with long form verbs, considered non-finite forms.
3.3.4 Tapayuna
A very close relative of Kĩsêdjê, Tapayuna is spoken in the Brazilian state of
Mato Grosso. Initially located near the Arinos river in westernMato Grosso in
the 19th century (Bossi 1863), the Tapayuna (self-denominatedKajkwakhratxi)
defended themselves from various contact initiatives by Brazilian colonists
in the area. During the 1960s they lived in up to 12 different villages, with
a population of 1200 individuals according to FUNAI3 estimates (Camargo
2015). The Tapayuna population suffered a dramatic decline as a result of the
spreading of infectious diseases and attacks from rubber tappers, who tried to
exterminate the Tapayuna with poisoned food and by attacking and burning
their villages. They were transferred to the Xingu Indigenous Park in 1969,
where they were forced to settle first with the Kĩsêdjê community and later
in the Mẽbêngôkre village of Mẽtyktire.
After a population low point in 1971 with only 43 people, they have man-
aged a steady recovery and had reached a population of 132 in 2014 (SESAI).
Most Tapayuna today live in the village of Kawêrêtxikô, on the Xingu river,
in the Kapôt-Jarina Indigenous Land. Most young Tapayuna are monolingual
in Mẽbêngôkre, with varying levels of proficiency in Portuguese as a second
language. The Tapayuna community is actively trying to fight the decline of
their language.
Tapayuna morphosyntax is described by Camargo (2015), and all data in
this section are taken from her work. Tapayuna is a head-final language in
which no participant phrase can appear in the post-verbal position. Tapay-
una main clauses with short-form verbs present two pronominal paradigms
in a nominative-accusative alignment.The internal object in transitive clauses
is cross-referenced with an accusative pronominal clitic (188), while both the
single argument of intransitive clauses and the external argument of transit-
ive clauses are cross-referenced with a nominative strong pronoun paradigm
(189).
3. National Indian Foundation, a department within the Ministry of Justice in the Brazilian
Government.

















































In short-verb clauses, lexical noun phrases are marked with the morpheme
ra when they appear as the argument of intransitive clauses or the external
argument of transitive clauses (190).Thus, ra acts as a nominative case marker
and is consistent with the accusative alignment of the exponence of case on



















In Tapayuna, the non-finite long form of the verb is obligatory in clauses
with future tense, progressive aspect, and negation. These correspond to the
clause-selecting predicates in Kĩsêdjê (tense, aspect and negation) that require
the verb to appear in its long form.
As we have come to expect with Jê languages, clauses with long-form
verbs present an alignment shift in their case marking. The single argument
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of intransitive verbs and the internal argument of transitive verbs are cross-
referenced with absolutive paradigm clitics (191), identical to accusative but























When a pronoun appears as the external argument of a transitive verb in its
long form, it is marked with a rɛ ergative morpheme that Camargo (2015)
























‘I didn’t kill a caiman.’
(Camargo 2015: 191)
However, if an argument in a clause with a long-form verb is not pronominal
but a lexical noun phrase, the case marking is different. In that context, the
single argument of intransitive verbs and the external argument of transitive
verbs are both marked with the same nominative morpheme ra that marks
nominative case on lexical noun phrases in short-verb clauses (193). The im-
plication is that long-form verb clauses in Tapayuna have a hierarchical split
alignment case system, in which pronominals are marked for ergative and
absolutive case, but nouns are marked for nominative and accusative.
4. Rather than a classic short–long alternation, the verb wət ‘to arrive’ has a different form
wot that is obligatory in future tense, progressive aspect and negation (Camargo 2015: 126).











































‘But the trees didn’t say anything.’
(Camargo 2015: 213)
Tapayuna pronouns present four different paradigms, summarized in table
3.12.
Absolutive Accusative Nominative Ergative
1sg i i wa i rɛ
1incl wa wa kowa wa rɛ
1excl adʒi adʒi ajwa adʒi rɛ
2sg a a ka a rɛ
3sg ∅ ku ∅ ku rɛ
Table 3.12: Tapayuna pronoun paradigms.
Adapted from Camargo (2015).
There are three differentiated paradigms that present case allomorphy for
nominative, accusative and absolutive, with an additional ergative casemarker.
Accusative and absolutive pronouns are clitics that show the syncretism com-
mon in Northern Jê languages, differentiated only in the third person. Ergat-
ive pronouns consist of the familiar rɛ ergative morpheme hosted by an in-
dependently existing paradigm, namely the accusative paradigm. This is one
significant difference from Kĩsêdjê pronouns, where the theme that receives
the ergative morpheme is not recoverable from an existing paradigm. In that
respect, Tapayuna pronouns resemble more Mẽbêngôkre and Apinayé.
Tapayuna also presents the extended left clausal area that we have seen
in Northern Jê, with the emphatic position where participants can appear
duplicated with a pronoun when they are signaled as topic or otherwise (194).























‘I will kill the tapir.’
(Camargo 2015: 170)
In spite of undeniable similarities with Kĩsêdjê, the specific exponents of case
in Tapayuna presents some idiosyncracies (table 3.13).
Pronoun paradigm Marking on nouns
Non-finite verb ergative accusative
Finite verb accusative accusative
Table 3.13: Tapayuna case marking.
Ergative pronouns are derived analytically, consisting of the accusative para-
digmwith the addition of an ergative morpheme rɛ. As in Kĩsêdjê, nominative
case is also marked by a dedicated morpheme, which appears not only on
pronouns but also on lexical noun phrases. Unlike Kĩsêdjê, the case marking
in non-finite long verb environments presents a split between pronouns and
nouns.
3.3.5 Timbira
In this section we turn our attention to the case marking patterns of Timbira.
Even though the case system of the Timbira dialects presents clear similarities
to what we examined in Mẽbêngôkre (§3.3.1), Apinayé (§3.3.2) and Kĩsêdjê
(§3.3.3), there are also some differences that we will find again in Panará (§3.4).
The history of contact of the Timbira was lengthy and intermittent. Some
Timbira groups contacted Western society in the 17th century, while the Par-
katêjê underwent contact as recently as 1955 (Instituto Socioambiental 2017).
There are currently six peoples that consider themselves distinct within the
Timbira group: Canela Apanyekrá, Canela Ramkokamekrá, Gavião Parkatêjê,
Gavião Pykopjê, Krahô andKrinkatí.They live in the Brazilian states ofMaran-
hão, Pará and Tocantins, in several indigenous lands.
The morphosyntax of the Canela Apanyekrá variety was studied by Alves
(2004), who subsequently researched diachronic aspects of the language with
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Spike Gildea. This section draws information from Alves (2004, 2010) and
Alves & Gildea (2016).5 Glosses are adapted to the analysis of case marking
explored here.
Main clauses present verbs in a short form, and case is indexed in the
pronominal paradigm that is used. Nominative pronouns cross-reference the
single argument of intransitive verbs and the external argument of transit-
ive verbs (195). A separate accusative paradigm cross-references the internal































In a clause where the verb appears in the non-finite long form, case marking
has an ergative pattern. Besides the rather straightforward cases of subordina-
tion, in Timbira the recent past also causes the verb to appear in its non-finite









5. The case marking alignment pattern that Alves & Gildea (2016) call “nominative-absolutive”
is not addressed here but in a later section (§3.5).











In the context of non-finite long form verbs, single arguments of transitive
verbs and internal arguments of transitive verbs pattern together in being
cross-referenced with an absolutive pronominal clitic paradigm, and as lex-
ical noun phrases they appear in a morphologically unmarked form. External
arguments of transitive verbs are marked with an ergative morpheme tɛ. In
































‘The rain extinguished the fire.’
(Alves 2004: 108)
As is illustrated in the examples above, Timbira sentences adhere to the strict
verb finality that is typical of Jê languages, with the presence of certain pre-
dicates that linearly follow the verb but are in fact predicates that take the
clause as their dependent. As elsewhere in the family, the verbs in such de-
pendent sentences present the non-finite form that is required in all types of
dependent sentences, and case marking shows an ergative pattern.



















‘I didn’t see you.’
(Alves 2010: 471)
Thus, Timbira has three different case-sensitive pronominal paradigms. Abso-
lutive and accusative bound pronouns are distinguished in the third person,
like they are in Mẽbêngôkre (table 3.6) or Apinayé (table 3.8). However, Tim-
bira lacks a dedicated pronominal paradigm for ergative case. Instead, ergat-
ive case is marked on noun phrases with a dedicated morpheme tɛ. In the case
of pronominal ergatives, ergative morphology is affixed to a pronominal base
that is identical to the absolutive pronoun in a predictable way.
Absolutive Accusative Nominative
1sg i i wa
1incl pa(ʔ) pa(ʔ) ku
2sg a a ka
3sg i(ʔ)/h/∅ ku ke/∅
Table 3.14: Timbira (Apanyekrá) pronoun paradigms.
Adapted from Alves (2004, 2010).
Like in Mẽbêngôkre, in certain contexts an emphatic pronoun appears to the
left of the clause (200), although its left peripheral position is not obligatory.
In Timbira, this gives rise to a mixed pattern where internal arguments are
marked with absolutive case and external arguments are marked with nom-
inative case. In the presence of certain TAME elements, like irrealis ha (200-
200b), we can see that the emphatic pronoun is in the nominative form even
if the proclitic corresponds to the absolutive paradigm. In ergative contexts,







‘I’m going to sleep.’
(Alves 2004: 106)























‘I shot at the cow.’
(Alves 2004: 60)
Timbira presents a variation on the Northern Jê patterns of case marking.
Accusative and ergative alignments are tied to the presence of finite and non-
finite verbs in the clause, as is the norm in the entire family. In accusative
alignment, case is marked on the pronominal paradigm. In ergative align-
ment, however, case marking resembles that of : there is an independent er-
gative morpheme that marks lexical noun phrases as well as pronouns. Unlike
Kĩsêdjê and Tapayuna, Timbira (Apanyekrá) has no exponent of nominative
case besides pronominal person-case syncretism.
Pronoun paradigm Marking on nouns
Non-finite verb ergative ergative
Finite verb accusative -
Table 3.15: Timbira case marking.
Besides the ergative marker, the pronominal paradigms that cross-reference
arguments also appear in an ergative pattern. The absolutive paradigm, with
third person iʔ, doubles both the single argument of intransitive verbs and the
internal argument of transitive verbs. In contrast, the external argument of
transitive verbs is cross-referenced with the accusative paradigm, with third
person ku.
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3.4 Panará
The case marking morphology of Panará was initially described by Dourado
(2001, 2003, 2004). I have presented summarized accounts of Panará case
marking (Bardagil 2015; Bardagil 2018), although those descriptions and ana-
lyses are superseded by the present chapter. In what follows we will see that
the characteristics of Panará morphological case depart from what we have
seen so far in this chapter. Unlike in all the other nine Jê languages, in Panará
an ergative case marking is consistently present independently of both clause
type and verb form.
As opposed to the Jê languages previously examined in this chapter, Panará
clauses are not subject to a constraint on verb-finality (see §2.4). The post-
verbal position is available to the single argument of intransitive verbs and
the internal and external arguments of transitive verbs (201), with no prosodic
marking of dislocation.









‘I was born.’ (txt)













‘We stabbed the armadillo with a stick.’ (txt)















‘I will tell a real story of the ancients.’ (txt)













‘I listened to my grandfather Jakjô.’ (txt)
In the remainder of this section I offer a description of the exponence of case
in Panará. Section 3.4.1 describes case morphology on nominals, and section
3.4.2 looks at pronominal clitics.
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3.4.1 Case exponence on nominals
In Panará, the case marking of core arguments is ergative. The single argu-
ment of an intransitive clause (ka in 202a) and the internal argument of a
transitive clause (inkjẽ in 202b) appear in a morphologically unmarked form.
As for the external argument of a transitive clause (ka in 202b), it appears






















‘You hit me.’ (el)
Unlike the previously examined Northern Jê languages (2.2.2.3), Panará free
pronouns are impervious to case. There is a single paradigm of strong pro-
nouns (3.16) that remain morphologically unmarked in absolutive case and
receive ergative marking in ergative case. As seen in the table, these pronouns
do not present number syncretism but are instead inflected for dual and plural
number by means of a suffix.
Singular Dual Plural
1 inkjẽ inkjẽ + ra inkjẽ + mẽra
2 ka ka + ra ka + mẽra
3 mãra mãra + ra mãra + mẽra
Table 3.16: Panará strong pronouns.
The case marking pattern seen for pronouns in (202) also applies to lexical
noun phrases (203), with an unmarked absolutive and an ergative marked
with hẽ.






















‘The jaguar ate a white-lipped peccary.’ (el)
Marking of ergative case in transitive clauses is obligatory. With null ana-
phora, the case of the dropped noun phrase is recoverable from the pronom-
inal clitics on the predicate head (3.4.2).
Unlike nouns and pronouns, internally-headed relative clauses (§2.4) in


















































‘The man who arrived killed a tapir.’ (el)
In the case of nominals morphologically marked for dual or plural number,
ergative case is not indexed with hẽ. Instead, an allomorph of number suf-
fixes that indexes ergative case is used. The absolutive or morphologically
unmarked forms are -ra ‘dual’ and -mẽra ‘plural’ (205a). When number suf-





















‘The ancients killed tapir.’ (txt)
Panará ergative case morphology has been described as a hẽ morpheme for
singular, and nasalization of the last vowel in dual and plural (Dourado 2001:
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p.91; Dourado 2003: p.1). This is however an inaccurate generalization of the
case-sensitive allomorphy of number suffixes as seen in (205).
There is no nasalization, and no allomorph of the ergative that is condi-
tioned by the number features of the noun phrase, as illustrated by the pres-
ence of hẽ in plural noun phrases that lack number morphology (206c). As
(206d) illustrates, nasalization of the lexeme’s last vowel as an exponent of










































‘The collared peccaries ate’. (el)
Number morphology as an exponent of ergative and absolutive case appears
to be a Panará innovation within the Jê family, as it has not been observed in
the other nine extant Jê languages. The case-sensitive allomorphs of number
morphology are summarized in table 3.17.
Singular Dual Plural
Absolutive ∅ -ra -mẽra
Ergative ∅ -rân -mẽrân
Table 3.17: Panará number suffixes.
In coordinated DPs, the ergative morpheme hẽ appears in a receiving-type
unbalanced coordination construction.7 It attaches only once, at the end
of the last coordinate term (207).
6. I thank Myriam Lapierre for bringing this to my attention.
7. “[…] only one conjunct has the grammatical features associated with the whole conjunction
phrase.This type is typically onewhere the conjunction phrase is in a positionwhich is marked
for case, but where only one conjunct is case-marked.” (Johannessen 1998: 8)



















‘Perankô and Mĩkre cooked manioc.’ (el)
Turning to the semantic properties of ergative arguments, an agentive role
is not a precondition for ergative case marking. This is in line with existing
accounts in the typological literature:
“It should be noted initially that there is bound to be a high correla-
tion between ergative noun phrases and agentive noun phrases simply
because As are typically high on the scale of agentivity; this is a factor
quite independent of ergativity, however: as pointed out to me by Su-
sumu Kuno, Japanese has a rather strong agentivity requirement on
As, but nomorphological or syntactic ergativity correlating with this.”
(Comrie 1978: 366)
This issue, namely the degree of equivalence between ergative case and agen-
tivity, has been recently discussed by generative syntacticians (Bruening 2007;
Deal 2010) in the context of the debate on the existence of universal mechan-
isms behind all ergative case systems (see §5.2).
In Panará, agentivity or volition are quite clearly not a requisite for a noun
phrase to be marked with ergative case, which is also found on nonagentive
causers, undergoer themes, or experiencers of psych predicates (208).













































‘You’re afraid of snakes.’ (obs)
8. Bitter varieties of manioc contain toxic levels of cyanide.
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Rather than ergative case being causally connected to the semantic properties
of arguments, in Panará all the external arguments of transitive verbs are uni-
formly marked with ergative case. This can be seen in one clear instance of a
valency-increasing operation. The transitivizer /ɔ/ ho can add an external ar-
gument to an intransitive verb. In that case, the external argument is marked
with ergative case. An intransitive verb like sõti ‘to sleep’ or katoo ‘to exit’

































‘You exited from the house.’ (el)
When these intransitive verbs become transitivized with the addition of ho,
the same argument distribution of regular transitive verbs is observed: the
external argument, introduced as the causer, receives ergative case marking































‘I sent you away (e.g. to bring something).’ (el)
3.4.1.1 Case in dependent clauses
The case marking of arguments in Panará dependent clauses is identical to
that of main clauses. This is illustrated clearly in the case of relative and com-
plement clauses (described in §2.4). It is worth noting that the clitics that cross-
reference the ergative and absolutive arguments (§3.4.2), also present when
argument noun phrases are omitted with null anaphora, match the case that
is morphologically marked on the noun phrases.
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The examples in (211) illustrate the case marking alignment in relative
clauses. The ergative-absolutive alignment matches the case marking pattern
of main clauses. The single argument of intransitive clauses and the internal
argument of transitive clauses have the unmarked absolutive form, while the

































































‘The peccary that he killed for his wife was tasty.’ (el)
In complement clauses, which occupy the position of the internal argument




































‘I saw the pacu9 eat a worm.’ (el)
Unlike the nine Jê languages seen previously in the present chapter, Panará
arguments always receive ergative-absolutive case marking. In dependent
clauses ergative is marked with dedicated case morphology, while absolutive
9. Several species of sweet-water fish that belong to the Serrasalmidae family.
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is unmarked—just like in main clauses. From a jêologist perspective, what is
surprising is not that Panará dependent clauses have an ergative case mark-
ing, but rather that this is also the case in main clauses. This is one crucial
characteristic that sets Panará apart from the rest of the languages in the fam-
ily. Chapter 5 expands on this and provides a principled explanation for the
exceptionality of Panará dependent clauses.
3.4.2 Case exponence on clitics
In both main and dependent clauses, finite verbs are preceded by a rich series
of boundmorphemes, ordered sequentially in a preverbal position.The Panará
verb complex presents several characteristics of polysynthetic languages (§2.2),
among which polypersonalism (Baker 1996; Mattissen 2003). The first slot in
the verb complex template corresponds to modal clitics, given on table 3.18.
Realis Irrealis Conditional
Intransitive jy= ka= tu/ta=
Transitive ∅ ka= ta=
Table 3.18: Panará modal clitics.
Among pronominal clitics are incorporated elements, including both postpos-
itions and nouns. The internal structure of the verb complex is discussed in
section 2.2 and repeated in table 3.19. The slots that participate in argument
cross-reference are marked in bold.
Multiple participants are cross-referenced with clitics that function as expo-
nents of the number, person and case features of their associate noun phrases.
Leaving oblique participants aside in this chapter (see instead §4.2), both the



























‘You hit me.’ (el)










9 noun, classifier, dative
10 absolutive
Verb 11 one—or more, in a serial construction
Table 3.19: The Panará verb complex.
3.4.2.1 Ergative cross-reference
The ergative participant is cross-referenced with a clitic that appears on the
first argument slot in the verb complex (214).
(214) | mood | erg | … | abs | verb |
The ergative and the absolutive slots can be clearly teased apart by the occur-
rence of a bound morpheme in any of the intervening positions, such as dual,
















‘I saw you again.’ (el)
Ergative clitics can be omitted, especially if the ergative noun phrase cross-


























‘The jaguar eats fish.’ (obs)
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The paradigm of ergative clitics is illustrated for singular and plural in (217).
(217) Ergative clitics











‘I saw it.’ (el)













‘You saw it.’ (el)











‘S/he saw it.’ (el)









‘We saw it.’ (el)











‘You guys saw it.’ (el)









‘They saw it.’ (el)
With the exception of second person ergative, there is one clitic pronoun for
every combination of person, number and case. I will take up the issue of
the exponence of second person in section 3.4.2.3. The full paradigm of the
ergative clitic is given in table 3.20.
It is worth noting that the ergative paradigm has no null allomorph, which is
otherwise found at least once in other paradigms such as those of modal and
absolutive clitics.
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Singular Dual Plural
1 rê rê … mẽ nẽ
2 ka ka … mẽ ka rê
3 ti ti … mẽ nẽ
Table 3.20: Panará ergative clitics.
3.4.2.2 Absolutive cross-reference
The absolutive participant is cross-referenced with an absolutive clitic that
appears on the right of the sequence of preverbal morphology, in the second
argument slot (218).
(218) | mood | erg | … | abs | verb |
The alignment of case marking for absolutive clitics mirrors case marking on
absolutive noun phrases. The same paradigm of clitics that cross-reference
the intransitive absolutive also cross-references the transitive absolutive. In




































‘What killed them? A bad illness did.’ (txt)
The main paradigm of absolutive clitics is illustrated in (220) for intransitive
verbs, and in (221) for transitive verbs.
(220) Full absolutive clitics, intransitive verb






















































‘You guys arrived.’ (el)










(221) Full absolutive clitics, transitive verb











‘He hurt me.’ (el)













‘He hurt you.’ (el)











‘He hurt him.’ (el)
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‘He hurt him in the hand.’ (el)











‘He hurt us.’ (el)













‘He hurt us.’ (el)











‘He hurt them.’ (el)
In a restricted class of verb roots that have a vowel-initial theme, a differ-
ent form of the absolutive clitic is used. I will call this the reduced paradigm
of absolutive clitics, as these allomorphs mostly consist of consonants. The
paradigm is illustrated in (222).
























‘He’s afraid of it.’ (el)
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‘He’s afraid of the snake.’ (el)
Dourado (2001) considered the third person /s/-/j/ alternation in this class
of verbs (and also in some nominals and adpositions) an instance of rela-
tional prefixes, a class of morphemes that has been proposed for a number
of Amazonian languages (Rodrigues 1953, 2010). Relational prefixes indicate
whether a stem is contiguous with its selecting head (e.g. a possessor, a verb)
or whether it appears in isolation from it, that is, non-contiguous with its
selecting head.
Building on Dourado’s view, Salanova (2011b) puts forward a different ap-
proach to Panará verbs like unpa and their absolutive cross-referencemorpho-
logy as seen in (222). He argues that in (222) the /j/ segment is not amorpheme
but actually a part of the root. In that approach, the form in (222d) corresponds
to the bare root. Adopting a constraint first proposed by D’Angelis (1998) for
Macro-Jê languages that bans sequences of consonants that share the same ar-
ticulator, Salanova claims that (222c) is actually /s+juma/. Since /s/ and /j/ are
both produced with the same articulator, the tip of the tongue, the sequence
would need to be simplified (223) and would surface as [sum͡pa].10
(223) /s+juma/→ /s+∅uma/→ [sum͡pa]
However, positing /j-/ initial themes for the subclass of verbs with which ab-
solutive clitics appear in the paradigm in (222) makes the incorrect prediction
that second person absolutive is not [kum͡pa] but rather *[kjum͡pa]. Unlike
*[sj] or *[rj] sequences, in [kj] the two consonants are each produced with
a different articulator, namely the tongue body (for [k]) and the tip of the
tongue (for [j]). In fact, there is no doubt that in Panará [kj] sequences are
allowed (224).
(224) a. [kjɔkjɔ] ‘hummingbird’
b. [kjãpɔ] ‘manioc bread’
c. [kjekəsorã] ‘mulberry’
d. [kjɯ] ‘cold’
10. The [m͡p] sequence results from post-oralization of /m/ followed by a phonemically oral
vowel (§2.1.1.1).
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If the roots of Panará verbs like unpa ‘to fear’ or anpun ‘to see’ were /j-/ initial,
/juma/ and /jamuŋ/ respectively, there is no reason why the second person
absolutive form would be [k-] initial (225) and not [kj-] initial (226).
(225) a. [kum͡pa] ‘X is afraid of you’
b. [kəm͡puŋ] ‘X sees you’
(226) a. *[kjum͡pa] ‘X is afraid of you’
b. *[kjam͡puŋ] ‘X sees you’
Instead, I argue that neither /s/ nor /j/ are part of the verb’s root.They are both
simply third person absolutive clitics that correspond to a second paradigm,
which is limited to a subclass of vowel-initial roots. While /s/ corresponds to a
generic 3sg.abs absolutive, /j/ is a dedicated allomorph that occupies the abso-
lutive clitic slot when the absolutive is incorporated.This approach makes the
reduced paradigm unproblematic, as it predicts the observable surface forms.
The two paradigms of absolutive clitics are given in table 3.21, with the
reduced paradigm between parentheses.
Singular Dual Plural
1 ra (r) mẽ … ra (r) ra (p)
2 a (k) mẽ … a (k) rê … a (rê … k)
3 ∅ (s/j) mẽ … ∅ (s/j) ra (r)
Table 3.21: Panará absolutive clitics.
In the following section I discuss the form of second person clitics, which is
morphologically more complex than first and third person clitics, as well as
the cross-reference of dual number participants.
3.4.2.3 Discontinuous exponence
The Panará ergative and absolutive cross-reference systems examined in the
previous sections consist of a series of pronominal clitics that reflect three
types of features of the argument noun phrases with which they are associ-
ated: person, number and case.
However, in some cases there is no one-to-one correspondence between
one clitic and one cross-referenced noun phrase. In certain cases we instead
find a discontinuous exponence pattern, where the features of a single noun
phrase are reflected on more than one clitic. Campbell (2012) proposes the
following definition:
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“A pattern of morphological exponence is discontinuous if a set of fea-
ture categories that can be expected to be bundled on a single node in
the syntax (namely the agreement features of a single argument) is ex-
pressed by distinct morphemes.”
(Campbell 2012: 19)
The clitics that constitute the exponents of argument noun phrases on Panará
verbs present three instances of discontinuous exponence: (a) second person
number, (b) dual number, and (c) person and case in irrealis mood. The or-
ganization of the clitics that index person and number in irrealis mood is
described in the following section (§3.4.2.4). In the present section I discuss
first the exponence of second person in cross-reference morphology, and then
I do the same with dual number.
The existence of discontinuous exponence is attested inmultiple languages,
and three broad types can be distinguished (Campbell 2012: 17). In corefer-
ential exponence (227a) “a set of features that can be expected to be bundled
on a single node in the syntax (namely agreement features, person and num-
ber shown here) are expressed by distinct morphemes.” Combinatorial ex-
ponence (227b) “involves a single feature category in the syntax (person or
tense, for instance) for which multiple, distinct values are expressed in the
morphology.” Finally, in multiple exponence (227c) “a feature category is
realized by more than one morph, and each instantiation expresses the same
value.”The three types of discontinuous exponence are listed and exemplified
in (227).








In Panará, second person is an instance of both coreferential exponence and
multiple exponence: one morpheme indexes person and case, and a separate
morpheme indexes person and number (228).
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(228) Panará second person exponence
Person.Number–Person.Case–Verb
Panará argument noun phrases have three features that are reflected by the
clitics that cross-reference them on the verb: person, number and case. In the
Panará ergative and absolutive cross-reference systems seen in the previous
sections, second person plural differentiates itself from first and third person
in that there are two clitics that index the argument, rather than one (229).





















‘You guys arrived.’ (el)










The second person clitics that alternatewith first and third person clitics index
exclusively person (second) and case (either ergative or absolutive). Second
person number is instead indexed on a different slot in the verb complex that
is reserved for the exponent of second person number and thus is also an
exponent of second person (230).
(230) | mood | erg | 2num | iter | … | abs | verb |
Two allomorphs are possible in the second person number slot (231).
(231) ∅ ↔ [2, sg]
rê ↔ [2, pl]
The examples in (232) illustrate the placement of the two exponents of second
person plural arguments.


















‘You guys saw me.’ (el)
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‘You guys went away.’ (el)






















‘He saw you guys.’ (el)
The second person number slot can be located clearly in the verb complex. It
occurs to the right of the ergative clitic slot (232a) and to the left of both the
directional/iterative slot (232b) and the absolutive clitic slot (232c).
The rampant cross-case syncretisms of Panará clitic paradigms could lead
some to wonder if 2pl rê is the same morpheme as 1sg.erg rê. A transitive
clause with a first person singular ergative and a second person plural abso-





















‘I saw you guys.’ (el)
The evidence presented in this section makes a strong case for the clitic that
indexes second person number, specifically singular and plural, being clearly
separate from the clitic that indexes the case-person bundle for second per-
son arguments. This is only the first instance of discontinuous exponence in
Panará that I discuss.
Dual number
In Panará, dual is also a case of discontinuous exponence. Unlike second per-
son number, dual number is consistently realized on a separate clitic for all
persons.
As schematized in (234), a dual argument noun phrase is cross-referenced
with two different clitics: one that indexes exclusively dual number, and one
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that indexes person and case. The person-case clitic exhibits the same form
as the singular number clitic.11
(234) Panará dual number exponence
Numberdu–Person.Case.Numbersg–Verb
Since number is indexed twice in the verb complex, and different number
values are expressed on each of the two morphemes, the cross-reference mor-
phology of dual number arguments in Panará is an instance of combinatorial

















‘The two of us arrived.’ (el)
Since the dual number clitic is autonomous from the person-case-(number)
clitics, one could imagine that in a transitive clause, with two arguments
present, dual number might give rise to ambiguity. This is in fact the case.
The dual morpheme mẽ is able to target either the ergative argument, the ab-
solutive argument, or both. This means that in a clause with null anaphora of










‘The two of you saw me.’ (el)
or ‘Yousg saw the two of us.’
or ‘The two of you saw the two of us.’
A sentence like (236) can have three different readings, depending on the map-
ping of the dual number feature to the ergative and/or absolutive arguments.
In (236), dual mẽ can cross-reference the ergative argument (237a), the abso-
lutive argument (237b), or both arguments (237c).












‘You two saw me’ (el)
11. For first and third person, at least. As seen previously in the present section, second person





























‘You two saw us two.’ (el)
In this section I have described two areas of the verbal cross-reference sys-
tem in Panará that present discontinuous exponence. For second person argu-
ments, two different slots in the verb complex correspond to a person-number
exponent and a person-case exponent. For all arguments, dual number is in-
dexed in the verb complex by an exponent that is separate from a person-
number-case exponent that cross-references the same argument. In the next
section, I describe the Panará cross-reference system in irrealis mood, where
discontinuous exponence is prevalent.
3.4.2.4 Cross-reference in irrealis
In the realis and conditional moods, the case of clitic pronouns has the one-to-
one correspondence with the case of the argument noun phrases associated
to them that we have seen above, with the only exceptions of second person
number (singular and plural) and dual number (for all persons). However, in
irrealismood themodal, ergative and absolutive clitics are pieced together in a
way that produces an apparent mismatch with the case marking on argument
noun phrases.
Irrealis intransitive
In the cross-reference system as seen in the previous sections, the ergative
and the absolutive participant are each associated to a specific slot in the verb
complex. In irrealis mood, in an intransitive clause with only one core argu-
ment, both the first and the second argument slots in the verb complex are
active and share the morphological exponence duty. The sentences in (238)
illustrate the irrealis cross-reference clitics for intransitive absolutive parti-
cipants, with their glosses provisionally left blank.
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(238) Irrealis, intransitive verb







‘I will leave.’ (el)







‘You will leave.’ (el)







‘S/he will leave.’ (el)







‘We will leave.’ (el)









‘You all will leave.’ (el)







‘They will leave.’ (el)
In irrealis, a clitic ti appears in the first argument slot for second and third per-
son participants, immediately to the right of irrealis modal clitic ka. On the
second argument slot, only second person has an overt exponent, the same
a that indexes a second person absolutive participant in realis mood. First
person has no overt exponent on either argument slot. Second person plural
(238e) presents the already familiar rê. Plural number exponence in first and
third person is not different from singular. As the previous sentences show,
in irrealis mood the exponents of the intransitive absolutive appear both dis-
persed and morphologically reduced, when compared to the cross-reference
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system in realis mood.12
Once again, by paying attention to the slots in the verb complex that inter-
vene between the first and second argument slots it is possible to determine
























‘You’ll go away on saturday.’ (el)
We can see that directional py occurs between the ti and a clitics of second
person absolutive exponence. The position of irrealis second and third per-
son ti to the left of both the iterative/directional slot and the second person
plural slot determines the location of this ti in the first argument slot, the one
otherwise associated with the ergative argument (240). This is exemplified in
(241).


















































‘I’ll come back in the next dry season.’ (obs)
Considering the distribution of the clitics associated with the absolutive ar-
gument in the examples above, the cross-reference system for intransitive
absolutive noun phrases in irrealis is the following (242).
12. Thanks to Amy Rose Deal for raising the line of analysis developed here.
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(242) Absolutive, intransitive
∅…∅ ↔ [first person]
ti…a ↔ [second person]
ti…∅ ↔ [third person]
There are two overlapping paradigmatic oppositions in the exponence of the
irrealis intransitive absolutive: first person versus non-first person (∅ vs. ti)
on the first argument slot, and second person versus non-second person (a vs.
∅) in the second argument slot. These oppositions suggest an exponence of
person that targets different traits in each of the slots. I will adapt the person
specification proposed by Harley & Ritter (2002) and Béjar & Rezac (2009)
for a provisional articulation of the features in the three different persons in
Panará, presented in table 6.4. Building on top of a first distinction between
third person and speech-act participants, second person is the addressee and





Table 3.22: Panará persons.
I address again the components of Panará persons and propose a principled
analysis of these oppositions in a later discussion (§6.2). For now, given this
preliminary person decomposition, for descriptive purposes the paradigm can
be characterized as in (243).
(243) Irrealis intransitive absolutive cross-reference
a. Slot 1
∅ ↔ speaker [spk]
ti ↔ non-speaker [nspk]
b. Slot 2
a ↔ addressee [adre]
∅ ↔ non-addressee [nadre]
The paradigm presented above summarizes the exponence of absolutive argu-
ments in irrealis intransitive clauses. For a single absolutive argument, two
different clitic slots participate in its exponence, differing only in the expres-
sion of person (244).
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(244) Irrealis intransitive absolutive exponence
Case.Personspk–Case.Personadre–Verb
In Campbell’s (2012) typology of discontinuous exponence, this constitutes
an instance of combinatorial exponence.13
Irrealis transitive
In transitive clauses there are two core arguments, each associated with a
specific case slot in the verb complex according to the cross-reference sys-
tem described previously in the present chapter (§3.4.2.1–3.4.2.2). In an irrealis
transitive clause, the exponence of participants is not discontinuous anymore.


































‘He’ll kill a peccary.’
In an irrealis transitive clause, the argument slot that appears immediately
to the right of the modal clitic contains a clitic associated with the ergative
argument. The paradigm of clitics used in this slot in irrealis mood is not the
paradigm that cross-references ergative arguments in realis mood, as evid-
enced by the lack of first person ergative rê and second person ergative ka.
Instead, the clitic that cross-references the ergative argument corresponds to
one half of the exponence of the intransitive absolutive argument, namely the
speaker clitic in the first slot (243a) with the ∅/ti opposition (418).
(246) Irrealis ergative cross-reference
∅ ↔ [spk, erg]
ti ↔ [nspk, erg]
13. As presented in (227), combinatorial exponence “involves a single feature category in the
syntax (person or tense, for instance) for which multiple, distinct values are expressed in the
morphology.”
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As for the absolutive argument, in the three examples above the second ar-
gument slot has a null exponent, corresponding to the third person singular
absolutive argument swasĩrã ‘white-lipped peccary.’ Crucially, in (245b) we
do not see the second person intransitive ti…a discontinuous exponence of
irrealis intransitive clauses. This indicates that, just like in realis mood, in
irrealis mood the ergative and the transitive absolutive arguments are each





























‘We are going to hit yousg.’ (el)
Examining the irrealis transitive clauses with two speech-act participant ar-
guments in the sentences above shows that the clitic in the second argument
slot corresponds to the familiar absolutive paradigm in (248).
(248) ra ↔ [1sg.abs]
a ↔ [2abs]
∅ ↔ [3sg.abs]































‘I’m going to hit them.’ (el)
The full picture of cross-reference morphology for core arguments is presen-
ted in table 3.23. Even though the case marking on arguments is ergative–ab-
solutive in both realis and irrealismoods, there are two parallel cross-reference
systems that are split across this modal distinction. In realis mood, there is
a clear-cut ergative/absolutive system with two person-case paradigms that
14. With the familiar exception of second person number.
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present some discontinuous number exponence, as seen above, for dual num-
ber and second person number. Parallel to the realis system, there is a three-
way distinction in the irrealis cross-reference system, where three different
case-person paradigms are the exponents of (a) the ergative argument and
the absolutive argument in (b) transitive clauses and (c) intransitive clauses.
erg abs
sg pl sg pl
1 rê nẽ ra ra
real 2 ka ka rê a rê a
3 ti nẽ ∅ ra
abstr absintr
sg pl sg pl sg pl
1 ∅ ∅ ra ra ∅ ∅ ∅∅
irr 2 ti ti rê a rê a ti a ti rê a
3 ti ti ∅ ra ti ∅ ti ∅
Table 3.23: Panará argument clitics.
As it stands, the argument cross-reference clitics in irrealis mood are an in-
stance of a tripartite alignment for the exponence of case (Dixon 1994: 39).
That is, the cross-reference paradigm for the single argument of intransitive
verbs does not coincide with either of the two arguments of transitive verbs.
However, beyond this descriptive label, we can suspect that the difference
is connected to a switch from a full exponence of person features in realis
mood to a reduced exponence of person features in irrealis mood, sensitive
only to the speaker/addressee distinction. In a later section (§6.2) I propose
a derivational analysis of the factors behind the nature of the irrealis cross-
reference system.
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3.5 Summary
The pattern of morphological exponence of case in Panará described in the
previous section is strikingly different from the case marking patterns seen
earlier in this chapter for the rest of the Jê languages, in which ergative case
alignment is present exclusively in nominal environments.
The contexts that license ergative case across the Jê family, essentialy the
domain of a nominal predicate with the exponence of a long-form verbal root,
does not correspond to the pattern of case marking that Panará exhibits. In
Panará, long forms have been grammaticalized into an independent inflec-
tional system (§2.2.1.2) that bears no effect on the case marking of core argu-
ments.
Structure and case
One of the traits of the case systems of Jê languages is the templatic nature of
the clause. There is a strict correspondence between the case that a nominal
bears and the clausal positions in which it can appear. In (250) I sketch the
template of Jê clauses that emerges from the discussion in the present chapter.
(250) Classic Jê
preverbal area verb complex
emphatic | TAME | nom/erg | abs/acc [ clitic | verb ]
From right to left, we find the verb in its strictly final position preceded by
bound pronominal clitics, corresponding to absolutive and accusative pro-
nouns across the family. To the left of this small verb complex is a preverbal
area with its own internal configuration: a position for internal argument
noun phrases, a position for strong pronouns (nominative or ergative), a posi-
tion for TAME elements and, on the left end of the clause, the position of noun
phrases doubled for emphatic effects, in which pronouns surface case-marked
for ergative or nominative.
The Jê clausal configuration above is manifestly different from the non-
verb-final structure of Panará clauses. However, in the classic Jê clause there




preverbal verb complex postverbal
(NP) [ TAME | erg | … | abs | verb ] (NP)
The Panará verb complex is a verb-final domain, just like the Jê clause. It
presents absolutive clitics immediately to the left of the verb, preceded by a
series of elements (incorporated postpositions, directionals, reflexives, among
others), in turn preceded by the ergative and nominative clitics, to the left of
which are also TAME morphemes, namely the modal clitics.
Outside of that position there is a preverbal area, paired with a postverbal
area also outside the scope of the verb package, where argument noun phrases
appear and in which they are more often than not pro-dropped. In Panará,
noun phrases appear to correspond to the most removed position in the Jê
clausal template, the emphatic position where noun phrases always surface
























































‘I saw you.’ (el)
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In Panará (252d) the pre- and postverbal positions are not assigned to either
one of the arguments. In the language, we encounter verb-initial, verb-medial
and verb-final configurations very often in both collected texts and during
participant observation. The postverbal position is not a dedicated one, it ap-
pears to be a default position for argument noun phrases, if anything. As for
the preverbal position, it is clearly not associated with any specific argument.
It is more likely sensitive to discourse structure and information packaging.
As it falls beyond the scope of this dissertation, Panará information structure
is left as a matter to be investigated in further work.
Pluractionality
In his description of Xokleng alignment, Urban (1985) points out that some
Xokleng (Southern Jê) verbs present suppletion in form that corresponds to a
singular or plural participant (§3.1).
Urban’s analysis of this phenomenon considers the suppletive forms as
exponents of number agreement for the absolutive argument, resulting in
an instance of ergative alignment for verbal agreement. However, this phe-
nomenon is also attested in other Jê languages, and a more general consider-
ation of these cases suggests that the phenomenon observed in Xokleng and
in the other languages is pluractionality rather than absolutive number
agreement.
The core difference between pluractionality, also called verbal number,
and participant number agreement lies in the fact that pluractionality tracks
a multiple action of the verb, be it because the action is performed several
times or because it is performed once onmultiple entities (Corbett 2000: ch.8).
Therefore, in a way pluractionality does focus on the internal arguments of
either intransitive or transitive verbs.This is what happens in Xokleng as seen
again in (253–254). Since in (254c) there are several separate single actions,





























































Let us examine similarly behavioured verbs in other Jê languages. In Mẽbê-
ngôkre (Northern Jê) the verb for ‘to go’ is tẽ for a single action, with mõ
being the pluractional suppletive form (255). When the pluractional form is
used with a singular argument, as in (255b), the meaning becomes an intensi-































‘Many peccaries went away.’ (el)
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In Panará, verb pairs pĩri ‘single kill’ and pari ‘pluractional kill’ can show that
the distinction is not about agreement in number. When the action of killing
is performed by a singular entity upon another singular entity multiple times,
the suppletive pluractional form pari is used. In the metaphorical expression
‘to kill a river,’ meaning to repeatedly hit a vine15 that gives off a toxic fluid
that stuns fish, the action of ‘killing’ the river can be performed by one person
on a single river, triggering pluractionality because of themultiple occurrence



























‘We killed the Peixoto river. We really killed it.’ (txt)
Given some evidence from other languages in the Jê family, I group the plural-
ity-related suppletion of Xokleng verbs under the umbrella of pluractionality.
In the case of Panará, the existence of transitive pluractionals that track the
internal argument, like (256) above, and intransitive ones that equally track
the single internal argument (257), when no such verbs exist that track the
external transitive argument, suggests that there is such a thing as an internal




















‘A lot of fruit fell.’ (el)
While the superficially ergative pattern in which the verb tracks the internal
argument is not an instance of exponence of case, pluractionality does provide
evidence for the constituency of the verb phrase by setting absolutive noun
phrases apart from ergative noun phrases.
15. Tropical species of the Apocynaceae family.
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Correlates of case
One of the shared characteristics of all Jê languages, including Panará, is the
fact that ergative case is consistently marked with more morphological ma-
terial than other cases, at least its competitor absolutive case, which is never
marked. The various correlates of ergative case in Jê languages are quite di-
verse. Ergative case has different morphological exponents across the family,
and the positioning of the ergative noun phrase in the clause is also subject
to certain restrictions. This is listed in (258).
(258) Correlates of Jê ergative case
a. Dedicated ergative pronoun
b. Ergative-marking morpheme
c. Case positions in the clause
d. Accusative/ergative case-marking split
These patterns, summarized for all Jê languages in table 3.24, are each indi-
vidually attested in at least one of the ten languages in the family.
Pronoun Morpheme Clause order Case split
Kaingang 7 3 3 3
Xokleng 7 3 3 3
Xavante 3 3 3 3
Xerente 3 3 3 3
Mẽbêngôkre 3 7 3 3
Apinayẽ 3 7 3 3
Kĩsêdjê 7 (7) 3 3
Tapayuna 7 (7) 3 3
Timbira 7 3 3 3
Panará 7 3 7 7
Table 3.24: Correlates of ergative case in Jê languages.
As discussed in §3.4, Panará is the only Jê language that marks all noun
phrases for ergative case uniformly, regardless of clause type and verb form. It
is also the only language in which argument noun phrases are not positioned
in the clause according to their case. Whereas in the rest of the family the
immediately preverbal position is shared by absolutive or accusative lexical
noun phrases and the absolutive or accusative pronouns, the distribution of
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lexical and pronominal noun phrases in the clause does not follow from their
case marking.
Ergative case morphology presents an interesting distribution. From a
diachronic perspective, the availability of an autonomous ergative-marking
morpheme is extremely widespread. Two languages that stand out partic-
ularly are Mẽbêngôkre and Apinayé. Both languages have dedicated ergat-
ive pronominal paradigms and lack an ergative morpheme that marks lex-
ical noun phrases for case. This contrasts with the general pattern of mark-
ing every ergative noun phrase with an ergative morpheme, observed in the
Southern, Central and Northern branches.
Finally, as seen earlier in this section, Panará is an atypical Jê language
in that clauses have much less rigidity. Not only is the verb not restricted to
a clause-final position, but case-marked noun phrases are also not bound to
clausal positions tied to a specific case.

CHAPTER 4
Oblique participants and adjuncts
Introduction
The previous chapters of this dissertation have presented a description of gen-
eral aspects of the grammar of Panará (ch. 2) and a detailed examination of the
different methods of exponence of direct cases in Jê languages more generally
and in Panará in particular (ch. 3).This chapter complements the previous one
with a description of the oblique cases in Panará, with a special focus on the
morphology of oblique participant cross-reference in the Panará verb com-
plex. This is one of the mechanisms that underlies the polysynthetic nature
of the Panará clause, namely polypersonalism in the verb complex.
Panará verbs include a series of clitics that agree with both ergative and ab-
solutive arguments (§3.4), so that in transitive clauses both core participants
are cross-referenced in the verb complex. Besides that, and unique in the
Jê family, Panará verbs also present cross-reference of oblique participants.
Since this feature is absent in the other nine Jê languages, the comparative
component present in the last chapter, for the exponence of core cases, will
be absent in this one.
I begin this chapter with an account of Panará dative case, its exponence
on noun phrases and its agreement with cross-reference morphology on the
verb. Next, I introduce the oblique cases linked to the various Panará postpos-
itions, and finally I describe the phenomenon of postposition-doubling.
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The presence of bound morphology that reflects oblique participants on
the verb is one of the phenomena that contribute to the polysynthetic char-
acter of the verb complex in Panará (§2.4). As such, unlike the exponence of
case discussed in the previous chapter, the exponence of PPs on the predicate
head is a uniquely Panará trait within the Jê family that has no counterpart in
classic Jê languages. In this chapter I do not yet present a derivational account
of this class of participants, which is discussed extensively in chapter 6.
4.1 Dative
Besides the absolutive and ergative cases that I have described in the previ-
ous chapter (§3.4), Panará also has a dative case and a series of oblique cases.
Dative participants present certain differences in their morphosyntactic be-
haviour with respect to the oblique cases that will be presented in the rest
of this section. As such, I will first present a description of dative case before
moving on to a description of Panará postpositions (§4.2).
The dative participant holds a semantic role of recipient or beneficiary.
Dative is marked with a morpheme mã that appears immediately following



















‘Pôka gave a bow to Akââ.’ (el)
The dative marker presents some fused allomorphy with nominal number
suffixes. While both pronouns and lexical noun phrases are marked for dative
with dative mã, nominals bearing the dual ra or plural mẽra number suffixes
present a dative allomorph of these suffixes instead of being marked with
dativemã. These allomorphs are respectively rân for [du, dat] andmẽrân for
































‘I said this to you guys.’ (txt)
The dative case-marked allomorphs of the Panará number suffixes are the
same as their ergative case-marked allomorphs (§3.4.1). That is, absolutive
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nominals present the {ra/mẽra} number suffixes, and ergative and dative nom-
inals present the {rân/mẽrân} number suffixes, as presented in table 4.1.
Singular Dual Plural
Absolutive ∅ -ra -mẽra
Ergative/Dative ∅ -rân -mẽrân
Table 4.1: Panará number suffixes.
4.1.1 Dative cross-reference
As for cross-reference of dative participants, in Panará there is a dedicated
paradigm of dative clitics. Next to the absolutive (or unmarked) and the er-
gative clitics discussed in chapter 3, the dative is the third and last paradigm
of participant cross-reference.The following sentences (261–263) illustrate the
full paradigm.

















‘He gave it to me.’ (el)

















‘He gave it to you.’ (el)

















‘He gave it to his wife.’ (el)

















‘Kjêpyti gave it to the two of us.’ (el)
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‘Kjêpyti gave it to the two of you.’ (el)

















‘Kjêpyti gave it to the two of them.’ (el)















‘He gave it to us.’ (el)

















‘Kjêpyti gave it to you guys.’ (el)















‘I gave it to them.’ (el)
Perhaps the first thing that one notices about singular dative clitics is their
phonological similarity with the forms of strong pronouns, which are inkjẽ
[1sg], ka [2sg] and mãra [3sg]. Just like in the absolutive and ergative clit-
ics, second person does not expone number in the same clitic that expones
person and case. Next to a stable kãn that corresponds to [2dat], there is an
independent rê for [2pl].
In plural dative clitics, besides the always discontinuous second person,
first and third person dative have a fused plural allomorph. The singular dat-
ive forms are also the dual dative clitics, where dual number is independently
exponed with the familiar autonomous mẽ [du] clitic (3.4.2.3). The exception
is in the third person, where instead of the sequence that we could expect to be
mãmẽ what we find ismẽ mẽ. To all evidence, this is a case of phonologically-
conditioned suppletive allomorphy, although in this case the process does not
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avoid identical syllables but instead generates them, unlike similar interac-
tions between clitics, such as in Bosnian-Croatian-Serbian.1
The complete paradigm of dative clitics is presented in table 4.2.
Singular Dual Plural
1 kjẽ kjẽ mẽ pan
2 kãn kãn mẽ rê … kãn
3 mã mẽ mẽ ran
Table 4.2: Panará dative clitics.
The placement of iterative/directional clitics once again allows us to pinpoint

















‘Pôka gave me a bow again.’ (el)
As can be seen in (264), iterative py occurs between the ergative and the dative
clitics. The sentences in (261) also show that the dative clitic is located to the
left of the dualmẽ clitic. This allows us to update the map of the verb complex
with the inclusion of a dative slot:
(265) | mood | erg | 2num | iter | dat | du | abs | verb |
As I have pointed out earlier in chapter 2 (§2.4), Panará clauses have a tend-
ency towards null anaphora. It is worth noting that this is the reason why
the example sentences used earlier in this section to illustrate dative cross-
reference are elicited and not obtained from naturalistic speech. As is also
the case with absolutive and ergative nominals, once a dative participant has
been introduced, or when it is otherwise salient in the discourse, the dative
noun phrase is elided and its person and number features are recovered ex-
clusively through the pronominal clitic or clitics that agree with the dative.
1. In Bosnian-Croatian-Serbian (Slavic), third person feminine accusative pronominal clitic je



















(Aida Salčić, p.c., 04/2018)
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‘I have said this to you, Kuupêri.’ (txt)
Besides the dedicated dative clitic paradigm, dative participants can also be
cross-referenced with the absolutive paradigm seen in the previous chapter

























‘Saankôra brought me some fish.’ (el)
Dourado (2001: 105) put forward the first description of Panará morphosyn-
tax, according to which dative and absolutive participants compete for one
clitic slot that is systematically awarded to the clitic associated with the dat-
ive participant. Ever since, there has been the belief that dative participants
outrank absolutives in some capacity (Dourado & Gildea 2008). However, the
examples provided to support this interpretation do not include an event par-
ticipant absolutive noun phrase, meaning that the absolutive clitic that cor-



















‘The old man gave me a feather crown.’
(Dourado 2001: 106)
There is no evidence that supports a strong interpretation of the absolutive-
dative clash as proposed by Dourado (2001: 105). However, there is a complex
interaction between the absolutive’s and the dative’s clitics that is sensitive to
event participant features rather than case features. I describe this restriction
in the next section.
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4.1.2 Person-Case constraint
It has been observed in multiple languages that there can be a restriction
on the possible combinations of person and case in pronominal clitics and
agreement affixes. This restriction is known as the Person-Case Constraint
(PCC), and is well documented in Romance (Bonet 1991, 2008), Germanic
(Anagnastopoulou 2008), Basque (Arregi & Nevins 2007) or Kiowa (Adger
& Harbour 2007), among other languages and families, including Amazonian
languages such as Yanomama (Ferreira 2017: 371).
In Panará, the co-occurrence of first and second person features in the
sequence of dative-absolutive clitics is illicit (269).This is a version of the PCC
that typically restricts the co-occurrence of first and second person features








































‘Saankôra will give you to me.’ (el)
Ungrammaticality emerges exclusively as a result of a combination of first and
second person dative and absolutive clitics. As long as either the dative or the
absolutive participants are third person (and also if both are third person), the










































‘You gave me a chicken.’ (el)
While absolutive clitics are obligatory in Panará, the omission of dative clitics
does not result in ungrammaticality. In first/second contexts like (269), the






































‘Saankôra will give me to you.’ (el)
The PCC effects in Panará as presented above can be stated as the following
condition:
(272) In Panará, either the absolutive clitic or the dative clitic must be 3rd
person
As opposed to somewell documented instances of PCC effects, such as Basque
(Nevins 2011; Preminger to appear), the PPC in Panará is symmetric. In Basque,
the PCC restricts the person features on the direct object but not on the indir-
ect object, and as such the PCC only applies to the direct object clitic (273a,
274a). In Panará the PCC applies symmetrically, there is a restriction on the





















‘You have sold the book to me.’








































‘You have sold me to the butcher.’
(Preminger to appear: 3)




















‘I will give you to him.’ (el)
The incompatibility of speech-act participant features in the absolutive and
dative clitics suggests that the dative participant interacts with the verbal
agreement morphology in a different way than participants introduced by
postpositions do (4.2.1).This is also supported by the fact that ergative and dat-
ive share the characteristic of having a dedicated clitic paradigm, as opposed
to theway inwhich postpositional obliques are cross-refereneced (§4.2.3).The
view that dative is not an adposition but a case is supported by its interaction
with nominal number morphology, resolved with a case-marked number suf-
fix like in ergative case, as seen earlier in (260). In chapter 6 I discuss vari-
ous angles from which the Panará PCC can be explained in a derivational
approach.
4.1.3 Dative participants
A dative noun phrase is an additional grammatical participant in a clause. In
fact, the referent of the dative participant can coincide with the referent of















‘I prepared tortoise for myself.’ (txt)
However, unlike the ergative or absolutive constituents, the dative is only re-
quired by a small class of verbs. In Panará it is always possible to append addi-
tional participants to a clause, by means of dative participants or by means of
postpositional oblique cases (§4.2), but in only a few ditransitive verbs is the
dative participant obligatory, or implied when omitted syntactically—making
it an argument in ditransitive verbs. What this means is that in Panará there
are intransitive and monotransitive verbs, and also ditransitive verbs.
The actions that are usually designated by ditransitive verbs in languages
like English or Portuguese, with three arguments required by the verb (roughly
an agent, a theme and a recipient) are either intransitive or monotransitive
verbs in most equivalents in Panará, with additional participants added where
needed.
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Let us see some examples of actions that one could expect to be denoted
by ditransitive verbs, and how they are expressed in Panará. A classic ditrans-
itive verb is English to give, in (276), and its equivalents in other European
languages, like Dutch (279), Afrikaans (280), Spanish (277) or ancient Greek
(278).
(276) English dative



























‘They gave us much food called corn and manioc flour.’
(García 1526: 35)













































‘Marie is giving her books to Jan.’
(Pretorius 2017: 11)
In Panará, the equivalent of to give is already seen in some examples above.
It corresponds to sõri, with a dative participant for the recipient of the action
denoted by the verb (281).















‘They gave the rusty-margined guan2 the fire drill.’ (txt)
Panará sõri appears to always retain the meaning of giving, even in absence of
both a dative DP and dative morphology in the verb complex. In such cases
(282) the sentence still denotes an event with a recipient participant, inter-













‘I gave fish away.’ (el)
(Informant: “You have fish and you gave it to someone.” )
For another two-place transitive verb in English, ‘to name,’ in Panará we find
the verbal version of the root issi, which as a noun means ‘name.’ In the sen-
tence in (283) we see issi as a transitive verb with a beneficiary dative. Again,













‘No, I didn’t name him.’ (obs)
It is possible that Panará has no syntactic ditransitive arguments and that
dative arguments are always an incorporated participant, even in notionally
ditransitive verbs like sõri ‘to give’ and issi ‘to name.’ A similar situation is
also the case with some intransitive verbs, like movement verbs such as pôô
‘to arrive,’ kwy ‘to go’ or tẽ ‘to run/travel.’ The actions depicted by these verbs
have an implied source, goal or path, elements that can be referred to syn-
tactically with a participant by means of the corresponding postpositions (pêê
ablative, tã allative, kõõ perlative). However, there is no evidence that these
participants, arguably present in a notional sense, are part of the valence of
displacement verbs.
2. Penelope superciliaris, a bird in the Cracidae family common in eastern Amazonia.
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4.2 Postpositions
In Panará there are a series of oblique participants that are marked by means
of different postpositions. Postpositions appear as the head of a postposition
phrase (PP), which consists of a noun phrase (284) or a clause (285) followed
by a postposition.













‘We stabbed the giant armadillo3 with sticks.’ (txt)

















‘I went there to buy a shotgun.’ (el)
Unlike ergative and dative participants, which are case-marked with a ded-
icated case morpheme (hẽ for [erg], mã for [dat]) that fuses with nominal
number morphology (286, 287), postpositions take a whole noun phrase as
their object and do not show number morphology (288).











‘We ate peccary thigh.’ (txt)



















‘A long time ago, the agouti gave peanuts to the ancients.’ (txt)















‘A few of us survived, us with our mothers.’ (txt)
3. Priodontes maximus, the largest extant species of armadillo.
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The different postpositions in Panará are presented individually in chapter 2
(§2.2.2.2).The remainder of the present section discusses the morphosyntactic
properties of Panará PPs.
As is apparent in the examples presented in this section, all Panará post-
positions are transitive and introduce participants in the clause. There are
however certain semantic and morphosyntactic differences between the dif-
ferent oblique cases, having to do with the exponence of particular postpos-
itions both in the PP and inside the verb complex. This is the phenomenon
that I address in the following section.
4.2.1 Postposition doubling
In the examples provided in §2.2.2.2 to illustrate the different oblique cases in
Panará, the most noticeable element is perhaps the variable location of post-
positions inside the clause. As noted earlier, the canonical position of a post-
position is as the head of a PP, that is, to the right of the postposition’s object
(P-object). However, a degree of variation and interaction exists between the
PP head position and a clitic position within the preverbal morphology that
constitutes the Panará verb complex. In this section I present the four config-
urations that are available to oblique participants in Panará.The systematicity
of these configurations will be approached in the next section.
As already mentioned, all postpositions can appear in a position heading
the PP (289). This configuration is available to all Panará postpositions.













‘My spider-monkey died.’ (el)
A second configuration is that in which a postposition appears normally head-
ing a PP, while the P-object is cross-referenced with a clitic in the verb com-
plex (290).















‘My spider-monkey died.’ (el)
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The clitic that doubles the P-object corresponds to the absolutive paradigm
(§3.4.2.2) and matches the P-object in person and number features. If the P-
object is a clause, it can be assumed that the corresponding clitic is third per-
son singular absolutive ∅.
The third configuration is a variation on the previous one. As can be seen
in (291), the malefactive morpheme pêê can appear doubled inside the verb
complex, following the P-object’s clitic, as well as in situ inside the PP.

















‘My spider-monkey died.’ (el)
The fourth and last configuration is similar to the previous one in that both the
postposition and the P-object are doubled inside the verb complex. However,
the postposition is absent from the PP, leaving the P-object in a certain way
stranded by itself (292).

















‘My spider-monkey died.’ (el)
The four possible configurations for postpositional oblique participants are
listed below:
(293) The P-doubling continuum
a. P in situ
[clause V [pp XP P ] ]
b. P in situ + absolutive clitic
[clause cl=V [pp XP P ] ]
c. P in situ + absolutive clitic + doubled P
[clause cl=P=V [pp XP P ] ]
d. P-object stranded + absolutive clitic + doubled P
[clause cl=P=V [pp XP – ] ]
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As we will see later in this chapter (§4.2.3), the postposition-doubling (P-
doubling) continuum is not available to all Panará obliques. However, before
going into that I will mention what is not possible for oblique participants.
Based on the lack of occurrence in a corpus of naturalistic speech and a solid
lack of acceptability elicited from multiple Panará informants, there is one
logically possible construction that is ungrammatical: doubling of the post-
position without clitic-doubling of the P-object (294).















‘My spider-monkey died.’ (el)
The sentence in (294) would only be grammatical if the [1sg.abs] clitic ra
appeared in the position immediately preceding the P-clitic pêê. Otherwise,
the combination of clitics in the verb complex in this sentence corresponds to
a third person malefactive participant, with a [3sg.abs] clitic ∅ doubling the

















‘His/her spider-monkey died.’ (el)
Naturally, the question arises as to what the conditions are for the different
P-doubling configurations in Panará.
4.2.2 P-doubling does not promote
So far in this chapter I have hinted at certain asymmetries in the morphosyn-
tactic behaviour of oblique participants and postpositions. Before discussing
in detail their morphosyntactic variability, I want to present some evidence
supporting the notion that the constructions in Panará that I have been calling
P-doubling are not applicatives, in the valence-increasing sense of the term. I
will adopt Peterson’s (2006) definition of an applicative:
“Applicative constructions are a means some languages have for struc-
turing clauses which allow the coding of a thematically peripheral ar-
gument or adjunct as a core-object argument. Such constructions are
signalled by overt verbal morphology” (Peterson 2006: 1).
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Panará P-objects are not applicative objects, understood as a peripheral
participant that acquires the properties of a core argument by means of a
syntactic operation, resulting in an increase of the valence of the predicate to
include the applied object. I will later argue that P-doubling is the adpositional
equivalent of pronoun-doubling—that is, clitic-doubling (§6.1).
Dourado already pointed out that, as far as the evidence available is con-
cerned, what she calls Panará applicatives “do not increase valence […] The
applicative does not add a new internal argument to the existing argument
structure of the verb” (Dourado 2004: 28). Indeed, there is no valence modific-
ation involved in the phenomenon of P-doubling in Panará. As seen in (296),


















‘I will go with you guys.’ (el)
In the sentence above, the verb kwy ‘to go’ remains a monovalent intransitive
verbwith one absolutive argument.There is no evidencewhatsoever that inkjẽ
‘I’ is here an external argument and the verb is transitive. If that was the case,
one would expect to not see the intransitive realis clitic jy and, on the other
hand, morphological exponence of ergative case would be expected either on
the noun phrase or its clitic associate. None of that is observed.
However, Panará does present a true valence-increasing operation: the
transitivizer ho, a morpheme plausibly related to the instrumental-comitative
postposition ho (§2.2.2.2.10). Transitivizer ho does everything that we expect



























‘You made your child sleep.’ (el)
The causative ho construction in (297b) presents the following differences
when compared to to the stranded nouns in the constructions seen above
(296): (a) neither of the two participants in the clause can occur as a PP; (b)
one of the two participants acquires ergative marking; (c) the verb lacks the
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intransitive realis modal clitic; (d) the clitic that cross-references the ergative
participant is also ergative.
This suggests quite strongly that in (297b) sõti ‘to sleep’ is transitivized
and an additional participant is promoted to core argument status, which is
to say that this construction actually constitutes a valence increase and ka
jõpãã ‘your child’ is an actual applied object in the sense of a promoted peri-
pheral participant, as established at the beginning of this section, unlike the











































‘My grandmother brought two baskets.’ (el)
These sentences illustrate the difference between an instrumental-comitative
PP ho with P-doubling and optional stranding of the P-object (298a) and a
transitivized pôôwith an applied object promoted to core argument (298b). As
the term I have been using for this transitivizer morpheme suggests, applic-
ative ho is compatible with originally intransitive verbs, which then acquire
the properties of transitive verbs. However, ho is incompatible with transitive
verbs, as I discribe and discuss in a later chapter (§5.1.4).
Nothing in the morphosyntax of Panará P-doubling leads to the consid-
eration that the stranded P-object or its clitic-doubling in the verb complex
are symptoms of a valence-increasing applicative construction. In all evid-
ence, stranded P-objects of Panará adpositions do not acquire core argument
properties, either by demoting a core argument or by promoting it. Instead, it
appears that the phenomenon is a lot more superficial than that.
4.2.3 License to double
So far I have described four possible configurations in which a postposition
and the doubled counterparts of the postposition and its object present a dif-
ferent placement inside the clause. This was exemplified with a malefactive
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PP in (289-292). I had however already warned the reader that this picture
does not generalize to all postpositions. We are finally about to see in what
ways there is variation.
The postposition-doubling phenomenon was first brought up by Dourado
(2004). The main puzzle is the fact that not all postpositions present the same
behaviour. While a malefactive PP can P-double, as exemplified in (299), an


























“I’m going to the river.”
Some of the postpositions presented earlier in §2.2.2.2 can present the four
configurations of the P-doubling continuum, while some of them can only
appear in the first configuration—static PPs with the postposition in the head
position, with no P-doubling possible.
This picture is further complicated by the different behaviour of homo-
phonous pairs of postpositions, such asmalefactive pêê and ablative pêê.While
malefactive semantics licences P-doubling, as already seen and repeated here




















































‘Sâkjo arrived from the forest.’ (el)
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It could be imagined that the relevant property that triggers the two readings
of pêê, the ablative and the malefactive, is the animacy of the oblique parti-
cipant. However, ablatives with an animate participant are still not licensed
for P-doubling in the verb complex and are instead static PPs, as seen in (303a),


































‘Pukjora left against me.’ (el)
Dourado (2004) presents a clean division between the postpositions that tol-
erate “incorporation” and those that do not, reproduced in table 4.3. Dourado
also mentions the difficulty of establishing which version of the homophon-
ous postpositions is in play in cases of inessive/locative and instrumental-
comitive/instrumental PPs, and admits to a certain arbitrariness of this split.
A further problem with this approach is that it cannot address the connection




kõ comitative locative (water)
(r)amã inessive locative
ho instrumental-comitative instrumental
Table 4.3: Postpositions in (Dourado 2004), with updated spelling.
In what follows I present an actualized inventory of some Panará postposi-
tional cases according to whether they are licensed to P-double in the verb














































































































‘The two of us are going to get water.’ (obs)
Static postpositions
The following are the Panará postpositions that have been solidly attested as
not licensing P-doubling. They can neither appear inside the verb complex
nor strand their P-object. Certain postpositions for which a static status is


















‘Sâkjo arrived from the forest.’ (el)












































































‘I saw a tapir in the forest.’ (el)
Some differences exist between the patterns exhibited by oblique participants
in the collection of data that I carried out during this research and the beha-
viour attested by Dourado (2004). For instance, the licensing of P-doubling
for instrumental-comitative ho does not discriminate a strict instrumental
semantics as opposed to a comitative interpretation (306), and neither does
the difference between perlative kõõ and comitative kõõ. Dourado (2001: 222)
notes that she perceived a generational difference in the availability of P-
doubling.
It is well possible that the attested differences are a consequence of dif-
ferent stages of an ongoing shift in the grammar of Panará speakers, which
could be in part attributed to the fact that some adult Panará informants with
whom I have worked were either children or not yet born during Dourado’s
research in the late 1980s and early 1990s.
The P-doubling and static postpositions that I have been able to attest with
enough certainty in my data, both by consulting a corpus of original texts or
by elicitation work, are summarized in table (4.4).
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P-doubling Static
comitative kõõ ablative pêê
comitative-locative tân adessive rahã
instrumental-comitative ho allative tã
malefactive pêê inessive amã
perlative kõõ locative rĩ
purposive suu
Table 4.4: P-doubling and static postpositions.
4.3 Discussion
In this chapter I have described one of the syntactic peculiarities of Panará,
namely the fact that certain postpositions can appear doubled in the verbal
morphology, and their objects are clitic-doubled. I have named this phenom-
enon P-doubling. Panará P-doubling, like instrumental-comitative ho in (315),
presents different properties than what is usually known as an applied object,


































‘Then we made it come, we killed it.’ (txt)
The fact that the doubling of postpositions in the verb complex is as super-
ficial as the doubling of noun phrases leads me to consider P-doubling the
adpositional equivalent of pronominal clitic-doubling.
Complicating matters further is the fact that P-doubling is only available
to certain postpositions. There is an evident tension between a descriptive ap-
proach and an explanatory approach of the Panará P-doubling phenomenon.
On the one hand, a precise statement of the oblique cases that license P-
doubling provides a clear-cut description of Panará obliques which fits with
a general tendency of the language to present a hierarchy of participants that
can be diagnosed by the nature of polypersonalismmorphology on the Panará
verb (table 4.5).





Doubling PP abs+P Possible
Static PP – Not possible
Table 4.5: Panará participant cross-reference.
On the other hand, a principled explanation of homophony/polysemy of sev-
eral of the postpositional cases is clearly necessary. The uncanny coincid-
ence of the postpositions that license pairs of oblique cases like malefactive–
absolutive needs to be addressed in one way or another. In chapter 6 I propose
a derivational account of polypersonalism in the Panará verb complex, includ-




The present chapter is the first in the second, more theoretically-oriented
half of this dissertation. In the first half, with a focus on a description of
Panará morphosyntx, and Jê morphosyntax more generally, I presented some
core characteristics of Panará grammar (ch. 2), with a focus on the nature of
Panará case marking and the cross-reference of core arguments (ch. 3), and
the morphosyntax of oblique and adjunct participants (ch. 4).
In this chapter I turn to the phenomena examined in chapter 3 and try to
provide an answer grounded in generative syntactic theory. Chapter 3 showed
that Panará lacks the two verb forms that are present in classic Jê languages.
Since these forms determine the case marking alignment, this chapter exam-
ines the syntactic nature of these two forms. Another of the peculiarities of
Panará morphosyntax is that, unlike classic Jê languages, Panará is not a verb-
final language (§2.4). As a correlate of case exponence, clausal positions are
also explored in this chapter, and I provide an analysis that captures their
connection with case marking.
This chapter contains a discussion of the syntactic mechanisms that de-
termine case in Panará and Jê languages. I first provide a derivational account
of the Panará clause (§5.1), which sets the foundations for examining the dif-
ferent theories of case in current syntactic theory (§5.2), identifying their core
restrictions and the predictions that they make. Next, I propose a theory of
case assignment for the relationship between Jê clausal positions and case as-
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signment (§5.3), wich in turn provides a basis for the mechanism that derives
case assignment in Panará (§5.4). Finally, I discuss the insights that have been
gained from the work on Jê case assignment (§5.4.1).
5.1 The Panará clause
In chapter 3 I discussed the threemajor characteristics that differentiate Panará
from the rest of the Jê languages (§3.5): (a) Panará is a verb-medial language
in which any participant noun phrases can appear in either the pre- or post-
verbal position; (b) the Panará verb has a polysynthetic structure with a com-
plex participant exponence morphology; and (c) the case marking of core ar-
guments is consistently ergative (317). In the other nine Jê languages, classic
Jê, the clausal word order is always verb-final; the verb can at most bear one
pronominal clitic; and the case alignment is accusative, switching to ergative
in clauses with nominal verbs.
(317) The three non-Jê traits of Panará
a. Verb-medial clauses
b. Polysynthetic verbal morphology
c. Generalized ergative/absolutive case system
Even though the main aspects of Panará on which I focus in this dissertation
are case and agreement, to the extent that constituent order and clause struc-
ture are a correlate of case in classic Jê languages I also intend to address this
aspect of Panará grammar. In this chapter I discuss and propose several syn-
tactic structures for Jê languages and, in particular, for Panará. For the sake
of consistency with the morpho-syntactic profile of Jê languages, I adopt a
representation of lexical categories as head-final.1
Moving on to establishing a clause structure, the first descriptive observa-
tion is that in Panará the verb is found in a position higher than its counter-
parts in other Jê languages. As seen for Mẽbêngôkre in (318), Jê verbs must














‘I killed tapir.’ (el)
1. Jê languages present a stront tendency for a syntactic head to follow its dependent, as in
the fact that adpositions are always postpositions.




























‘I killed tapir.’ (el)
This would suggest that, in a structure such as the one schematized in (319),
the verb remains in the position where it is merged in the derivation as the






In (319), the verb stays in its base position, which results in the verb-final
order that is characteristic of Jê languages. An equivalent VP structure has in
effect been proposed for Mẽbêngôkre (Salanova 2007: 70) and more recently












In both these structures, the verb (or the verbal root) is the element projecting
the verbal category of a head-final VP. In these two languages, the position
in which the verb surfaces is the VP-head position, exemplified in (321) for
Mẽbêngôkre and in (322) for Kĩsêdjê.








































As seen throughout this dissertation, the Jê strict verb-finality requirement
does not apply to Panará, which is an atypical Jê language in that the verb
does not need to appear in the typical Jê head-final position. Keeping the
previous Jê verb-final verb phrase structure (321) in mind, this would suggest
that in Panará the surface position of the verb complex is located further to
the left (323), with argument DP positions both preceding and following the
verb complex.





This hypothesised structure is supported by two observations: the distribu-
tion of negation and adverbs more generally on the edge of the vP, and the
canonical order of postverbal DPs.
5.1.1 The vP edge
In Panará there are two negative adverbs that have a mutually exclusive dis-
tribution (§2.3). Both inkjoo (324) and pjoo (325) negate the predicate denoted
by the clause. However, inkjoo is restricted to a clause-final position, whereas




































































‘The snake didn’t bite me.’ (el)
The positional alternation of pjoo and inkjoo is summarized below (326).
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(326) a. (DPs) [verb complex] pjoo (DPs)
b. (DPs) [verb complex] (DPs) inkjoo
The distribution of postverbal pjoo is relevant for the mapping of Panará
clausal positions. Negative pjoo is exclusively found in a position between
the verb complex and the postverbal DPs, which is compatible with the ana-
lysis in which the verbal complex is outside the VP, stranding the arguments
inside vP, on the assumption that negation marks the vP boundary, which is
compatible with the widespread analysis in which the verb surfaces outside
the vP, stranding the arguments inside vP, on the assumption that negation




















The immediately postverbal position of pjoo is also a position in which other
types of adverbial phrases can appear (328), which supports the hypothesis















‘A snake bit me this morning.’ (el)
Taking into account the position of the verb in Panará as compared to Mẽbê-
ngôkre and other Northern Jê languages, and the surface position of phrasal
negation between the verb and the postverbal arguments, I propose that the
surface position of the Panará verb complex is located outside of the verb
phrase, and that the structure of Panará sentences is as in (329). I propose that
the surface position of the Panará verb corresponds with Infl, an anchoring
category linked with finiteness and TAME notions (Ritter & Wiltschko 2009,
2014).
















Further evidence in support of a vP-external verb complex can be found by
looking at the order of postverbal participants.
5.1.2 Postverbal participants
As I have discussed earlier in this dissertation, the postverbal position is avail-
able to argument DPs without the need for them to be marked in any way
(§3.4). A DP like kwakriti ‘spider-monkey’ in (330) is not stressed and there is









‘The spider-monkey arrived.’ (el)
(Context: “How would you say that the spider-monkey arrived?” )
Even though both core participants, the ergative and the absolutive, can occur
in a postverbal position, the way in which they are ordered one relative to the
other is not arbitrary. The only attested order of postverbal core arguments
in recorded texts without a prosodic break intervening between them is the
one where the absolutive follows the ergative (331).2
2. Generalized null anaphora of argument DPs in Panará makes it quite rare to find both
constituents not omitted in spontaneous speech.

















‘I listened to my grandfather Jakjô.’ (txt)
In elicitation work, informants can accept postverbal absolutive-ergative DP
orders (332), but they make it clear that it is a marked construction that high-
lights some information to stress or clarify it, and the prosody of the clause













‘Pôka hit him.’ (el)
(Informant: “You say that to correct someone telling it the wrong way.”)
This contrasts with the otherwise neutral ergative-absolutive order of the













‘Pôka hit him.’ (el)
The clear bias favouring an ergative-absolutive ordering of postverbal argu-
ment DPs is one of the effects that are expected of a vP structure in which
arguments can remain in situ and the verb raises outside of vP to Infl, skip-
ping v (402).










‘Pôka hit him.’ (el)











The nature of the Panará data and the verb phrase structure that they support
suggest that the Panará verb-ergative-absolutive order corresponds to the
canonical nominative/ergative-accusative/absolutive-verb order in the verb-
final Jê languages (335), the difference being structural: in Panará, the verb is























‘I ate Brazil nuts.’ (el)
The hypothesis that Panará clause structure is Jê clause structure plus verb
raising to a position outside the vP makes the right predictions regarding the
distribution of negation and adverbial phrases in the clause and the ordering
of postverbal participants.
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5.1.3 The left periphery
Both in classic Jê languages and in Panará, there are clausal positions further
to the left from the position that we have identified as Infl. In classic Jê lan-
guages, like Mẽbêngôkre (336), this corresponds to what is traditionally called













‘I saw you.’ (el)
b.
preverbal area verb complex
emphatic | TAME | nom/erg | abs/acc [ clitic | verb ]
Constituents with either of the unmarked cases (accusative and absolutive)
surface in this position with the marked case corresponding to that align-
ment. There are reportedly other positions further to the left, such as a Focus
position that presents different properties from the emphatic or Topic posi-
tions (Salanova 2007: 35). This is illustrated in (337) for Xavante (Central Jê),
where the first person participant is mapped both to the emphatic position,















‘Then, me, I’m going to speak.’
(Estevam 2011: 359)
In Panará, the left periphery corresponds to the clausal positions further to
the left of the verb complex, which surfaces on the Infl node (338). Other than
adjuncts and obliques, both ergative DPs and absolutive DPs can surface in
that position.












‘A snake bit me.’ (el)
b.
preverbal verb complex postverbal
(NP) [ TAME | erg | … | abs | verb ] (NP)
The properties of the functional heads located on the left periphery have
been investigated and mapped in multiple languages, particularly in the car-
tography line of research (Cardinaletti & Roberts 2002; Cinque 2004; Rizzi
1997). However, rather than mirroring a similar approach, in this dissertation
I remain agnostic as to the syntactic status of left peripheral functional cat-
egories. First, unlike case, information structure is severely understudied in
Jê languages, to the point that it is virtually impossible to find information de-
tailed enough to form a clear picture of this issue in the vast majority of the
languages in the family. Second, my own data collection has so far provided
inconclusive results to diagnose the different types of Focus and Topic (cf.
Götze et al. 2007). That being said, the left periphery of Jê languages is clearly
a topic that should urgently be studied in detail.
As it is, for the case marking phenomena that are the focus of this disser-
tation, it suffices to abstract over the specific articulation of the left periphery
in Jê languages and use a single category on which the left-periphery DPs
from all the data sources available can be located. In line with current schol-
arship, I assume that movement to left peripheral positions is the result of Ā
movement. I represent the positions occupied by left-peripheral DPs as being
on CP (339).








‘A snake bit me.’ (el)
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b. CP
DP













Postulating a broad CP projection provides enough flexibility to represent
the DPs that appear in the left-peripheral positions for which the data from
all ten Jê languages discussed in this dissertation (especially in ch. 3) present
evidence.
5.1.4 A layered vP
The syntactic structures proposed above for Panará and more generally Jê
verb phrases contain what is known as a layered vP structure, where the syn-
tactic head that corresponds to the lexical verb, V, is further merged with a
syntactic head v. This was first proposed as a solution to the need of more
than one verbal head, for the selection of two arguments in transitive clauses
(Kratzer 1996)
The behaviour of the transitivizer homorpheme (described in §4.2.2), which
appears in the Panará verb complex, can provide some insight into the func-
tional structure of the verb phrase. More precisely, ho can be argued to be the
morphological exponent of an inserted transitive v. This is suggested by two
observations: case marking and verbal class.
In Panará, monovalent intransitive verbs never license an ergative DP in
the clause (§3.4.1). As supported both by spontaneous speech and solid accept-
ability judgements, only absolutive, dative or oblique participants are allowed
in a root intransitive clause, while ergative participants are not (340).




























‘The language of the ancients will turn out nice.’ (el)
A root intransitive verb may only license an ergative participant if transitiv-
izer ho appears in the verb complex. In that case, not only is ergative case





















































‘You will get nicely the language of the ancients.’ (el)
As I discuss later in this chapter (§5.3), there are reasons to connect ergative
case in Jê languages directly to the presence of a transitive v head. In addition
to that, on a more descriptive level what is attested is that ergative case, an
exclusive property of transitive clauses, is found only in clauses with root
intransitives when they are transitivized and ho appears in the verb complex.
I propose that in such cases, ho spells out the addition of a transitive v in the
verb phrase of root intransitive verbs (342).
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A second argument supporting Panará ho as an added transitive v revolves
around the class of verbs with which ho can appear. If ho is a transitive v
added to an intransitive VP, the prediction would be that ho cannot appear
on root transitive verbs, which are already endowed with a vP structure. This
prediction is borne out, as in Panará transitive verbs are unable to host ho to
derive causative semantics (343), for which the language needs to resort to a
syntactic causative construction (343b).











































‘I made my child eat peccary meat.’ (el)
Thus, only intransitive verbs can be causitivized with ho, supporting the ana-
lysis presented here of ho as a transitivizing morpheme rather than a caus-
ative. The causative semantics is the consequence of the interaction between
the augmented valence and the verb’s own semantics.
The observation is that ho is only compatible with root intransitive verbs,
in which case the verb is rendered transitive. Conversely, ho is incompatible
with root transitive verbs. I argue that this supports the proposal that ho is a
morphological spell-out of an inserted transitive v.
Classes of intransitive verbs
In Panará there are no clear formal criteria to identify subclasses of intrans-
itive verbs. All intransitive verbs present the same verbal morphology and
the same pattern of case marking. This is illustrated for two verbs commonly
considered prototypical unergative and unaccusative verbs crosslinguistically
(344).









‘The old man talked.’ (el)










‘The spider-monkey died.’ (el)
If there is such a thing as intransitive subclasses based on semantic notions,
unergative verbs denote an agentive action and unaccusative verbs have a
telic component. As the previous example illustrates, in Panará the single
argument of unergative verbs surfaces with unmarked absolutive case, rather
than being marked with ergative as in Basque (Preminger 2012).
There are two verbs in Panará, already pointed out by Dourado (2003: 8),
that on the surface appear to be intransitive verbs with ergative arguments.
In (345) we see clauses with an ergative DP and no absolutive (bare) DP in
the same clause, but an oblique instead. The morphology in the verb complex
is also transitive-looking, with no jy intransitive realis modal clitic and an
ergative pronominal clitic. We can also see that the ergative argument does






























‘Water filled the canoe.’
I have only been able to identify two “intransitive ergative” verbs. I see no
justified reason to assume that they belong to a subclass of unergative verbs
in Panará. First, they do not present uniform semantics: ‘to suckle’ is a more
agentive verb, semantically unergative, while ‘to be filled’ is instead telic or
resultative, if anything closer to unaccusative semantics. Second, postulating
a class of unergative verbs so restricted and unpredictable based on idiosyn-
cratic evidence is less explanatory than assuming that certain transitive verbs
can have an internal object that does not appear as a bare noun phrase but is
instead marked with an oblique case.
Based on the available evidence, I propose that these are two transitive
verbs and that in Panará internal arguments do not invariably require the un-
marked bare form.The remainder of this section contains supporting evidence
agains subclasses of intransitive verbs in Panará.
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In Kĩsêdjê, also a Northern Jê language (§3.3.3), Nonato (2016) establishes
two classes of intransitive verbs distinguishing between unergative and un-
accusative verbs (Perlmutter 1978) on the basis of language-internal criteria,
namely patterning with alienable/inalienable possession. Unaccusative verbs
take absolutive arguments, just like inalienable possession is indicated with
an absolutive possessor (346), while neither unergative verbs or alienably pos-
sessed nouns can (347).










































Like other Jê languages, in Kĩsêdjê absolutive inflection is used to indicate
inalienable possession. Panará, rather than clitics of the absolutive paradigm
(or any paradigm at all), uses instead free pronouns juxtaposed with the pos-
sessum to indicate this kind of possession (348), so the inflectional analogy
that allows Nonato to tease apart unaccusative and unergative intransitives
in Kĩsêdjê based on whether they pattern with alienable or inalienable pos-
session is not applicable to Panará.
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b. Panará alienable possession







‘You exited the house.’ (el)
Semantically unergative verbs like tẽ also behave like other intransitive verbs,






























‘I sent you away (e.g. to bring something).’ (el)
Once again, it does not look like the ergative in (349) is a derived subject.What
causative ho appears to do is add a transitive v to intransitive verbs, which
as we saw earlier in this section is supported by its ungrammaticality with
transitive verbs. To accomodate the Kĩsêdjê facts in the Jê clausal structure
proposed so far in this chapter, I extend the intransitive verb phrase to include
a v layer that, following Deal (2016), I notate as v∼ to distinguish it from
transitive (or unergative) v. The derivational analysis of Panará irrealis cross-
reference morphology appears to support an unaccusative verb phase more
articulated than just a VP layer (§6.2).
If Panará unergative verbs had a different verb phrase structure, with a
transitive-like vP layer, the predictions would be that these verbs would have
an ergative argument and that transitivizer ho would be unavailable (350).
(350) Transitivizer ho
a. ho ↔ [v∼ → v]
In this section I have explored possible diagnostics for formally different class-
es of intransitive verbs in Panará. In other Jê languages such as Kĩsêdjê the
morphosyntax of case is a solid diagnostic for unaccusativity, predicting that
unergatives and unaccusatives will emerge with a different case marking.
However, neither of these predictions are substantiated by the available data
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when it comes to Panará. Based on the evidence discussed in this subsection,
I sustain that all intransitive verbs in Panará are unaccusative in their verb
phrase structure (351).3











In the rest of the chapter I take the clausal structure that has emerged for
Panará and Jê languages as a point of departure for establishing a theory of
case in Panará and Jê languages. But first, in the next section I present an over-
view of competing approaches to case, particularly in ergative case systems.
3. I make no claims as to the status of unaccusative and unergative semantic distinctions in
Panará intransitives. To the extent that no corresponding natural classes can be identified in
the syntax of Panará, I treat all intransitive verbs as having the same underlying structure.
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5.2 The mechanisms behind case
There have been various generative approaches to core cases.This section con-
tains a discussion of the different case assignment mechanisms that deal both
with nominative-accusative and ergative-absolutive case systems. Following
structural case, and inherent case. Following the classification proposed by
Woolford (2006), I discuss themechanisms in the two broad approaches, struc-





Non-structural case is defined as being assigned not as a consequence of a
structural configuration, but as a result of locality with a specific element, the
case assigner. In what follows I discuss the two major types of non-structural
case: lexical case and inherent case.
5.2.1.1 Lexical case
Lexical case is an idiosyncratic, lexically assigned case directly tied to the
presence of the assigning lexical item (Woolford 2006: 112). In lexical case,
as a result of selection by an assigning lexical item, the selected element is
marked with a particular case.
The sentences in (353) exemplify lexical case in Icelandic, where some in-
transitive verbs assign lexical dative or genitive cases, instead of structural
nominative case.
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Another example of lexical case is the case assigned by particular adpositions.
In Latin, some adpositions like intus ‘inside’ assign lexical ablative case (354a)
, while other adpositions assign lexical genitive case to their object, like gratia
‘for the sake of’ (354b).









‘Everybody’s rushing around inside through the entire house.’
(Pinkster 2015: 1231)












‘But to harass him, at his age, with my love affair?’
(Pinkster 2015: 1233)
Unlike structural case, the clausal configuration is not a reliable predictor
that an instance of case is assigned. Instead, only by knowing beforehand the
lexical case assigned by a specific lexical item, e.g. a verb or an adposition, can
we anticipate it. In other words, lexical case is not syntactically predictable,
but is instead assigned locally together with a thematic role as soon as the case







Further additions to the syntactic structure of the clause cannot override the
lexical case assigned via non-structural mechanisms.Woolford (2006: 117) pro-
poses that only lexical categories (V and P) assign lexical non-structural case,
while inherent case is assigned exclusively by the v head.
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5.2.1.2 Inherent case
The second type of non-structural case is inherent case. This is the non-struc-
tural mechanism that has often been argued to be responsible for ergative
case either universally (Legate 2008, 2012; Woolford 2006) or in particular
languages, such as Warlpiri (Legate 2008) or Chol (Coon 2013)
Woolford (2006: 117) proposes that the distinction between inherent and
lexical cases, the two non-structural cases, is connected to the syntactic nature
of the case assigners. In her approach, lexical categories (like V and P) always
assign lexical case, while inherent case is always assigned by functional heads,
restricted in fact to only v in Woolford’s view.
Inherent case, as a non-structural case, shares with lexical case the prop-
erty of being assigned jointly with a thematic role as soon as the structure-
building operations generate the appropriate local configuration for the as-
signing element to assign its case. In the case of ergative case systems, ergat-
ive case is argued to be assigned upon merge with v ̄ at the same time as an






Inherent case assignment is a rather specific mechanism.The clear limitations
on how it operates are useful for determining diagnostics for this type of case.
More precisely, a case assigned as inherent case is connected to a thematic role
and cannot be overruled by a later case assigned to the same constituent.
θ-relatedness
Since Woolford’s (2006) seminal paper, assignment of inherent case is tied to
θ-marking of an XP. If inherent case is assigned with a θ-role as soon as the
conditions are met, e.g. upon merge of v’ with its specifier (356), these two
elements are not predicted to occur separately.
This mecanism makes two predictions concerning the occurrence of cases
claimed to be inherent. For ergative case, both predictions have been chal-
lenged. First, Bruening (2007) noted that ergative case systems have been
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argued to emerge as a special marking of the external arguments of non-
prototypical transitive verbs, that is, those with non-agentive semantics (Sil-
verstein 1976). Silverstein discusses differential ergative case marking in Dala-
bon (Gunwinyguan), which appears exclusively on agent DPs that have an
equal or lower animacy than the patient DP Silverstein (1976: 129).
Second, the objection has been raised that in many languages with ergat-
ive case, DPs/CPs receive ergative marking independently of their thematic
role being more agentive or less (Baker 2014; Bruening 2007; Deal to appear).
This is illustrated for Panará (357), with two non-agentive ergative DPs.

























‘Water filled the canoe.’ (el)
To address this line of criticism, Legate (2012: 183) suggests that the relevant
θ-role should not be considered to be that of agent, but rather a broader one
such as initiator.
The precise identity of the thematic role that is inherently connected to
ergative case is manifestly unclear and can be a source of confusion of what
would otherwise be a very clear-cut diagnostic for inherent ergative case.This
seems to be a consequence of a broader issue, namely the fact that no theory
of thematic roles has been put forward or explicitly connected to the existing
accounts of inherent case.
Case preservation
Another crucial diagnostic of inherent case is its independence from struc-
tural operations. If inherent case is assigned independently of clausal struc-
ture, such as tied to the θ-role assignment operation (§5.2.1.2), we predict that
inherent case should not be sensitive to any further changes in the clausal
structure.
A classic example of this case preservation property of inherent case
comes from Scandinavian languages like Icelandic, where certain verbs can
assign dative case to their object (358).
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(Zaenen, Maling & Thráinsson 1985: 442)
As Zaenen, Maling &Thráinsson (1985) first pointed out, while in Icelandic an
argument with accusative case in the active voice receives nominative case in
passive constructions (359), a dative argument instead retains its dative case
in the passive (358).









‘The police arrested Sigga.’













‘Sigga was arrested by the police.’
(Zaenen, Maling & Thráinsson 1985: 443)
Phenomena like the Icelandic passive above illustrate the case preservation
property of inherent case. Icelandic objective dative case is assigned inher-
ently by certain verbs to their internal argument upon merge (360), after
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The notion of case preservation provides a clear diagnostic for inherent case,
unlike θ-relatedness, which ultimately is often dependent upon assumed them-
atic role theories that are usually not made explicit. A DP bearing a morpholo-
gical case that is sensitive to syntactic operations equivalent to passivization
can therefore not be marked with an inherent case. As pointed out by Bruen-
ing (2007), the existence of an antipassive construction that, mirroring the
passive (359), demotes the absolutive to oblique and assigns absolutive case






















‘The man is cutting a tree (with an axe).’
(Dixon 1979: 27)
The problem posed by antipassives is addressed with the addition of a trans-
itivity condition to the inherent case theory, which restricts the assign-
ment of inherent case to the presence of a transitive v (Legate 2008). Ergat-
ive case on intransitive subjects (subjects of unergative intransitive verbs) re-
quires the assumption of a transitive structure in such verbs, which is not
always evident (J. D. Bobaljik 1993; Laka 2006a,b).
The opposite prediction is also made: if a morphological case is an inher-
ent case assigned with a thematic role, a DP marked with that case should
always maintain it regardless of the operations that it may undergo later on
in the derivation. In other words, non-structural case assignment cannot be
fed by movement, unlike structural case. Among others, Woolford (2006) and
Legate (2012) have based their inherent case approaches to ergativity on the
ergative case generalization, which has become integrated into current
incarnations of inherent ergative case (362).
(362) Even when ergative case may go on the subject of an intrans- itive
clause, ergative case will not appear on a derived subject. (Marantz
1991: 236)
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Following up on this line of thought, recently it has been argued that ergative
case in Shipibo (Panoan) (Baker 2014) and in Nez Perce (Penu- tian) (Deal
to appear) cannot be an inherent case.The raising to ergative phenomenon
observed in these two languages contradicts the inherent case prediction of
a distinction between thematic and derived subjects:
“In general, transitive verbs have a thematic subject that becomes the
surface subject, making it impossible to test whether a de rived sub-
ject could bear ergative case. An additional way around the confound
would be a two-argument verb in which both ar- guments are internal,
for example, the passive of a double object verb, or the applicative of a
unaccusative verb. If the Ergative Case Generalization holds, the sub-
ject of such verbs would not bear ergative case, despite the presence of
two DP arguments” (Legate 2012: 183).
Deal (to appear) provides evidence against case preservation by examining
the applicatives of unaccusatives in Nez Perce. In this lan- guage, when an
applicative is added to an unaccusative verb, the theme argument receives er-
gative case, thus contradicting the case preserva- tion prediction for ergative
languages.
Baker (2014) also presents Shipibo data that demonstrate that de- rived
subjects of unaccusative verbs, never external-merged with a transitive v, are
capable of receiving ergative case (363).













‘The fruit ripened for Rosa.’
(Baker 2014: 346)
These recent findings strongly contradict the notion that ergative in Shipibo
and Nez Perce is an ihnerent case. Unlike an antipassive (loss of ergative case
with detransitivization), raising to ergative (the presence of ergative case in
an intransitive clause) cannot be covered by the transitivity requirement.
Moreover, the existence of such a phenomenon as raising to ergative con-
stitutes a challenge for the notion that an inherent case mechanism underlies
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all ergative case systems in the world’s languages. Indeed, both Baker and
Deal propose instead a structural case mechanism to derive ergative case in
Shipibo and Nez Perce, respectively.
5.2.1.3 Non-structural case: summary
Non-structural case mechanisms of two types have been proposed. Lexical
case is assigned locally by lexical categories to their complement, and in-
herent case is assigned by functional categories (maybe only by v, as per
(Woolford 2006)). Both types of non-structural case are assigned upon merge
with the case receiver, jointly with a specific thematic role.
Two properties of non-structural cases serve as disgnostics to identify
them. Non-structural case is claimed to always go hand-in-hand with the
assignment of a thematic role (θ-relatedness). Once non-structural case is as-
signed, it becomes fixed—no subsequent case assignment can override it (case
preservation).
Regarding ergative case systems particularly, it has been claimed that er-
gative case is universally an inherent case (Coon 2013; Legate 2012; Sheehan
2017; Woolford 2006). However, in light of recent discoveries concerning rais-
ing to ergative operations in Nez Perce and Shipibo, the hypothesis that er-
gative case is always assigned as an inherent case needs to be rejected.
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5.2.2 Structural case
Structural case does not depend on selection or thematic role assignment by
a particular lexical item. Unlike inherent case, structural case is considered a
direct correlate of clausal structutre. An example would be accusative case in
a language like Latin, where the internal argument receives accusative case
in one construction, the active voice (364a), and nominative case in a different
construction, the passive voice (364b).



















‘The prisoners had been bound by the guards.’
(Klyve 2002: 101)
The initial structural case assignment approach, believed to operate under a
specifier-head configuration (Chomsky 1981, 1991; Kayne 1989; Pollock 2017),
was very tightly connected to the licensing of noun phrases. Under this ap-
proach, a syntactic mechanism known as the Case Filter (Chomsky 1981) re-
quires all nouns to receive abstract case. When a nominal cannot receive ob-
lique case from a lexical item (like an adpositional P head), it needs to receive
abstract case in a local configuration from a local configuration.
In the following sections I turn to the two mechanisms of case assignment
based on structural notions. In theMinimalist Program framework, the classic
case assignment system gave rise to a less local case mechanism, Agree. Al-
ternatively, the dependent case approach was first proposed has gained trac-
tion in recent years especially in the analysis of ergative as a structural case.
5.2.2.1 Case by Agree
The major mechanism used nowadays to explain both agreement and struc-
tural case was introduced by Chomsky (2000, 2001) and developed further in
subsequent minimalist work.This operation, called Agree, is at its core a gov-
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ernment relation, consisting in c-command and locality.4 This is formalized






In the configuration above (365), the H head probe has a set of uninterpretable
person and number features that are valued or checked through its relation
with the DP goal via c-command. A goal is any phrase with interpretable
features [iPers, iNum] matching the uninterpretable counterparts of the same
features on the probe, [uPers, uNum] in the example above. At the same time
as it checks the agreement features on the goal, the probe licenses the DP’s
case (Chomsky 2000).
In standard Agree approaches, the derivation will fail (“crash”) if any un-
valued features remain at the end of the structure-building process. It has been
argued however that unsuccessful Agree probes can still be grammatical and
give rise to well-formed constructions (Preminger 2014).
As a c-command based operation, Agree is subject to locality (366).
4. C-command is the syntactic relation between a node and its sister. In a configuration [a b]
where a is merged with b, a c-commands b and all elements contained in b.








In the configuration above, an XP with the relevant unvalued features to
make it a goal for a given probe will block further probing.This phenomenon,
known as intervention (Chomsky 2000), restricts the possible goals of an
Agree relation to the closest c-commanded possible target.
Specific mechanisms aside, we could say that this operation implies that
Agree takes place when a feature-impoverished head like T(ense) is merged
with a sister that contains a phrase carrying properly complete versions of
those features. This allows for the features on T to be actualized with the
values of the corresponding features within its sister, and in turn the relevant
phrase in T’s sister has a chance to have unvalued features checked with the
value on T. The existence of features that need valuation is at the center of
Agree-based approaches.
Recently, a debate has emerged following Zeijlstra’s (2012) article on the re-
lative position of the probe functional head and the goal DP within the clause
structure at the application of Agree. Zeijlstra points out several problems
for an agreement theory in which the probe is higher on the clausal structure
than the goal, and proposes a universal Upward Agree.5
This builds on a proposal by Bošković (2007), for whom a unidirectional
Agree can stand in for the classic EPP feature.6 As long as Agree is rigid
enough that it can operate in only one direction (either up or down), the pres-
ence of uninterpretable features on both the probe and the goal will require
the DP to move to a position where it can c-command the agreeing T head
(367).
5. Also referred to as upward probing or downward valuation. There is some disagreement on
Agree terminology.
6. Originally standing for Extended Projection Principle (Chomsky 1982), nowadays the EPP
feature is sometimes considered to be carried by a functional head like T, and requires a phrase
to merge in the specifier position.







In (367), barring multidirectional Agree, movement of the DP to the specifier
of the functional head with which it agrees becomes obligatory. In a Down-
ward Agree valuation, with a probe > goal structure, T values the [uF] feature
on the DP. For the DP to value the [uF] feature on T, it will need to move to
a position where it can c-command it as the probe. In Upward Agree, the op-
posite will happen: the DP will check the [uF] on T, and will then move to a
position where its own [uF] feature can be valued.
In both modes of operation, the valuation of the features on the DP will
also license its case, nominative in this example. Doing away with the EPP
feature is a bonus, although this can raise further complications for the theory
if such a close attachment to EPP effects is not always desired.
Zeijlstra thus argues that an Agree relation where it is the goal that c-
commands the probe is preferable, rooted in the fact that it can capture all of
the instances of agreement relationships that Downward Agree can, and also
some phenomena that pose problems for Downward Agree alone. The claim
relies strongly on the existence of certain cases where only an upward ana-
lysis is possible (negative concord, sequence of tense,multiple agree), while all
cases traditionally approached as Downward Agree appear to also fall within
Upward Agree. A strict Upward Agree also has the advantage of doing away
with EPP features, or at least providing a motivated alternative. However, as
pointed out by Preminger (2013), the cases in which Upward Agree is proven
advantageous are all cases that do not involve what is conventionally called
agreement, i.e. φ-Agree, but other phenomena that are also resolved under
the Agree operation, such as negative concord or sequence of tense.
With an Agree approach, the core cases are assigned by Agreeing func-
tional heads. In a nominative-accusative system, nominative is usually be-
lieved to be assigned by T, while accusative is assigned by v. In the next sec-
tion I describe an approach to ergative-accusative systems within an Agree
mechanism.
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5.2.2.1.1 Agree with multiple heads
Recently a specific version of Agree-driven structural case has been proposed
in analyses of ergative case systems: Agree of a single constituent with mul-
tiple heads, or a stacking of Agree relations. In this approach, a structural case
is the result of the morphological spell-out of Agree features on DPs/CPs.This
derivation of structural case was first proposed for the case system of Nez
Perce (Penutian) by Deal (2010) and has since also been adopted to derive the
case system of Amahuaca (Panoan) by Clem (2017).
The difference between a standard Agree approach and the stacking of
Agree relations is that case is not assigned to a DP goal after being successfully
probed by a case assigner. Instead, as a result of the first successful Agree
relation, the DP acquires a feature [H1] connecting it to the probing Head1.
Future developments in the syntactic derivation might make the same DP
the goal of yet another Agree relation, upon which it will acquire a different
feature [H2] from the probing Head2.
At the lexical and morphological insertion stage of the derivation, indi-
vidual features as well as bundles of features can be specified as being spelled
out with specific morphology.7 Following the previous example, three spell-
out possibilities exist: not just for [H1] and for [H2], but also of the [H1, H2]
bundle.









In Amahuaca, transitive subjects that remain low are not marked ergative,
while those that move to a position further up on the clausal structure (at least
Spec,TP) receive ergative case (369). This is captured under the approach in
7. In this model, abstract syntactic objects and features undergo the syntactic derivation and
are later matched with lexical items, such as roots and inflectional or derivational morphology.
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(368) if ergative case is the spell-out of a [v,T] feature bundle, resulting from
the same DP having entered into Agree with two different functional heads.
A further refinement of the system of Agree feature inheritance allows a v
head to retain a [φ] feature from Agreeing with an internal argument, which
alters the type of [v] feature inherited by an Agreeing external argument to
a [v,φ] feature. This can be expanded to a more complete [v,φ]+[T] feature
bundle if default case is the spell-out of [D].
(369) [v,φ]+[T] ↔ erg
Thus, a complex case pattern like the one observed in Amahuaca can be de-
rived by using a mechanism (Agree) and formal elements (agreement features
and categories) all of which are independently used to generate clausal struc-
ture and syntactic relations in contemporary generative models.
5.2.2.2 Dependent case
A second structural case-assignmentmechanism is dependent case (Marantz
1991). In this approach, based on the case assignment mechanism proposed by
Yip, Maling & Jackendoff (1987), structural case is the result of a competition
between two DPs (or CPs) that occur in the relevant structural configuration.
Dependent case theory is built on the idea that core arguments exist in
a markedness opposition that needs to be resolved. The consequence is that
dependent case is assigned to one of two “case competitor” DPs to resolved the
opposition in a case domain, which may be a clause or a smaller constituent
like a vP. If dependent case is assigned to a caseless DP that c-commands
another DP it generates ergative case, and if the DP marked with dependent





In other words, languages vary in the direction in which the dependent case
is assigned between two case competitors. To be a case competitor, a phrase
cannot be case-marked, taking oblique and inherent case-marked DPs out of
the equation.
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Dependent case can capture the distribution of most types of case without
adding a very complex mechanism. The only necessary assumptions are a
morphological system that is capable of interpreting the relative distribution
of two DPs taking syntactic hierarchy into consideration, and a stipulated
case domain to constrain the application of the rule.
As a structural case, dependent case is by definition sensitive to non-local
syntactic relations, and unlike inherent case it can be fed by movement. Struc-
ture building can expand or create new case domains, and move DPs into dif-
ferent configurations, thus changing the outcome of dependent case assign-
ment. Dependent case is considered a versatile theory. It is capable of pre-
dicting quite complex patterns of case marking, such as Moro (Kordofanian,
Sudan) accusative case, where multiple dependent case-marked DPs are pos-
sible (371).
(371) Moro accusative case rule (Jenks & Sande 2017)

















‘Ngallo was given to Koja.’



















‘Kuku and Ngalo are nice.’
Dependent case has proved successful in accounts of ergative case systems
(Baker 2014; Baker & J. Bobaljik 2017) since, unlike Agree, ergative case fol-
lows from the case assignment rule as easily as accusative case. However,
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for all its predictive power, dependent case is not without drawbacks. On
the one hand, dependent case does not need to stipulate the presence of oth-
erwise unmotivated unvalued features on the constituents that receive case,
like Agree-based approaches need, making for a more elegant model. How-
ever, the stipulation is shifted to the very need of a mechanism that resolves
a competition between unmarked DPs.
Other than the stipulated dependent case rule, nothing in the grammar
requires such a phenomenon to exist.This has been addressed from functional
angles, where the argumentation line is that the role of dependent case is
to help maximize the distinction between potentially interchangeable DPs,
contributing to a more efficient processing (Baker 2015).
In this regard, dependent case is different from other structural case theor-
ies like Agree in that the morphological realization of case is not a by-product
of an existing syntactic relation, but an addition to the syntactic system with
the specific goal of expliciting the c-command relation between two DPs.
Dependent case can also be examined more genrally as a mechanism in
a generative theory of syntax. In that light, dependent case has as much de-
scriptive adequacy as it lacks explanatory adequacy (Chomsky 1965). It is a
powerful tool when it comes to generating the linguistic phenomena that we
observe. However, both the requirement of case-marking one of the two com-
peting DPs at all and what constitutes a case domain need to be stipulated
for each language. In other words, a dependent case rule has little predictive
power outside of the specific language for which the rule is established, and
it does not provide a principled explanation for the phenomenon within the
model of grammar.
5.2.3 Structural case: summary
Structural case differs from non-structural case in being conditioned by the
clausal configuration and the derivational process. Knowing the derivational
history of a DP is enough to predict what case it will surface with, unlike the
more sui generis non-structural cases.
In structural case, movement can both feed or bleed case assignment. One
of themechanisms overviewed in this section relies on an independently exist-
ing relation, Agree, while dependent case requires an additional mechanism,
the case assignment rule. In both approaches, functional heads play a role
in case assignment, either by being case assigners themselves, by assigning
the features spelled-out as particular cases, or by defining the dependent case
domain.
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5.3 Nominative and ergative in classic Jê
Panará presents both convergences and divergences with the rest of the Jê
languages in its case marking patterns. This section will begin with a look
at the classic Jê case system, particularly in Kaingang (Southern Jê), Kĩsêdjê
(Northern Jê) and Mẽbêngôkre (Northern Jê).8 From there, I move on to a
theory of Panará case.
In chapter 3 (§3.5), an overview of case exponence in the ten extant Jê
languages showed some known generalizations, namely the existence Jê case
positions, where the core cases are assigned to immediately preverbal DP po-
sitions, and the marked case (nominative or ergative) can be assigned to un-
marked case DPs (canonically accusative or absolutive) if they are removed











































‘I will talk to him myself.’
(Nonato, p.c., 3/2017)
In Kaingang (372a), the single argument of intransitive tẽŋ ‘to go (long form)’
receives ergative case marking if it surfaces to the left of an adjunct. In Kĩsêdjê
(372b), two emphatic pronouns surfacewith different cases, nominative (in ba)
and ergative (in ire).
8. The choice of Kaingang and Kĩsêdjê, despite me not having any primary data from these
languages, is due to the relative amount of information available, and to how visible the ex-
ponence of marked cases is. In a language like Mẽbêngôkre, the lack of morphological case
marking beyond the indexation of case on pronominal forms muddles the identification of the
case received by lexical DPs.
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I take the existence of Jê short and long forms to be indicative of the lower
structure of the clause. Following previous analyses (Nonato 2014; Salanova
2007) I assume that the short form is verbal and the long form is nominal,
with the following clausal structures (373).9












The lower architecture of the Jê clause, specifically of the nominal long form
verb clause (373b), captures the parallelisms between nouns of inalienable pos-
session and long form intransitive verbs. In both cases, an unmarked absolut-
ive argument DP is selected as the complement of N, exemplified for Kĩsêdjê
in (374,376).

























9. In the nominal construction, the nP projection is the nominal parallel of vP in verbal con-
structions.
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In what follows I discuss the reasons for considering that an inflectional cat-
egory is always present in main clauses, even in so-called non-finite clauses.
I will also argue that finiteness (and non-finiteness) should not be conflated
with verbality (and nominality). As wewill see, in classic Jê dependent clauses
the syntactic structure can be considered to be smaller than in main clauses.
It has been proposed that the alignment split in Mẽbêngôkre is the res-
ult of an interaction between T and v (Coon & Salanova 2009). In short verb
clauses, T and v are local enough that they (admittedly, one of the two heads)
assign a special case. This is nominative case. In long verb clauses, an exist-
ential functional projection ∃ intervenes between T and n. Isolated from T, n
is left with a last resort case to assign to its specifier, ergative case. The two
structures are depicted below (377).
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This is not a completely satisfactory explanation, as we are about to see. Salan-
ova (2011a) presents some diagnostics that support the nominal analysis of
long form verbs inMẽbêngôkre, focusing on relative clauses.Themore formal
diagnostics are (a) the observation that TAME particles (irrealis dja, hearsay
evidential me) cannot occur, and (b) clausal positions on the left edge, includ-





























‘… that I killed tapirs.’
(Salanova 2011a: 53)
In (378a) above, kukryt ‘tapir’ occupies the emphatic position. This is the pos-












‘I saw you.’ (el)
However, in Mẽbêngôkre the accusative paradigm is made up of weak pro-
nominals that cliticize on the verb. Since these clitic pronouns cannot occur
separate from the verb, attibuting a specific case to kukryt in (378a) based
on the case of the pronoun that can left-dislocate risks of being circular. Still,
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in languages where all DPs are case-marked, this position does receive the
marked case—nominative in verbal clauses.
The reduced left peripheral positions in (378a) do suggest that some struc-
tural content available in main clauses is missing in relativeclauses. As per
Salanova’s proposal the missing element is T, associated with finiteness and
the TAME positions that are not licensed in relative clauses, and therefore
a different case-marking system is put in place. In Kĩsêdjê, Nonato (2014: 5)
points out that the modal particles obligatory in main clauses are ungrammat-













‘I know you (*may) fall.’
(Nonato 2014: 5)
However, we know that neither long verbs nor ergative case-marking are ex-
clusive to dependent or relative clauses in classic Jê languages. InMẽbêngôkre,
the reduced functional properties actually appear to belong to dependent





























‘This parakeet has eaten malanga (once in his life).’
(Salanova 2007: 105)
As seen in the two sentences above, the unavailability of left peripheral and
TAME positions in classic Jê is connected to a certain clause type (relative
or dependent clauses), rather than a consequence of the form of the verb or
the nounness of the predicate. Based on the available evidence, I argue that
classic Jê relative clauses are nPs (382).












‘I know you (*may) fall.’
(Nonato 2014: 5)















I make no claims concerning a more fine-grained functional structure inside
the vP or the nP. For the purposes of establishing a clausal structure that
covers all the positions and relations necessary to analyse case, this level of
detail in clausal articulation suffices.
Seeing the Mẽbêngôkre data in (381), a connection between T and v/n is
out of the question as a source of the ergative-accusative case split, and thus
an alternative needs to be put forward. Instead, I propose a theory of case for
classic Jê languages, based on the Agree stacking model (§5.2.2.1.1). But before
addressing how Jê case is derived, we will see how it is not by examining the
dependent case and inherent case approaches.
We have seen that an absolutive constituent such as the single argument
of an unaccusative nominal long verb surfaces with ergative case when its po-
sition is on the left periphery of the clause.This shows that Jê case systems are
not a good fit for an inherent case approach, according to the mechanism that
assigns inherent case (§5.2.1.2). In that respect, the ergative case received by
emphatic absolutives (383b) is similar to the raising to ergative phenomenon












‘He went along the path.’
(Urban 1985: 172)













‘He went along the path.’
(Urban 1985: 172)
If ergative in Xoklengwere an inherent case assigned togetherwith a thematic
role to the specifier of vP (or, in this, case possibly nP), ergative case would
not appear on the argument of an unaccusative verb like tɛ̃ŋ ‘to go.’
Dependent case (§5.2.2.2) also mispredicts the phenomenon in (383). The
adjunct ãmɛ̃n lɔ ‘along the path’ is a PP. Since case-marked and oblique par-
ticipants are not taken into consideration for the application of a dependent
case assignment rule, in (383b) there is no case competitor that justifies as-
signing dependent case. Thus, the ergative on ti is completely unexpected. A
modification of the dependent case rule to include adjunct participants would
overgenerate ergative DPs and, contrarily, it would be incapable of capturing
instances of an ergative-marked emphatic absolutive DP when there is no
adjunct in the clause.
Since the Jê marked cases, nominative and ergative,are associated with
particular syntactic positions, it would seem that the derivation of case via
an Agree mechanism has more potential. This is strengthened by the parallel
with the phenomena in Nez Perce (Deal 2010) and Amahuaca (Clem 2017),
which as we have seen can be derived via an Agree mechanism involving
multiple heads. The key difference is that in Jê languages the arguments of
non-transitive verbs also surface with ergative case when left-dislocated.
I propose that Jê absolutive and accusative, the unmarked cases, corres-
pond to a lack of case altogether. That is, in Jê languages the absence of
marked case exponence on DPs and/or pronouns reflects a lack of any case
features (Kornfilt & Preminger 2015). It has been argued that unmarked cases
that are found on DPs selected by lexical categories such as adpositions or
nouns should be considered caseless (Legate 2008), as is the case of Jê accus-
ative and absolutive.
Turning to the marked cases, emphatic nominative case presents two dif-
ferent behaviours. In one of them, nominative is the case with which DPs
on the left periphery surface in verbal short-form clauses, and ergative is the
equivalent in nominal long-form clauses. Southern and Central Jê languages
appear to have this type of nominative case. This is what I consider to be akin
to clitic left dislocation (Cinque 1990; Rizzi 1986, 1997),
In other languages, likeMẽbêngôkre or Kĩsêdjê, there appear to be subdivi-
sions in the left periphery for nominal clauses. An ergative argument can nev-
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‘I put it down.’
(Salanova 2007: 35)
The left-doubled position where ba appears in (384) is not properly emphatic
(Salanova 2007: 35), but rather a pleonastic position. Focus is associated with













‘I put it down.’
(Salanova 2007: 35)
The presence of nominative pronouns in nominal clauses was also noted by

























‘It’s with milk that I will eat my cereal.’
(Nonato 2010: 2)
The nominative pronoun to the right of the TAME position can duplicate an
ergative or absolutive DP, and can be further duplicated in the proper left
periphery zone with an ergative pronoun. This subdivision is sketched in the
revised clause schema in (387).
(387) Nominal long verb clause
preverbal area verb complex
emphatic | TAME | pleonastic | erg | abs [ cl= | verb ]
I would like to propose the following. In classic Jê languages, absolutive and
accusative DPs are not case-marked, whichmeans that they do not participate
in what could be called a case assignment relation. This relation is a type of
Agree DP-head relation between an argument constituent and one or more
functional heads. Rather than formalizing case marking as DPs carrying a
case feature that needs to be valued for a specific case, morphological case is
the morphological exponence of a DP-head relation (388).





b. [h] ↔ <case>
In Xokleng (389), absolutives that raise above vP in intransitive clauses re-
ceive ergative case. However, such DPs have the option of staying in a lower
position in the clause with no ergative case. In a standard Agree approach,
probing by a funcional head followed by A-movement of the DP to a local
position with said head is not an option: such an operation is driven by the
stipulated need to check uninterpretable features in order to prevent the de-
rivation from crashing (§5.2.2.1).
Since PP adjuncts sit above the vP/nP level (390c), we may take the po-
sition of the raised-to-ergative DP corresponds to a left-periphery position.
Since Urban (1985: 172) indicates that “there is a general correlation between
initial position and emphasis,” the position of the left-moved DP corresponds
to Focus or similar positions that we linked to a broad CP projection. There
are now two options: ergative in the raised DP expones a [C] feature on the
DP, or else it expones the feature of a different, lower functional head across
which the DP has moved before raising to C.
It has long been proposed that such successive-cyclic movements are re-
quired for long-distance movement (Chomsky 1973, 2000, 2001; Rackowski &
Richards 2005). Since external arguments receive ergative case in their base
position, the most parsimonious approach is to link ergative case to the ex-
ponence of [n] rather than [C]. A further reason to adopt this view connects
with the discussion about dependent clauses in classic Jê languages, earlier
in this section, where we saw that dependent clauses most likely lack an ar-
ticulated or active CP layer, if the lack of rightward DP positions is a reliable
diagnostic.











‘He went along the path.’
(Urban 1985: 172)










































Thus, the presence of ergative case in a Xokleng transitive nominal clause
can be tied to the same source, namely a n feature on the DP. In an intrans-
itive clause, a right-dislocated DP acquires a [n] feature from n after moving
through nP, while an external argument generated in nP acquires the [n] fea-
ture upon merge (391).





























The mechanism whereby a DP acquires a functional head feature is simple to
formalize. In a complement-head position, c-command by the head is straight-
forward. In what would be a classic spec-head configuration, in a Bare Phrase
Structure approach (Chomsky 1994) c-command by the functional head also
follows naturally. In this approach, the label of the entire phrase is the head
itself: X=Xmin, XP=Xmax, and X̄=X.The node notated as XP in this dissertation
is interchangeable with the maximal projection of the category that labels the
phrase, and the node notated as X̄ is X.
In the Xokleng examples discussed above, the DP merged as a sister to n ̄
is actually c-commanded by n, which has all the properties of nmin with the
only difference that it is an intermediate projection, which is a function of the
derivation. A sisterhood relation (closest c-command) is therefore enough to






Beyond the exact mechanism of feature assignment, it is hopefully clear that
the relevant notion is that the DP in question is in a dependent relation with
a selecting functional category. This mechanism is not dissimilar in concept
to the Agree-derived case seen above (§5.2.2.1), the main difference being that
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rather than being driven by the probe-goal system of checking unvalued fea-
tures, a DP is automatically the target for a functional category feature if it
is in direct c-command with it—that is, in a sisterhood relation, be it in the
complement or specifier positions. The notion of dependency discussed here
is not the same as the Marantzian dependent case (§5.2.2.2), but rather a hier-
archical dependency: when two syntactic objects are merged, the selecting or
projecting object is the head, and the selected object is the dependent.
In the Northern Jê languages with pleonastic and emphatic nominative
positions, one extra functional head needs to be involved. Since pleonastic
nominatives are not informationally salient as a Focus the way emphatic nom-
inatives are and appear to the right of TAME words, a different category than































Three case allomorphs are involved in nominal clause environments in classic
Jê languages, with a possible subdivision between the Northern Jê branch and
the rest based on nominative case positions. The two marked cases, nominat-
ive and ergative, correspond to functional features on DPs. Both absolutive
and accusative are a lack of such spelled-out features.
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(394) a. nom ↔ [Infl]
b. erg ↔[n]
c. abs/acc ↔ [–]
Verbal clauses, with short verbs, can be approached in a similar fashion. The
existence of unaccusative and unergative intransitive verbs mirrors the two
positions where a DP can be merged in the verb phrase: as a dependent of VP
or as a dependent of vP. Arguments of unaccusative verbs, merged to V, do
not receive the [v] feature. Instead, the [v] feature is exclusive of the external
arguments of transitive verbs and, in the languages that distinguish syntactic-
ally between subclasses of intransitives, of the arguments of unergative verbs.
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Thenine similarly-behaved classic Jê languages present a pattern of casemark-
ing that closely ties the surface position of DPs with the case that they receive.
I have surmised that this pattern of casemarking bears characteristics of struc-
tural case. Specifically, I propose that unmarked cases, namely accusative and
absolutive, do not exist, and that the two existing cases, nominative and er-
gative, present structural case characteristics.
Earlier in this section we saw that the mapping of case positions in Jê lan-
guages, reminiscent of case phenomena inNez Perce (Deal 2010) andAmahua-
ca (Clem 2017), cannot be predicted with a dependent case approach that
workswith a straightfoward application of themechanism. AnAgree stacking
approach, wherein the case marked on a DP is the exponence of a dependency
relation established with a functional category in the course of the derivation,
manages to capture the Jê case marking with its reliance on clausal positions.
In verbal clauses, DPs can receive nominative case by entering in such a re-
lation with v and in doing so acquiring a [v] feature, which will be spelled
out as nominative. In nominal clauses, a similar relation between a DP and
n will provide a [n] feature, spelled out as ergative case. When arguments in
a nominal clause appear in left-peripheral positions they do so by entering a
relationship with Infl, yielding nominative case at spell-out.
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5.4 Ergative in Panará
In chapter 3 I presented a description of case exponence in Panará (§3.4). Un-
like the contexts that license nominative and ergative in classic Jê languages,
discussed in §5.3, in Panará the marked case, ergative case, cannot be de-
scribed as a function of a particular position in the clause. Instead, ergative
case is observed in the contexts in (396).
(396) Contexts that license ergative case in Panará
a. The highest argument in transitive constructions
–Transitive two-place verbs
–Transitivized intransitive verbs
b. No reliance on a thematic role
The conditions under which Panará ergative case is licensed do not align with
the distribution expected of inherent case (Coon 2013; Legate 2012; Woolford







A crucial diagnostic of inherent case is the independence of said case from
structural operations, as seen in §5.2.1.2—a Scandinavian dative subject re-
tains its dative inherent case in passive constructions. Although in Panará we
cannot observe a situation in which an absolutive participant raises to ergat-
ive case, the restriction on extraction of ergatives from relative clauses offer
the opposite case, a loss of ergative case.
If Panará ergative case were an inherent case assigned with a thematic
role upon merge with v, the prediction would be that the ergative DP would
always maintain its ergative case. What we observe in that raising-like con-
struction (398) is the opposite, as that DP surfaces without ergative case mor-
phology on the upper clause.


















‘I saw the jaguar that killed the chicken.’ (el)
Considering these Panará data, ergative case appears to be much more struc-
tural than non-structural. It does not rely on the assignment of a particular
thematic role and, even though there is no raising to ergative like in classic Jê
languages, it is possible that extracted ergative DPs surface without ergative
case when extracted from their origin clause.
For all these reasons, a structural case mechanism suits Panará ergative
much better than inherent case. A dependent case approach, on the one hand,
is able to faithfully capture the distribution of ergative case in Panará. A de-
pendent case rule in line with Baker (2014) could be the following:
(399) Mark a DP with ergative case…
If said DP c-commands an argument DP, caseless or caseful, in the
same vP
The only descriptive objection to the predictions of such a rule is that a limited
class of Panará transitive verbs have oblique internal arguments, rather than
absolutive ones (§5.1.4). In such cases, dependent case would not predict the
presence of ergative case on the external argument.
On the other hand, as descriptively satisfactory as (399) might be, this
rule does little beyond restating the conditions of well-formedness of Panará
ergative case in (396). In other words, generating Panará ergative case as a
dependent case is not explanatory to the extent that we do not learn anything
about the actual linguistic pressure that provided such a case system in the
language.
What follows is an attempt to expand the case assignment mechanisms
explored for classic Jê languages in the previous section and apply them to
derive Panará ergative case. Classic Jê languages present a structural case,
nominative case, which corresponds to the morphological exponence of a de-
pendency between a DP and a v functional category, as evidenced by nom-
inative case being present on external arguments, both in transitive and in-
transitive verbs. In nominal clauses, instead, ergative case corresponds to a
similar dependency with n. Given the lack of nominalized clauses in Panará,
what is unexpected is not so much that there is no case marking split, but that
the one marked case present in Panará is not nominative, associated to verbal
clauses in classic Jê, but instead ergative.
The answer is that, in Panará, ergative case does not correspond to clas-
sic Jê ergative case. The ergative case present in the family, associated with
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nominal clausal environments, vanished when nominal clausal environments
did. Only some fossils of Jê ergative are left in Panará, specifically in the first
person pronoun (400).



















The functional and structural motivation for a diachronic development of
Panará case marking is well beyond the scope of this dissertation. Still, the
comparative method can show us that the Central and Northern Jê ergat-
ive morpheme is observable in the unmarked Panará first person pronoun.10
However, it does not have an ergative value, it is instead frozen after becom-
ing lexicalized as part of the first person independent pronoun root. A new
ergative morpheme, hẽ, is instead used as the exponent of ergative case on top
of the old Jê ergative. It is plausible that the high functional load of nominal-
izations in Jê languages, with the ergative case marking associated to them,
shifted the case alignment in verbal clauses from an accusative one (with
a structural nominative case) to an ergative one (with a structural ergative
case).
The shape of Jê first person pronouns constitutes a small diachronic trace
of the reanalysis of the Jê case system that took place in Panará. Syncronically,
Panará ergative case is the equivalent of classic Jê nominative. It is a case
assigned in the context of verbal clauses, just like classic Jê nominative is,
and both cases are also the morphologically marked ones.
Here I take the Agree mechanism discussed so far one step further. I will
instead take the notion of case as merely encoding dependency and apply it to
the vP architecture that we saw in the classic Jê case discussion. If a category
is B in (401), it is the head selecting a dependent and projecting B’s category.
10. Not applicable to the current form of Southern Jê ergative morphology.
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The mechanism boils down to the syntax keeping a record of what categories
a constituent is a dependent of or, in other words, what constituent is merged
to a projecting head. Going back to Panará, absolutive DPs are unmarked for
case. Ergative DPs receive a [v] feature from being merged to the projecting
head v̄ (402).

























In the example above, the external argument Pôka receives a [v] feature from
being a dependent of v ̄, a feature that is spelled out as ergative case at the
stage of lexical and morphological insertion. In contrast, the internal argu-
ment mãra ‘he’ is not marked for case.
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With intransitive verbs (403), lack of an external argument merged in the
transitive v projection removes the context for the assignment of the ergative
case [v] feature, deriving the caseless absolutive argument of intransitives.
(403) a. abs ↔ [–]
b. [[ verb complex ]
Jy= ra= pôô
intr 1sg.abs arrive














This theory of Panará case makes the prediction that unergative intransitive
verbs should bear ergative case if the notational distinction between transit-
ive v and intransitive v∼ does not affect the assignment of a [v] feature. As
discussed earlier in this chapter (§5.1.4), in Panará no subclasses of intransitive
verbs exist. All intransitive argument DPs surface in the unmarked absolut-
ive form. This is compatible with the case system exposed here. Since to all
available evidence Panará intransitives are all unaccusative-like in their syn-
tax, whether a [∼v] feature would be spelled out as ergative case in Panará is
most likely impossible to test.
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5.4.1 Structural case as dependency
The overview on structural and non-structural case mechanisms in this chap-
ter (§5.2), especially when applied to ergative case languages, reveals that
defining criteria for such distinct types of case assignment sometimes rely on
minor distinctions. For ergative case, an approach to inherent case that leaves
thematic role discussions aside is virtually indistinguishable from a structural
case approach but for the fact that inherent case is predicted to present case
preservation. However, once this property has been challenged for ergative
case on multiple counts (Baker 2014; Deal 2017), inherent case becomes es-
sentially a structural case, as case assignmentc can be fed by movement. The
remaining properties of an inherent ergative case are virtually impossible to
distinguish from those of a structural ergative case, and ergative becomes
the equivalent of a structural accusative case: it would be assigned to the DP
merged with v̄ as the specifier of vP.
The Agree stacking approach proposed by Deal (2010) introduces a broad
approach to Agree as a mechanism that maps a locally constrained syntactic
relation, rather than a mechanism to derive agreement. As such, it arguably
falls within the range of non-agreement phenomena that piggy-back on the
established Agree mechanism (Preminger 2012). The closest c-command with
feature valuation relation that derives case in such a system can be restated
as a local dependency relation to identical consequences.
The notion of case as encoding a dependency, beyond the dependency
relation between two constituents in dependent case, is not a new idea. Yip,
Maling & Jackendoff (1987) proposed that case is associated to DPs with mech-
anisms similar to how suprasegmental features are associated with skeletal
points in the phonology. The variation between ergative and accusative lan-
guages is a right-to-left or a left-to-right assignment rule of N(ominative) and
A(ccusative) in clauses with just one DP to receive case.
More recently, Zwart (2006) explores an approach to accusative case as
encoding a dependency relation between the subject and the predicate, mor-
phologically realized inside the predicate (on the object):
(404)
Subj −→ Pred-acc
Without considering here the accuracy of the predictions made with such a
mechanism, it requires the assumption that the subject takes the predicate as
its dependent, and it establishes the subject as a primitive in the theory. Here
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I make a conscious decision to not adopt the concept of subject other than
as a cluster concept made up of a series of autonomous properties (Keenan
1976).
These ideas of case, especially the Jakobsonian case in Zwart (2006), re-
veal theories of case that make more explicit the triangulation of the case-
receiving constituent based on two other points in the syntax. In that re-
gard, all structural case-assignment theories are deep-down rather geomet-
rical: given two syntactic objects, the syntax is able to determine a third one
and assign a case to it. In non-structural case approaches, the position of the
case-receiver is fixed by stipulation: the element that merges with the case
assigner at a specific point in the derivation, e.g. the complement of a P head,
or the specifier of a v head.
In structural case approaches, functional categories play a crucial role in
pinning down the location of the case-receiver. In dependent case, it is a func-
tional category that demarcates the case domain, and therein a DP is neces-
sary to establish the relative position of another DP, the case-receiver.
In standard Agree approaches, functional categories are used as probes,
constraining the position of the case-receiver in equivalent terms to depend-
ent case theory. Phase theory does in principle play a role in restricting the
locality of Agree, although most approaches remain agnostic as to what con-
stitutes a phase, or outright ignore it. The claim that DPs are phases should
be a problem for a standard Agree probe being valued by a goal inside a DP,
as well as vP and even CP with long-distance agreement.
The approach that I adopt in this chapter to propose a theory of case for
Panará modifies slightly the Agree stacking mechanism in Deal (2010) and
Clem (2017) by reducing it from a formalized agreement relation, Agree, to a
more primitive dependency relation.Thus, the structural case observed in Nez
Perce, Amahuaca or Panará is not the result of a licensing operation likeAgree.
Case is simply the morphosyntactic reflex of a syntactic relation, dependency,
that exists as a function of the syntactic derivation itself.
One last issue is the existence of functional category features on selected
constituents, such as a [v] feature on a DP that is a dependent of a v head.This
is the local equivalent of allowing the mechanism responsible for lexical and
morphological insertion access to the syntactic structure of the clause and its
derivational history: being able to see the surface position of a constituent and
its traces, and inserting the available exponents of such relations. However, a
mechanism with access to this level of information of the syntactic derivation
should be resolved in the narrow syntax, rather than in a post-syntactic stage
as vocabulary insertion is usually considered to be (Preminger to appear). Al-
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lowing a post-syntactic stage this much access to the narrow syntax is argu-
ably equivalent to claiming that there is no relevant distinction between the
narrow syntax and post-syntactic stages.
Representing local dependency via the assignment of category features
avoids this impasse by providing the insertion mechanism with a shallow
representation of the derivational history of a given constituent. Unlike the
valued–unvalued feature pairs that drive the Agree operation, the existence
of such features in the syntax does not require a stipulation for their presence.
In a syntactic system like the one proposed by Zeijlstra (2017), categorial fea-
tures are used to drive the derivation and resolve the labelling of phrases by
projecting categories. In such a system, the presence of features of a select-




In this chapter I propose a derivation of one of the polysynthetic properties of
the Panará verb complex, namely the cross-reference of multiple participants.
In chapter 5 I looked at Panará case marking within the Jê family with a gen-
erative approach. In the theory of case proposed there, morphological case is
not the exponence of a licensing relation, but rather the exponence of depend-
encies established between constituents and functional categories during the
derivation. In order to accomplish that, it was necessary to establish a basic
clausal structure for Panará, in which the verb raises to Infl and postverbal
constituents present a canonical ergative-absolutive order, an order which in
actual speech is often altered due to Ā movement and null ellipsis.
This chapter focuses on the agreement relations in Panará and, more gen-
erally, on the cross-reference of participants. First, I resume the description
of the Panará polysynthetic verb complex (§4). Next, I propose a derivational
approach to the extensive Panará polypersonalism and its characteristics. Fi-
nally, I look back at the peculiar cross-reference morphology in irrealis mood
(§3.4.2.4) and propose an analysis of participant features and morphological
insertion that unifies the exponence of participants of both realis and irrealis
moods.
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6.1 Panará doubling as head movement
Panará verbs are nested inside a complex morphological unit that I descript-
ively call the verb complex. The clitics that constitute the verb complex are










9 noun, classifier, dative
10 absolutive
Verb 11 one—or more, in a serial construction
Table 6.1: Major parts of the Panará verb complex.
Even though the notion of clitic is sometimes used as a distinct morphosyn-
tactic category, in this dissertation I use “clitic” as a descriptive cover term
for a series of word-like elements that are phonologically attached to a host,
including pronominal clitics (D-clitics) but also modal clitics and adpositional
clitics (P-clitics), in the case of Panará.
In the previous chapters (ch. 3, ch. 4), I have presented evidence that sug-
gests a connection between the verb and a higher functional position inwhich
the verb surfaces with mood and participant morphology (§5.1). We have also
seen that an applicative-looking phenomenon with no valency alteration, P-
doubling, is in play with some adjunct PPs (§4.2.1). In this section, I retake
the notion that the landing position for the Panará verb corresponds to a
functional category Infl, most likely related to mood, and that this results
from a type of Agree relation between Infl and the verb phrase. The same
phenomenon is also responsible for the continuum of postposition-doubling
constructions (§4.2).
The puzzle posed by the data on Panará PPs (§4.2.1) is the alternation
between doubling PPs and static PPs (405). Doubling PPs, like malefactive
pêê, allow for the adposition to appear inside the verbal complex, as well as
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an absolutive clitic that agrees with the P-object. Static PPs, like ablative pêê,
































‘Sâkjo arrived from the forest.’ (el)
The complete inventory of Panará postpositions that have proven to behave
reliably as either P-doubling or static PPs is repeated in table 6.2.
P-doubling Static
comitative kõõ ablative pêê
comitative-locative tân adessive rahã
instrumental-comitative ho allative tã
malefactive pêê inessive amã
perlative kõõ locative rĩ
purposive suu
Table 6.2: P-doubling and static postpositions.
In this section I approach the two types of Panará PPs by adopting the hypo-
thesis that PPs that cannot P-double are frozen adjuncts, lacking the option
of establishing an Agree relation with Infl. The PPs that can P-double with
either the head of the PP (the P) or the head of its dependent (the D, that is,
the absolutive clitic) are targeted by a feature-checking relation with Infl.
A similar situation could explain what has sometimes been called “func-
tional clitics”, like Spanish dative le or Catalan li. Dative arguments must be
doubled by a clitic if they are animate or affected. In featural terms, these clit-
ics would signal a functional category that is responsible for the licensing of















‘I sang the teacher a song.’
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Ablative/malefactive obliques in Panará provide a straightforward parallel to
Romance dative clitics. With a general semantics of “away from,” the feature-
checked version that can P-double in the verb complex and leave the PP object




























‘My spider monkey died.’
It could be imagined that the relevant property that triggers the two readings
of pêê, the ablative and the P-doubling malefactive, is animacy rather than
affectedness. However, ablatives with an animate participant are still not li-
censed for doubling in the verb package, as seen in (408a), while a similar
























‘You left against us [without consulting the community, or against
their instructions].’
For instrumental-comitative ho, instrumentals appear to P-double always (409),
while comitatives seem to present an animacy asymmetry: inanimate parti-
cipants can P-double but the comitative object cannot appear stranded (410a),

















































‘You-pl travelled with me to the village.’
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The picture that emerges for the applicative-like continuum of Panará oblique
participants (§4.2.1) is not very different from the Romance phenomena il-
lustrated earlier with Catalan datives, where participants carry a specific se-
mantic content when they are licensed for clitic-doubling. Beyond Romance
and Panará, there are other languages that present applicative-looking con-
structions that could expand the typological scope of adpositional clitics. One
such language is Otomí (Otomanguean), where so-called registration con-
structions present very similar characteristics to Panará P-doubling as de-
scribed by Hernández-Green (2016):1
“Registration constructions index—or cross-reference—anextrathemat-
ic (i.e., non-core, non-term, peripheral) participant on the verb under
certain discourse conditions, namely, extraction, focalization, or dis-
course continuity of said extra-thematic participant. They sometimes
change the semantic role of the extra-thematic participant in the clause.
Unlike applicatives, registration constructions do not promote the in-
dexed participant, as it does not acquireObjectmorphosyntactic prop-
erties. Promotion is a coreproperty of applicative constructions.There-
fore, registration constructions have been neglected in typological ac-
counts of applicatives, as they fail to promote the phrases they refer
to.”
Panará presents some evidence for domain opacity being related to feature-
checking relations and for long-distance head movement on the part of the
head of a phrase that enters in this type of relation with a functional head.
So far, what have been considered Agree relations bear little resemblance
to theway agreement is commonly conceptualized as a linguistic phenomenon:
(411) Agreement
A variation in the form of a linguistic element as a function of the
presence of another element
The “agreement” relations of Panará adjuncts, and between Infl and vP, could
be said to not really be instances of what we consider agreement. It rather re-
sembles more a relation of licensing, or introduction of syntactic elements.
This departs from a standard Agree implementation (§5.2.2.1), in which goal-
ness is determined entirely by the existence of a higher unvalued feature that
will act as the corresponding probe. Rather, at least for the cases examined
in Panará, it could be the other way around: syntactic elements that require
1. I would like to thank Zachary O’Hagan for bringing Otomí to my attention.
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the contribution of featural content remain active, and transparency is either
a requisite or a consequence of that. Data from Panará oblique participants
support the notion that, despite a clear overlap, Agree and agreement corres-
pond to an extent to separate syntactic operations (pace Preminger 2013).
My proposal to provide a derivational account of Panará P-doubling relies
on a view of clitic-doubling as head movement, which requires an Agree rela-
tion with the head’s phrase for the prasal head to be attracted to the cliticizing
head Infl.This relation is subject to standard probing and locality constraints
(Chomsky 2001), but since the head can skip landing positions and is attracted
to a specific node, it is not subject to the Head Movement Constraint (Travis
1984).Thus, I do not adopt a “big DP” approach to clitic-doubling (as proposed
by, among others, Nevins 2011). The mechanism of head movement that I ad-
opt, other than its long-distance property, is a simple instance of movement
of a syntactic head H via adjunction to Infl, as represented in (412), resulting
in cliticization (Nash & Rouveret 2002). In Panará, both copies of the head





The head attraction mechanism proceeds as follows. A syntactic probe search-
es within its c-command domain (i.e. its sister) and finds a phrase. If this is
formalized with a standard Agree approach, then Infl is equipped with a
probe that searches a valued counterpart, which could be a categorial fea-
ture corresponding to a DP, [D], or to an adposition, [P]. Once Agree obtains
and the [uD] or [uP] probe on Infl is valued, an Agree chain is established
between the positions of the Infl head and the DP/PP phrase. The head of the
phrase then is adjoined to Infl via post-syntactic head movement.
For both the ergative and absolutive DPs, a different probe is given. It is
specified for ergative case for the ergative DP, [uD,erg] and unspecified for
case for the absolutive DP, which lacks case (§5.4). This is illustrated in (413)




























To obtain similar results for P-doubling, the distinction between Panará P-
doubling PPs and static PPs becomes crucial. We saw that there are two broad
categories of PPs: the ones that involve a relation-type semantics (malefact-
ive, comitative) can P-double, while the ones that involve stative semantics
(temporal, ablative, allative) are static.
However, under a standard Agree approach that is typically used to de-
rive similar phenomena, the mechanism would hinge on Infl carrying the
relevant probe only when the P-doubling output is desired, effectively limit-
ing the formalization to a restatement of the phenomenon: in a clause with
a malefactive PP, Infl would carry a [uP,mal] probe but there would be no
[uP,abl] probe in a clause with an ablative PP.
The account of D-doubling described above places the trigger of cliticiz-
ation into the derivation itself, rather than on unvalued features on a probe.
The same mechanism can also account for the different types of Panará PPs.
P-doubling PPs are introduced by an applicative projection at a point in the
derivation of the clausal spine. Static PPs, on the other hand, are inserted at
a late stage in the derivation, like other adverbial phrases (like negation pjoo
‘sentential negator’, or temporal NPs like pykkôômã ‘tomorrow’).
Late-inserted phrases are not probed by Infl and therefore not clitic-dou-
bled, just like Ā-moved argument DPs in the left periphery are equally probed
in their postverbal position before these late operations take place. Clitic-
doubling of an applicative malefactive PP oblique participant is represented
in (414).























Since the adpositional objects of P-doubling PPs also D-double, in that case
an additional [uD] probe becomes necessary to correctly derive both the P-
doubling and the D-doubling of an oblique participant like a malefactive in
the example above.
In chapter 4 (§4.1.2) I described Person-Case Constraint (PCC) effects for
Panará dative and absolutive clitics. We can imagine that two applicative pos-
itions are available: high applicatives, merged above VP, and low applicatives,
merged below VP (Pylkkänen 2008).
In the approach explored here, cliticization of the dative constituent dia-
gnoses the position of the applicative dative phrase: clitic-doubling dative DPs
are introduced by a high applicative, whereas datives introduced by a low ap-
plicative are prevented from cliticizing, as probing from Infl is blocked by









Independent evidence from ergative and absolutive clitics supports the notion
that Panará Infl probes are only specified for speech-act participant features
(§6.2), with third person dative clitics actually being not specified for person
features: they are default morphemes inserted at Vocabulary Insertion given
the lack of a feature bundle with a correspondingly specified morpheme (415).
The form of third person dative clitics, /mã/, identical to the dative adpos-
ition, supports this hypothesis. Thus, only speech-act participant datives do
in fact intervene probing of the absolutive DP, giving rise to the symmetrical
PCC effects described above.
Since there is no PCC for ergative and PP participants, under the present
approach this tells us that Infl comes equipped with a single probe for in-
ternal arguments, and separate ones that target ergative case and adpositions,
respectively.
Noun incorporation, which is also present in Panará (416), is not addressed
in this dissertation. See however Dourado (2001: ch. 6) for a more extended















‘Pôka hit his hand.’ (el)
However, the notion that noun incorporation is the realization of the head of
a noun phrase within the verbal complex (Baker 1988) would fall within the
proposal of deriving the Panará polysynthetic verb complex via head move-
ment. Just like clitics are generated by head movement of the DP head for
D-clitics and the PP head for P-clitics, noun incorporation would result from
the equivalent process for the head of the NP.
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6.2 No person exponence
In chapter 3 I presented a view of Panará participant cross-reference in which
the shift from an ergative case alignment in the clitic system in realis mood
to a tripartite case alignment for irrealis mood is caused by a different person
exponence: in realis mood clitics appear to be exponents of person, case and
number, while in irrealis mood person exponence is reduced to a two-way ex-
ponence of speaker/non-speaker and addressee/non-addressee. It is however
not clear, from just a description of the facts, why such a system would exist
in Panará. In this section I provide a derivational explanation of the appar-
ent alignment split in Panará clitics. I argue that Panará clitics never expone
persons, not even in realis mood.
As mentioned in section 3.4.2.4, the clitic paradigms in irrealis mood can




Table 6.3: Panará persons (take 1).
The Panará verb complex has two clitic slots that cross-reference the core ar-
guments.There is a the clitic slot dedicated exclusively to ergative participants
in realis mood. In irrealis mood, however, the same slot tracks speaker/non-
speaker exponence of the single argument of intransitive verbs.
The second slot cross-references absolutive arguments in realismood.With
intransitive verbs in irrealismood, the absolutive slot tracks an addressee/non-
addressee distinction for the single argument of intransitive verbs.
(417) Irrealis intransitive absolutive cross-reference
a. Ergative slot
∅ ↔ speaker [spk]
ti ↔ non-speaker [nspk]
b. Absolutive slot
a ↔ addressee [adre]
∅ ↔ non-addressee [nadre]
As for transitive clauses, in irrealis mood the two slots are each mapped to
their associate DP. The ergative slot is a morphological exponent of the ergat-
ive DP for a speaker/non-speaker opposition (418), and the absolutive slot is
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filled with the more rich absolutive clitics that cross-reference absolutive DPs
also in realis mood.
(418) Irrealis transitive cross-reference
a. Ergative
∅ ↔ [spk, erg]





Here I argue that Panará participant cross-reference never targets individual
persons, but always the speaker/non-speaker and addressee/non-addressee
oppositions that appear more transparently in irrealis mood. To derive this
claim, it is first necessary to reformulate the Panará person architecture into






Table 6.4: Panará persons (take 2).
A similar take can be assumed for English person inflection, where two ex-
ponents target two sets of person features. An /-s/ morpheme expones the
[person] feature, while a /-∅/ morpheme expones the more specified [parti-
cipant] feature.
(419) English person exponence
a. -∅ ↔ [participant]
b. -s ↔ [person]
Since Panará clitics are morphological exponents of not only person but also
number and case, these dimensions also need to be formalized into the ex-
ponence system. This adds a [singular]–[plural] opposition, with a separate
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dual morpheme and an idiosyncratic rê morpheme for the exponence of the
[addr,pl] bundle.
The approach that I adopt is the following. In this system, the inventory of
vocabulary items (VIs) is inserted based on the relevant features of a particular
lexical or functional node. In this case, we are looking at clitic paradigms.
These VIs are inserted according to the person hierarchy of the language, with
a default morpheme for any features that do not have a more closely specified
match. VI insertion will follow the subset principle (Halle 1997):
(420) Subset Principle
Insert a VI that matches themost features on a feature bundle, without
containing any features not present
For Panará, the hierarchy is by default [adre]→[part]→[pers]. In realis
mood, the more specified person is [adre]. In the ergative cross-reference,
the inserted morpheme will match the features of the ergative DP as closely
as possible from the inventory below:
(421) Ergative slot
a. ka ↔ [adre, erg]
b. rê ↔ [part, erg]
c. nẽ ↔ [pl, erg]
d. ti ↔ [pers, erg]
As can be seen, ti becomes a default clitic that cross-references any ergative
DPs with no better match for their features.
In the absolutive cross-reference, a very similar situation takes place. The
most specified feature is [adre], followed by a [part] morpheme that will
cross-reference first person and is homophonous with the [pl] exponent, and
finally there is a phonologically null morpheme ∅ that, as the absolutive equi-
valent of ergative ti, is inserted with any [pers] features.
(422) Absolutive slot
a. a ↔ [adre]
b. ra ↔ [part]
c. ra ↔ [pl]
d. ∅ ↔ [pers]
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In irrealis mood, the situation changes in three ways: the inventory of VIs
is reduced, the entailment hierarchy is slightly modified, and the two cross-
reference slots are always active.
In the absolutive slot, only two VIs are available, both recycled from the
more rich realis absolutive exponence inventory. The clitic a is the exponent
of [adre], and the default phonologically null ∅ will cross-reference all other
DPs.
(423) Absolutive slot
a. a ↔ [adre]
b. ∅ ↔ [pers]
In the ergative slot, only two morphemes are available and the person archi-
tecture is slightly modified, with [spk(eaker)] replacing [adre] as the more
specified feature: [spk]→[part]→[pers]. A phonologically null morpheme
∅ is the morphological exponent of [spk], and the same underspecified ti
morpheme that is active in realis mood is also available; it will effectively
be the exponent for all non-speaker DPs.
(424) Ergative slot
a. ∅ ↔ [spk]
b. ti ↔ [pers]
This system correctly generates the full paradigm of argument cross-reference
clitics in Panará, summarized in table 6.5.
erg abs
sg pl sg pl
1 rê nẽ ra ra
real 2 ka ka rê a rê a
3 ti nẽ ∅ ra
abstr absintr
sg pl sg pl sg pl
1 ∅ ∅ ra ra ∅ ∅ ∅∅
irr 2 ti ti rê a rê a ti a ti rê a
3 ti ti ∅ ra ti ∅ ti ∅
Table 6.5: Panará argument clitics.
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Two questions arise from the account provided above: (a) why is irrealis cross-
reference exponence poorer? and (b) why are both cross-reference slots active
for irrealis intransitive clauses?
There are different ways to get to make sense synchronically of the Panará
reduced participant exponence in irrealis mood. The coincidence of ka [irr]
and ka [2erg] could be disapproved by the morphology and a haplology pro-
cess replaces the pronominal clitic ka with the less specified ergative clitic ti.
However, that still leaves first person ergative in irrealis to be explained.
Alternatively, the appearence of a modal clitic ka in irrealis could be ima-
gined to activate the following slot (the ergative slot) in a way that does not
happen in realis mood, so that this slot needs to always be active.
However, crosslinguistically the more marked inflectional category is in
many cases more reduced in its exponence of participant features when com-



















As seen in the examples above, participant exponence has fewer available
morphemes in the more marked category.Thus, Panará also falls into this uni-
versal tendency: the lessmarked realismood disposes of richer cross-reference
morphology than the more marked irrealis mood.
Panará also presents the double activation of the two argument cross-
reference slots, where in irrealis intransitive there is multiple exponence of
the single intransitive argument (427).
2. I would like to thank Omer Preminger for a discussion on these issues.
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‘You will leave.’ (el)
I propose the following hypothesis. In Panará, all intransitive verbs are indis-
tinct for subclasses corresponding to unergative and unaccusative verbs. The
absolutive case marking on the single argument of intransitive verbs suggests
that those DPs occupy the same position as absolutives of transitive clauses,
as complements of V.
This means that the specifier position of v∼P is unoccupied in intransit-
ive clauses. It is possible that, in irrealis mood, some type of A-movement is





Since the displaced DP does not acquire ergative case as the [v] feature but, if
anything, it would acquire an intransitive [v∼] feature, ergative marking on
irrealis intransitive arguments is not predicted.
This chapter has approached the various elements of the cross-reference sys-
tem in Panará with the goal of providing a derivational account of the phe-
nomena. The Panará polysynthetic verb complex presents clitics that double
adpositions (P-clitics) and DPs (D-clitics), encompassing absolutive, ergative,
dative and adpositional participants.
Panará emerges as amorphosyntactically rather transparent language.The
search operations by the anchoring category in the language, Infl, identify
a series of participant constituents, both nominal and adpositional. In both
cases, the operation triggers a morphological reflection in the verb complex
in the form of cliticization. This process sets apart two classes of PPs, those
that are inserted during structure-building by means of an applicative head,
and those that are properly adjuncts and are late-inserted in the derivation.
Oblique participants in Panará also present a strong case for a typology
of P-clitics in other languages like Otomí (Otomanguean), where phenomena
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with the superficial morphosyntactic traits of clitic-doubling are misanalyzed
as applicatives, even though none of the syntactic effects of applied objects
are observed.
The actual D-clitics of Panará do not correspond to persons, but instead
they are sensitive to broader distinctions in participant hierarchies. A single
opposition for each of the paradigms, completed with a default clitic, is suffi-
cient to capture all of the distinctions. In addition, the form of clitics in irrealis
mood does not constitute a different case marking alignment, split off from
that of DPs, but is instead the result of a reduced inventory of morphemes
available for insertion as spelled-out forms of the D heads adjoined to Infl.
CHAPTER 7
Conclusion
In this dissertation I have presented a study of case and agreement in Panará.
My goal was to lay out the facts and explore their placement within current
theoretical approaches in the generative minimalist framework. I have done
this by first providing an exhaustive presentation of the data, connecting it to
similar phenomena in other Jê languages where relevant, and then engaging
in a syntactic discussion on how to best capture the data at hand within the
theory.
From the perspective of comparative analyses within the family, Panará
has long been considered a strange Jê language. As seen in chapter 3, this is
especially true for the two grammatical concepts that appear on the title of
this dissertation, case and agreement. While ergative case marking in clas-
sic Jê languages is strictly connected to the presence of nominal predicate
heads, falling within the broader scope of ubiquitous ergativity phenomena
that are observed cross-linguistically, Panará presents a uniformly ergative
case marking alignment rooted in the exponence of the functional structure



































‘I ate the peccary that Patty killed.’ (el)
In chapter 5 I propose that the exponence of dependencies between phrases
and functional heads can capture similar predictions that are put forward in
the existing structural case approaches. In this view, retention of features cor-
responding to a selecting functional head can be used to derive different com-
binations of such features for spell-out at the vocabulary insertion stage of
the derivation. Given that, as a function of the syntactic derivation, depend-
ency is an independently existing relation, a mechanism that derives case as
an exponence of dependency can avoid to a degree the stipulation present in
the mechanisms that derive dependent case or classic Agree case.
As the only polysynthetic language in the family, the Panará verb complex
presents a series of clitics that cross-reference a series of participants. Panará
polypersonalism comprises pronominal clitic-doubling, D-doubling, of abso-
lutive, ergative, dative and oblique participants, and P-doubling of a class of
PPs. As I discussed in chapter 4, P-doubling is only available to a series of
PP participants, some of which present homonymy with oblique participants
that are static—they cannot P-double—, our most explored instance of which

































‘Sâkjo arrived from the forest.’ (el)
The proposed generalization that relational PPs are licensed for P-doubling
while stative PPs are banned from P-doubling is captured in chapter 6 by pro-
posing that P-doubling PPs are inserted by applicative heads, while static PPs
are late-merged adjuncts.Themechanism that I propose to derive the massive
Panará clitic-doubling, head movement triggered by an Agree relation from
the anchoring functional category Infl, can thus be extended to predict that
P-doubling PPs will be targeted for cliticization, while static PPs are merged
too late to form a chain with Infl.
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The keystone between Panará case and agreement is the cross-reference
of arguments in irrealis mood, described in chapter 3. Long believed to consti-
tute a partial alignment split in the language, between ergative case-marked
DPs and nominative case-marked clitics in irrealis mood, I have argued in-
stead in chapter 6 that a series of factors conspire to mask the case alignment
of Panará clitics. Rampant discontinuous exponence, not uncharacteristic of
clitic-doubling systems, muddles the picture of the alignment of clitics when
combined with the reduced exponence of participants in irrealis mood. In this
analysis, a cross-reference system that tracks participant features in an entail-
ment system underlies the agreement of the clitics in the verb complex with
their associated DPs. There is no nominative in Panará: DPs are always case-
marked in an ergative alignment, and clitics are a patchwork of participant
feature exponence.
Even though Panará presents starkly non-Jê traits, it is nonetheles not an
especially strange language in a broader perspective. I have argued that rais-
ing of the verb to Infl, effectively a version of traditional V-to-T movement,
explains the non verb-final structure of Panará clauses. Further work in a dia-
chronic approach should reveal the historical pressures that led to a reanalysis
of the verb-final Jê clause as a verb complex. At an intuitive level, it appears
reasonable that the pleonastic and emphatic dislocation of phrases to which
Jê languages are so prone was also present in preceding developmental stages
of Panará, until the tightly ordered elements in the clause were restructured
as a polysynthetic verb complex.
With this book, what I have endeavoured to accomplish is to place Panará
in the current scene of linguistic research. On the one hand, a vast majority of
the indigenous languages all around the globe are severely underdocumented
and underdescribed. I hope to be on the right course for remedying that for
Panará, and that this book contains a description of the data that manages to
remain faithful to the language. On the other hand, it is often remarked not
without reason that an important part of the developments in linguistic theory
takes place with little or no contribution from non-mainstream languages. In
that regard, a message that I hope to have delivered is that languages like
Panará are an excellent foundation for the investigation of theoretical issues
as current as case or probe-goal derivations.

APPENDIXA
Hunting in the old days
This is a transcription of a text told by Akââ, a prominent Panará elder. In it,
Akââ describes hunting in the times before contact in 1973. He recounts how
hunters tracked and killed various animals, and he then mentions specific

































































































































































































































‘We went in the morning, we carried it, we ate the tapir that we killed.’





















































































































































































































































































































































‘We made a fire.’


















































































































































































































































































































‘We ate it. We brought the coati back, we ate it.’












































































































































































































































































































‘We ate the giant armadillo.’

































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































‘Those of today don’t, those of today don’t. Us.’
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Samenvatting in het Nederlands
Dit boek bevat een diepgaande analyse van de morfosyntaxis van naamval
en congruentie in het Panará (panãra, ‘zij die zijn’), een taal die behoort
tot de Jê taalfamilie. Het Panará wordt gesproken door 500-600 mensen die
op het moment vier dorpen bewonen in het Terra Indígena Panará, dat zich
bevindt tussen de staten Mato Grosso en Pará, in Centraal Brazilië. Aan de
ene kant vertoont het Panará eigenschappen die typisch zijn voor Jê talen:
de lexicale overeenkomsten, de fonemische inventaris, de fonologische pro-
cessen en het algemene morfologische profiel laten allemaal elementen zien
die men in iedere Jê taal verwacht terug te vinden. Aan de andere kant zijn er
radicale verschillen tussen het Panará en de rest van de Jê talen als we kijken
naar constituentvolgorde, patronen in naamvalstoekenning en inflectionele
morfologie op werkwoorden.
Het doel van dit proefschrift is te focussen op de kenmerkende morfosyn-
tactische eigenschappen van het Panará en hiervan zowel een beschrijving
als analyse te geven. Om dit te kunnen doen, heb ik tijdens mijn promotie-
traject acht maanden als gast van de Panará in het dorp Nãsepotiti (in het
Terra Indígena Panará) geleefd.Mijn veldwerk bij de Panará richtte zich op het
verzamelen van informatie over de grammatica van de taal, met een speciale
aandacht voor naamval en congruentie. Dit heeft ook geleid tot een verzame-
ling taaldata die beschikbaar is gesteld in het Archief voor Bedreigde Talen
van de SOAS University of London (Endangered Languages Archive).1
Het boek bestaat uit twee delen. Het eerste deel geeft een beschrijving van
het Panará met daarin een algemeen overzicht van de grammatica (hoofd-
stuk 2), van de naamvalstoekenning in de Jê talen in het algemeen en het
1. https://elar.soas.ac.uk/Collection/MPI945311
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Panará in het bijzonder (hoofdstuk 3) en van de syntactische eigenschappen
van oblique elementen—de elementen die niet gemarkeerd zijn met de kern
naamvallen (hoofdstuk 4). In het tweede deel van het boek ligt de nadruk op
het geven van een generatieve analyse van grammaticale naamval (hoofdstuk
5), referentiële morfologie en congruentie (hoofdstuk 6). Afsluitend geef ik
een samenvatting van de problemen en inzichten die in dit proefschrift zijn
blootgelegd en bespreek ik waar toekomstig onderzoek zich op kan richten
(hoofdstuk 7).
Om zowel een uitgebreide beschrijving van naamvals- en congruentie-
kenmerken in het Panará te kunnen geven, als te onderzoeken hoe deze ken-
merken geanalyseerd kunnen worden binnen de huidige theoretische bena-
dering van het generatief minimalistische onderzoeksprogramma, begin ik
met een grondige beschrijving van de taaldata, waarbij ik verbanden leg met
gelijksoortige kenmerken in andere talen van de Jê taalfamilie, waarna ik ver-
der ga met een syntactische discussie die uiteenzet hoe de data het best geana-
lyseerd wordt binnen het genoemde theoretisch kader.
Vanuit het oogpunt van analyses binnen de vergelijkende taalwetenschap,
werd het Panará lange tijd gezien als vreemde eend in de bijt binnen de Jê
taalfamilie. Zoals hoofdstuk 3 laat zien, is dit vooral van toepassing op de
twee grammaticale concepten die voorkomen in de titel van dit proefschrift,
namenlijk naamval en congruentie. Hoewel ergatieve naamvalsmarkering in
de klassieke Jê talen uitsluitend voorkomt in de aanwezigheid van genomina-
liseerde predicaten en daarmee valt binnen het bredere concept van de zoge-
naamde ubiquitous ergativiteit die crosslinguïstisch veelvoorkomend is, heeft
het Panará een regelmatige ergatieve naamvalsmarkering die naar boven komt
als gevolg van hoe de functionele structuur van finiete zinsdelenmorfologisch


































‘Ik at de witlippekari die Patty doodde.’ (el)
De laatste jaren richt het debat rond de vraag welke grammaticale mecha-
nismen gebruikt kunnen worden om de aanwezigheid van ergatieve naamval
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te verklaren zich op twee mogelijke benaderingen. Als een geval van inher-
ente naamval wordt de ergatief naamval lokaal toegekend door een functio-
neel hoofd. Als we de ergatief analyseren als structurele naamval wordt de
markering toegekend op basis van de zinsstructuur, ofwel als een gevolg van
de congruentieoperatie (Agree), congruentie naamval (Agree case), ofwel met
als doel het onderscheiden van twee wedijverende ongemarkeerde elemen-
ten in de theorie van de afhankelijke naamval (dependent case). In hoofdstuk
5 beargumenteer ik dat het uitdrukken van afhankelijkheden tussen woord-
groepen en functionele hoofden gelijksoortige voorspellingen kan maken als
de voorspellingen die komen van bestaande analyses binnen de structurele
naamval-benaderingen. Vanuit deze benadering kan het vasthouden van ken-
merken die overeenkomen met een selecterend functioneel hoofd gebruikt
worden om bij het uitspellen (Spell-out) van structuur op het niveau van lexi-
cale insertie verschillende combinaties van diezelfde kenmerken af te leiden.
Gezien het feit dat afhankelijkheid als functie van de syntactische derivatie
een onafhankelijk bestaande relatie is, valt een mechanisme dat deze afhanke-
lijkheid gebruikt om naamval af te leiden niet ten deel aan het stipulatieve
karakter dat tot op een bepaalde hoogte wel aanwezig is in mechanismes die
naamval afleiden binnen de kaders van de afhankelijke naamval en naamval
als gevolg van de operatie Agree.
Het Panará is de enige polysynthetische taal binnen de Jê taalfamilie en
dat is te zien aan het werkwoordcomplex dat een verzameling clitics bij zich
draagt die refereren naar de verschillende deelnemers in de zin. Het polyper-
sonalisme (congruentie met meerdere argumenten op hetzelfde werkwoord)
in het Panará omvat cliticverdubbeling, D-verdubbeling (verdubbeling van
lidwoorden)—van absolutieve, ergatieve, datieve en oblique deelnemers—en
P-verdubbeling (verdubbeling van voorzetsels) van een bepaalde klasse voor-
zetselgroepen. Zoals ik bespreek in hoofdstuk 4 is P-verdubbeling slechts
mogelijk met een bepaalde groep van de deelnemers in de zin die met een
voorzetsel worden aangeduid. Een aantal van deze voorzetsels vertoont homo-
nymie met oblique deelnemers waarbij de operatie P-verdubbeling niet kan
worden uitgevoerd. Het achterzetsel pêê wordt hierbij het meest uitgebreid
besproken en we zien dat er bij P-verdubbeling van pêê een malefactieve
betekenis ontstaat, terwijl er met de statische vorm van het achterzetsel een















‘Jij stierf ten nadele van mij.’ (el)

















‘Sâkjo kwam aan vanuit het bos.’ (el)
De voorgestelde generalisatie dat bij relationele voorzetselgroepen P-verdub-
beling mogelijk is, terwijl dat bij statische voorzetselgroepen niet het geval is,
wordt afgeleid in hoofdstuk 6 door voor te stellen dat P-verdubbelende voor-
zetselgroepen door applicatiefhoofden ingevoegd worden, terwijl statische
voorzetselgroepen laat-ingevoegde (late-merged) adjuncten zijn. Het mecha-
nisme dat ik voorstel om de in het Panará massaal aanwezige cliticverdubbe-
ling af te leiden, is hoofdverplaatsing veroorzaakt door de congruentieopera-
tie Agree vanuit het functionele hoofd Infl. Dit mechanisme kan vervolgens
ook voorspellen dat voorzetselgroepen die kunnen P-verdubbelen wel cliti-
cizatie kunnen ondergaan, terwijl statische voorzetselgroepen te laat in de
structuur worden ingevoegd om een keten te kunnen vormen met Infl.
De verbindende factor tussen naamval en congruentie in het Panará is de
verwijzing naar argumenten in zinnen in de irrealis, beschreven in hoofdstuk
3. Er werd lang vanuit gegaan dat er een gedeeltelijke split bestond in de ar-
gumentstructuur (alignment), tussen naamwoordsgroepen met ergatiefmar-
kering en clitics met nominatiefmarkering in de irrealis. Ik heb echter beargu-
menteerd in hoofdstuk 6 dat een combinatie van factoren samenzweert om de
daadwerkelijke naamval van clitics in het Panará te maskeren. Wijdverbreide
discontinue realisatie van kenmerken, niet ongebruikelijk in systemen die
gebruik maken van cliticverdubbeling, vertroebelt het beeld van de argument-
structuur van de clitics wanneer ze gecombineerd zijn met de gereduceerde
exponentie van deelnemers in de irrealis. In deze analyse is er een systeem van
verwijzing dat kenmerken van deelnemende elementen bijhoudt in een entail-
mentsysteem dat ten grondslag ligt aan congruentie van clitics binnen het
werkwoordcomplex met hun bijbehorende naamwoordgroepen. Er is geen
nominatief in het Panará: naamwoordgroepen zijn altijd gemarkeerd in een
ergatief systeem, en clitics zijn een bonte verzameling van de morfologisch
uitgedrukte deelnemerskenmerken.
Alhoewel het Panará overduidelijk trekken vertoont die niet goed passen
binnen de rest van de Jê taalfamilie, is het vanuit een breder crosslinguïstisch
perspectief zeker geen vreemde taal. Ik heb laten zien dat verplaatsing (rais-
ing) van het werkwoord naar Infl, feitelijk een versie van de traditionele
V-naar-T-verplaatsing, kan verklaren dat de structuur van zinsdelen in het
Panará niet hoofdfinaal is. Uit toekomstig diachroon onderzoek moet blijken
wat de historische druk is geweest die ervoor zorgde dat de hoofdfinale zinsde-
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len uit het Jê zijn geheranalyseerd als het werkwoordcomplex in het Panará.
Intuïtief gezien lijkt het een redelijke aanname dat de pleonastische en em-
fatische verplaatsing van woordgroepen waar de Jê talen zo vatbaar voor
zijn, ook aanwezig was in de eerdere stadia van het Panará, totdat de strak-
geordende elementen in de zin opnieuw vormgegeven werden als het poly-
synthetische werkwoordcomplex.
Wat ik met dit boek heb getracht te bereiken is het plaatsen van het Panará
in het hedendaagse landschap van taalwetenschappelijk onderzoek. Aan de
ene kant is een groot gedeelte van de inheemse talen wereldwijd nog steeds
niet voldoende gedocumenteerd en beschreven. Ik hoop goed op weg te zijn
om dit gebrek aan kennis voor het Panará te verhelpen en ik hoop dat dit boek
een beschrijving van de taaldata bevat die trouw blijft aan de taal. Aan de an-
dere kant wordt er vaak opgemerkt dat veel belangrijke ontwikkelingen in
de theoretische taalwetenschap hebben plaatsgevonden zonder bijdrage van
niet-westerse talen. In dat opzicht hoop ik te hebben geïllustreerd dat talen




O presente livro é a culminação de quatro anos dedicados ao estudo da língua
dos panãra (“os que são”). O panará é uma língua pertenecente à familia lin-
guística jê, um grupo de línguas faladas hoje no centro e no sul-este do Brasil.
Por um lado, o panará apresenta várias característica típicamente jê: as cor-
respondências lexicais, os inventários de fonêmas, os processos fonológicos
e o perfil morfológico são tudos eles como se esperaria de qualquer língua jê.
Pelo outro lado, a ordem de constituintes, os padrões de marcagem de caso
e a morfologia verbal são radicalmente diferentes do que se observa no resto
das línguas jê.
A minha pesquisa de doutorado centra-se em dar uma descrição exaustiva
desses fenômenos, assim como analisar o lugar deles dentro da teoria lin-
guística atual. Com esse objetivo, durante o meu doutorado passei oito mêses
como um hóspede dos Panará na aldeia Nãsepotiti, dentro da Terra Indígena
Panará (entre Pará e Mato Grosso). A minha pesquisa de campo entre os
Panará focalizou-se na coleta de dados sobre a gramática da língua, em par-
ticular o caso e a concordância. Além disso, a minha pesquisa resultou em
uma coleta de materiais para a documentação da língua panará, arquivados
no Endangered Languages Archive.1
O livro é dividido emduas partes. A primeira parte apresenta uma descrição
da língua panará. O capítulo 2 contémuma descrição geral da gramática panará.
O capítulo 3 trata sobre a exponencia do caso gramatical em panará e nas
línguas jê em geral. Finalmente, o capítulo 4 descreve o comportamento dos
participantes oblíquos. Na segunda parte, o foco centra-se na análise gerativa
do caso gramatical, no capítulo 5, e a morfologia de concordância, no capítulo
1. https://elar.soas.ac.uk/Collection/MPI945311
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6. Finalmente, no capítulo 7 eu resumo as questões e aspectos que saíram à
luz nessa dissertação, e contemplo futuras direções de pesquisa.
Com o objetivo de fornecer uma descrição meticulosa do caso e a con-
cordância em panará, além de explorar a situação desses fenômenos dentro
da teoria linguística atual, começo com uma descrição exaustiva dos dados.
Nas situações nas quais é relevante, também estabeleço a relação com os fenô-
menos equivalentes nas línguas jê. Finalmente, ofereço uma discussão sobre
as formas de capturar os dados dentro da teoria.
Desde a perspectiva comparativa dentro da família jê, o panará é frequente-
mente considerado uma língua jê um tanto esquisita. Como é apresentado no
capítulo 3, isso é especialmente verdadeiro para as duas noções gramaticais
no título da dissertação, o caso e a concordância. O caso ergativo clássico na
maioria das línguas jê tem um vínculo com a presença de núcleos predicat-
ivos nominais e, por conseguinte, se acham dentro dos casos de ergatividade
ubíqua, observados de forma cros-linguística. Porém, o panará apresenta caso



































‘Eu comi a queixada que Patty matou.’ (el)
Nos últimos anos, o debate sobre os mecanismos gramaticais responsáveis
pelo caso ergativo se centrou em dois enfoques. Se fosse um caso inerente,
o ergativo seria atribuido de forma local por um núcleo funcional. Se fosse
um caso estrutural, o ergativo seria atribuido como resultado da estrutura da
cláusula, seja como consequência de uma operação Agree iniciada por um
núcleo funcional (caso por Agree), ou com o objetivo de desambiguar entre
dois sintagmas argumentais em competência (caso dependente). No capítulo
5 apresento a proposta que a exponencia de dependências entre constituintes
e núcleos funcionais pode capturar predições semelhantes às previstas pelos
mecanismos existentes de caso estrutural. Assim, a retenção de traços cor-
respondentes aos núcleos funcionais que selecionam um sintagma como de-
pendente pode ser usada para derivar combinações diferentes dos traços para
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serem expressosmorfológicamente na etapa de inserção de vocabulário. Como
uma função da derivação, a dependência é uma relação que existe independ-
entemente, o mecanismo que deriva o caso como uma exponencia dessa re-
lação pode evitar uma parte da estipulação presente nos mecanismos que de-
rivam o caso dependente ou o caso por Agree.
O panará é a única língua polissintética da família jê. A palavra verbal
em Panará apresenta uma série de clíticos que concordam com participantes
na cláusula. O polipersonalismo do panará, a referência a mais de um parti-
cipante na morfologia verbal, inclui clíticos pronominais, D-doubling, e clíti-
cos adposicionais, P-doubling. No capítulo 4 é descrito o fenómeno do P-
doubling em panará, disponível somente para uma serie de participantes post-
posicionais, alguns homônimos com participantes postposicionais estáticos,
sem poder cliticizar. Um exemplo apresentado é a postposição pêê: pode cliti-
cizar quando tem uma semántica malefactiva, mais ela é estática quando tem
































‘Sâkjo chegou do mato.’ (el)
A generalização proposta que os PPs relacionais são legitimados para cliti-
cizar e os PPs estativos são estáticos é argumentada no capítulo 6. A proposta
apresentada é que os PPs cliticizantes são inseridos por núcleos aplicativos, e
os PPs estáticos são adjuntos inseridos em uma etapa tardia da derivação. O
mecanismo proposto para derivar a cliticização massiva existente em panará,
o desplaçamento de núcleos de categorias D e P causado por uma operação
Agree desde a categoria funcional Infl, pode ser também invocado para pre-
decir que os PPs relacionais serão um alvo para a cliticização, mas os PPs
estativos são inseridos tarde e não formam uma cadeia com Infl.
A pedra angular entre o caso e a concordáncia em panará é a morfolo-
gia verbal no modo irrealis, descrita no capítulo 3. Tradicionalmente consid-
erada uma cisão parcial no alineamento da língua entre caso ergativo em
modo realis e e caso nominativo em modo irrealis, eu argumento no capítulo
6 que uma série de elementos conspiram para mascarar o alineamento dos
clíticos em panará. A presência de exponencia discontínua na língua, não ex-
cepcional em sistemas de clíticos, confunde a imagem do alineamento dos
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clíticos quando combina-se com a exponencia reduzida de participantes no
modo irrealis. Na análise proposta, um sistema de clíticos em panará opera em
termos de traços de participante em uma relação de implicação. Não existe o
caso nominativo em panará: os DPs sempre recebem caso em um alineamento
ergativo, e os clíticos são um mosaico de exponencia de participantes.
Mesmo se o panará apresenta características não-jê, em uma perspectiva
mais ampla ele não é uma língua esquisita. Tenho argumentado que o desplaça-
mento do verbo até Infl, uma versão do movimento V-to-T clássico, explica a
estrutura sem verbo final das cláusulas panará. Futuras pesquisas na diacronia
da sintaxe panará seguramente acenderão a luz sobre as pressões que levaram
a língua a reanalisar a cláusula jê a verbo final como um complexo verbal. Intu-
itivamente, parece razoável que o uso de dislocações pleonásticas e emfáticas
tão comuns nas línguas jê também era presente em panará. Em um momento
dado, os elementos organizados de forma muito rígida foram restruturados
como uma palavra verbal polissintética.
Com o presente livro eu tentei de conseguir colocar o panará no cenário
das pesquisas linguísticas atuais. Por um lado, uma enorme maioria das lín-
guas indígenas no mundo inteiro são gravemente faltas de documentação
e descrição. Tenho a esperança que consegui remediar isso para o panará,
e que a descrição gramatical proposta nesse livro seja fiel à língua falada
pelos Panará. Pelo outro lado, uma parte importante dos desenvolvimentos
na teoria linguística têm lugar com uma contribução meramente testimonial
de línguas não-mainstream. Uma mensagem que espero ter transmitido é que
as línguas como o panará são uma base excelente para a pesquisa de questões
teóricas atuais.
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